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�� Introduction

As long ago as 
��� years� Demokrit and his contemporaries thought that all matter was
a composite of small elementary units� The search for the smallest� that means most basic
constituent of matter has since then formed an important part of physics history� An mile�
stone was the discovery of �atoms�� which in contradiction to the greek meaning of the word
is not the elementary layer of nature� The method in revealing further substructures of matter
has not changed since Rutherford�s famous scattering experiment revealing the existence of a
nucleus inside atoms� Modern elementary particle research works much the same way� The
particles under study are brought into collision with other particles and the products of the
interactions are observed� A comparison of the experimental data with predictions based on
theoretical models helps determining the right theory and its parameters� Once a new layer of
substructure is found� existing theories con�rmed by earlier experiments must be lower energy
approximations of the new theory� Another very important aspect of modern particle physics
is the precise determination of a theory�s parameters and its continuous veri�cation with new
experimental data�

The currently most favored model of the structure of matter is the standard model� It
describes all known experimental data with high precision� Its base is two�fold� matter consists
of two particle classes with spin �

�
� the leptons� quarks and their anti�particles� These are

Leptons

�
�e
e�

� �
��
��

� �
��
��

�

Quarks

�
u
d

� �
c
s

� �
t
b

�

considered elementary and all other particles in nature are composites of them� Inside the
classes� they can be ordered in three families� re�ecting their behavior under weak interactions�

Interactions between the fermions are described by gauge theories introducing new �elds�

weak interactions � Z��W�

electromagnetic interaction � �
strong interaction � eight gluons

In the particle picture� two fermions interact with each other by exchanging one of these vector
bosons�

�



�� Introduction

Within the standard model� approximately 
� parameters such as the particle masses and
the strengths of the forces or the number of particle families cannot be generically explained�
An important task of high energy experiments is therefore to measure these to high precision�
This situation however is not satisfactory and raises the question of a new underlying layer of
substructure with less forces and less generic particles�
In the history of physics� the discovery of excited states of well known �elementary� objects

has always led to the discovery of the next layer of substructure� The search for excited states
of the elementary particles are therefore an important part of most multi�purpose experiments�
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Figure ����� The HERA collider and its pre�accelerating infrastructure� The H� and ZEUS
experiments are located in the halls north and south respectively�

���� Experimental Apparatus

Two main requirements determine the design of modern particle colliders� The fundamental
uncertainty relation of Heisenberg

�x ��p � �h
mathematically describes the e�ect that resolving smaller structures requires higher interaction
energies� A particle with momentum p probing another particle has a maximal momentum
uncertainty of �p � p� Hence� the minimal spacial uncertainty decreases with increasing
momentum of the probing particle� Modern particle physics experiments therefore use very
high energetic particle beams�
Precise measurements of the standard model parameters at all points of phase�space can

only be achieved with high statistics� The search for possible rare violations of standard model






���� Experimental Apparatus

predictions also requires a high interaction rate� These are two examples for the requirement
that a collider must deliver a high luminosity�
HERA� is the �rst collider that brings electrons or positrons into collisions with protons�

This particle combination is especially suitable to study the structure of the proton� because the
electron is a point�like elementary particle in the standard model� The machine consists of inde�
pendent rings for electron and proton beams� Due to the high energy of the electrons �
��� GeV�
and protons ��
� GeV�� the tunnel for those rings has a circumference of �� km� The invariant
mass of the e�p system amounts to ��� GeV and substantially exceeds the energies reached
at �xed�target experiments� The energy of the electron beam in a �xed target experiment
must go up to �� TeV to reach comparable center of mass energies� In each ring� up to the
design value of 

� particle bunches circulate with ��� ������ � ���� particles per bunch for
electrons and protons respectively� In two of the four interaction regions� shown in �gure ����
both beams are brought into the same beam pipe and are separated again after passing the
interaction point� This leads to a bunch crossing frequency of ����MHz� Other important
HERA parameters are shown in �gure ��
� The plot additionally demonstrates that since the
�rst years of its operation� HERA successfully increased the luminosity for the experiments�
The ZEUS and H� collaborations use the interaction points for their multi�purpose exper�

iments� A third group �HERA�B� works with a wire target exposed to the Gaussian halo of
the proton beam� The HERA�B detector is optimized to investigate a possible CP�violation
in the B meson sector� The Hermes collaboration works on an internal polarized gas target ex�
periment that uses the electron beam to measure the spin distributions of the quarks in proton
and neutron�
A successful detection and measurement of the interaction products with high energies

requires detectors with a very high amount of sensitive material to absorb a big fraction of the
resulting particles� In the case of the H� detector� this results in a quarter of a million electronic
channels producing raw event sizes of the order of  Mbytes ���� The data acquisition system
must be able to read out this data with a high rate in order to e�ciently use the luminosity�
Currently� the H� detector is completely read out with a frequency of the order of ��Hz� The
response time of the data acquisition system mainly determines this frequency�
This thesis was developed in the context of the H� experiment at the HERA collider at

DESY� The main task was the new design of the processor steered part of the data acquisition
for the central muon detector� This was necessary because the data processing structure and
software were originally designed to take data at rates of O����Hz� With experience of the
�rst years of H� operation it became evident that a data taking rate of O�����Hz should be
expected for the future�
The data of the central muon detector was used for a search for excited electrons in the

second part of this thesis� The decay channels producing muons were studied and the results
completed the analysis for the �		� data taking period� published in ����

�Hadron Electron Ring Anlage
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HERA performance in ���������
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Figure ��
�� The development over time of the luminosity delivered by HERA� The �gure also
shows the development and size of the basic collider parameters�
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�� The H� Detector

One of the two experiments using both beams from HERA is H�� Approximately ��� physicists
from �� countries use the multi�purpose detector� shown in �gure 
��� for their studies� It is a
complex composite of di�erent measurement devices� their data acquisition systems and related
electronics�

In the �rst section� this chapter gives an overview of the main components relevant for
this thesis� The second section describes the central muon detector of the H� experiment with
more details that are necessary to understand the next chapters� A complete description of the
detector and its electronics can be found in ����

The Cartesian coordinate system for the H� detector is de�ned in the following way� The z
axis is chosen along the proton direction� the y axis points upwards� A corresponding spherical
and cylindrical coordinate system is used with the convention of � � � for y � �� Angles are
given in radian unless stated otherwise�

���� Overview of the Principal Detector Components

Unlike experiments at e�e� or pp colliders� the H� detector is not designed symmetrically in
order to account for the kinematical situation at HERA� As a consequence of the strongly
di�erent particle energies� the e�p center of mass frame is strongly boosted into the proton
direction� Therefore about ��  of all leptons and hadrons are emitted with a polar angle of
less than 
���

The components of the detector can be roughly subdivided into calorimeters and tracking

devices� The central tracking chambers form the innermost part of the H� detector and are
followed by the Liquid Argon calorimeter and a solenoid magnet coil� This coil is enclosed by
the iron yoke� instrumented with streamer chambers� for the magnetic �ux return�

Tracking Detectors

Track detectors measure the trajectories of particles that penetrate the chambers� They are
designed with minimal radiation and interaction lengths in order to minimize the disturbance
of the particles� With gases used as typical detector materials� the energy loss for penetrating
particles is small�

A combination of all energy depositions stemming from the same particle� called a track�
is used to measure polar �	� and azimuthal ��� angles and the z position extrapolated to the
interaction point �z��� With a good spatial resolution� subsequent decay vertices� of unstable
particles can be detected�

�called secondary vertices

�



�� The H� Detector
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Figure 
���� The H� detector at HERA�
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���� Overview of the Principal Detector Components

Figure 
�
�� A schematic cross section of the central jet chambers� The �gure was taken from ����

The superconducting solenoid magnet that encloses the tracking and calorimetric systems
generates a homogeneous magnetic �eld along the z axis� Because of the strong �eld of ��
 Tesla�
the trajectories of charged particles with charge q and momentum p form circles with radius
r � q�mp in the x�y plane� Therefore� a good spatial resolution of the tracking chambers
corresponds to a good momentum resolution�

Calorimeters

Calorimeters measure particle energies to high precision� In contrast to the track detectors�
calorimeters are designed with high radiation and interaction lengths� Consequently an incom�
ing particle deposits all its energy in the calorimeter and therewith allows a direct measurement�
The granularity of the calorimeter determines the spacial resolution�

������ The Inner Tracking System

The inner track detectors can be subdivided into four parts� The silicon vertex detectors form
one of them but are left out in the following overview because they were not used in the context
of this thesis�

The Central Tracking

The central tracker� shown in �gure 
�
� consists of several detectors cylindrically aligned
around the beamline� The 	� � and z coordinates are measured by two di�erent drift chamber
designs mentioned below� The central track detectors are completed byMulti Wire Proportional

Chambers� They provide a trigger for fast vertex determination�

�
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� the CentralInnerProportional chamber consists of three layers thin gap proportional cham�
bers� Between them� the Central Inner Z chamber is inserted� Their wires are stretched
in a polygon around a cylinder in the x�y plane� The CIZ can measure the z coordinate
of perpendicularly penetrating tracks with a design resolution of 
z � ���m�

� the Central Jet Chambers are drift chambers with wires stretched along the z axis�
The two independent cylinders �CJC� and CJC
� are separated by an outer layer of
Z�chambers �COZ� and MWPC �COP��� The CJC sense wires are read out at both ends�
providing a measurement of the z coordinate with moderate resolution by the charge de�
vision method� The spatial resolution in the r�� plane is 
r� � ����m and corresponds
to a momentum resolution of �p�p� �  � ����GeV ��� Particle identi�cation estimators
can be calculated by the measurement of the speci�c energy loss dE�dx with a resolution
of O���� �

The Forward Tracking

The kinematic situation at HERA requires a special forward track detector� It consists of three
identical super�modules� Within a super�module three drift chamber layers �called planars� with
wires perpendicular to the z axis and the radial direction measure the polar angle of tracks�
In order to increase the resolution� each planar is rotated by an angle of ��� with respect to
the previous one� The azimuthal angle is measured by three drift chamber layers with wires
stretched radially� Each super�module additionally contains MWPCs for trigger purposes� As
a forth item� the modules contain transition radiators that provide the possibility of electron
identi�cation in the forward region�

Backward Drift Chamber

The tracking system is completed by the Backward Drift Chamber� The BDC covers an angular
range of ��� � 	 � ����� Together with the calorimeter in the backward direction� it is used
to identify and determine the parameters of the scattered electron in deep inelastic scattering�
The scattering angle of the lepton is measured with a radial resolution of 
r � ����m� It
follows� that the resolution for the electron angle is 
� � ���mrad�

������ The Calorimetric System

The Liquid Argon calorimeter is the main system for energy measurement� It is located within
the H� solenoid in order to minimize the dead material between the interaction point and
the calorimeter� The LAr consists of absorber plates interleaved with sensitive gaps� �lled with
liquid Argon� In order to distinguish between electromagnetic and hadronic energy depositions�
the absorbers used in the inner and outer part are lead and steel respectively� The depth of
the electromagnetic calorimeter varies between 
� and � radiation lengths� The amount of
material for hadronic interactions lies between ��� and � interaction lengths�
The LAr is a non compensating calorimeter� Hadronic and electromagnetic depositions

of the same energy result in di�erent analog signals� The electromagnetic part of an energy
deposition therefore must be identi�ed in order to calculate the correct energy�
An additional calorimeter is located in the backward region� ����� � 	 � ������ In �		��

the former Backward Electromagnetic Calorimeter specially designed to detect the scattered

�The COP has only � layers

�
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electron� was replaced by the Spaghetti Calorimeter� This �ber calorimeter has electromagnetic
and hadronic sections like the LAr� Calorimetry in this angular range is very important in Deep
Inelastic Scattering to determine the event kinematics from the scattered electron�
The LAr is supplemented by the iron tail catcher calorimeter� the analog part of the instru�

mented iron �ux return yoke described below�
The smallest calorimeter used by the H� detector� is the Plug� It covers the angular region

in the extreme forward direction down to the beam pipe ����� � 	 � ���� and minimizes the
amount of unmeasured transverse momentum carried by hadrons that are emitted close to the
beam hole�

������ Muon Detection

Muons do not participate in the strong interaction� Their high mass �m� ! �����MeV � leads
to a relatively low speci�c energy loss in materials� Because of this and their long lifetime
�
�
 � ���� s�� most muons are not absorbed in the calorimeters� Two outer parts of the H�
detector are specially designed to identify and measure muons�

� The magnetic �ux of the main H� solenoid is returned by an iron yoke instrumented with
streamer tubes and induction electrodes� The instrumentation is subdivided in a digital
and an analog branch� Due to the importance of the digital part to this thesis� it is
described in greater detail in the next section�

� In the very forward direction� the inner tracking and instrumented iron are not adequate
to measure the momenta of high energetic muons with su�cient accuracy� An additional
spectrometer �the forward muon spectrometer� determines the muonic momenta for the
polar angle region �� � 	 � 
��� It consists of six layers of drift chambers interleaved
with a toroid magnet for the momentummeasurement� The spectrometer has a resolution
of 
� for muons with a momentum of �GeV becoming worse �� � for higher muon
momenta of p ! 
��GeV �

���� The Instrumented Iron

The return yoke for the magnetic �eld generated by the main H� solenoid is also used for
muon detection� The iron structure surrounds all main detector components and consists of
ten ��� cm thick low carbon steel plates� interleaved with gaps �
�� cm� for the instrumentation
�see �gure 
��� This instrumentation consists of limited streamer tubes in gas tight boxes made
of Luranyl� PVC could not be used for the chambers for safety reasons�
The basic chamber cells are the streamer tubes with a quadratic cross section of �� � ��mm��

Each tube consists of a CuBe�wire with a diameter of ��� �m stretched in the middle of the
cell� Eight streamer tubes form the basic instrumentation unit� These pro�les are coated with
graphite paint resulting in a low surface resistivity �����k"� � to provide the chambers with
a high voltage of O������V relative to the wire� The high voltage is automatically adjusted
by #
���V�hPa in order to account for the gain variation induced by air pressure changes�
Two pro�les are grouped within a Luranyl box� and are provided with the non��ammable

three component gas ���  CO�� 
��  Argon and 	��  Isobutane�� The Isobutane localizes
all evolving streamers to a small region� by absorbing ultra violet photons� In a system without

�These �� channels are hereafter referred to as an element
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subdetector module number
name number ns inner box outer box
BEC � �����
��������� �����
BEC � ��	 �
BBAR � �����
������ ����
���
FBAR 
 �� ����
FBAR 
 ��
���� �
FEC  ������	 �����

Table 
���� The missing muon box instrumentation� Only the detector regions not equipped
with muon boxes are listed�

such a quencher� these photons would cause the streamers to evolve in a direction parallel to
the wire by ionizing atoms in these directions� Because of the limiting Isobutane� the system
is called a Limited Streamer Tube system� The fraction of Isobutane must be kept below ��  
in order to preserve the non��ammability of the chamber gas�
Several elements are grouped to form a complete streamer tube layer that is inserted into the

gaps of the iron structure� Dummy elements must also be inserted for the structural stability of
the detector� They are aligned in a way� that the dead areas do not form straight lines pointing
to the interaction point�
Luranyl has a very high resistivity� This property allows to equip the layers with further

in�uence electrodes� Figure 
� shows which layers are equipped with strips or pads�

� The strips are narrow electrodes ���� cm� glued perpendicularly to the wire directions�
They are necessary to measure the third coordinate of a particle passage� because only
two of the coordinates are determined by the position of the wire� The strips are read
out digitally by the digital muon data acquisition system�

� The pads are rectangular electrodes ������ cm� in the central region� used in the context
of the tail�catcher function of the instrumented iron� They are read out analogely by the
calorimeter data acquisition systems�

In addition to the instrumentation inside the iron gaps� parts of the detector are equipped with
�muon boxes�� attached to the outer or inner side of the iron structure� These are aluminium
boxes �lled with up to three layers of streamer tubes� Due to geometric and technical reasons
most detector areas are not equipped with both� inner and outer� muon boxes� Table 
�� lists
the missing muon box instrumentation with the nomenclature that is introduced below� The
layers are numbered from � to �� starting from the inner muon box�

The Subdetector and Module Segmentation

The instrumented iron is subdivided into four areas� called the subdetectors� These are the
Backward EndCap� the Backward Barrel� the Forward Barrel and the Forward EndCap� The
two barrel parts form an octagonal structure with symmetry axis along the proton direction�
This structure is closed by the endcaps� forming vertical walls on both sides of the barrel� The
subdetectors are also referenced by numbers ns� starting from � for the BEC to  for the FEC�
For technical reasons each subdetector is subdivided into �� modules inducing a �� fold basic

structure� Trigger and readout electronics adhere to this hardware segmentation by treating
all modules in parallel�

��
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Two di�erent counting schemes exist for the modules� If nmod
l is the local number inside its

subdetector then nmod
g ! �� � ns # nmod

l denotes the global module number� If a module is to
be referenced by its local module number� the subdetector number always has to be supplied
additionally� ns � nmod

l �

O�ine Channel Nomenclature

The channel number nc identi�es a channel inside its layer nL� In the o$ine nomenclature� the
sense of counting is determined by detector geometry and not by the readout hardware� The
channel numbers increase with y in the endcaps and with � in the barrel area�
Together with the layer number nL� a complete symbolic channel address can be given by�

� X � ns � nl � nL � nc � X!W�S� W denotes wire layers� S denotes strip layers�

� X � ng � nL � nc � X!W�S

Channel addresses can be given in two other formats that are not a direct consequence of the
detector hardware� The hardware format has to take into account constraints induced by the
readout hardware �see section ����� The online format further decreases the level of abstraction�
It is important for readout processes and is described in section �����

��
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Figure 
��� A simpli�ed cross section through the return yoke perpendicularly to the proton
direction� The �gure shows the hierarchical hardware induced segmentation� The
dummy elements of the support structure are not shown�
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�� H� Data taking

This chapter describes the general structure of the H� data acquisition� It starts with a short
overview of the data taking design and the relation between the trigger and data acquisition
systems� The following two sections present more details such as technical realization and
communication protocols� Further information can be found in ��� and �
��
One main design constraint for data taking is the deadtime� The deadtime denotes the time�

the detector is not prepared to record events� because the data acquisition system performs its
work� Section �� presents a division of the data acquisition tasks into three groups that allows
to minimize the deadtime� The last section classi�es the systems deadtime behavior to the �rst
and second order deadtime and summarizes the anticipated rate and response time requirements
for the acquisition system�

���� Overview of the H� Data Taking

HERA brings the proton and electron bunches into collision with a rate of ����MHz� Although
the real interaction rate producing signals in the detector is lower �O���� kHz�� most interactions
seen by the detector are not interesting for physics analyses�

� Beam�gas and beam�wall background stemming from beam particle interactions with the
rest gas atoms in the beam pipe �p � ���� hPa� or the infrastructure of the pipe itself�

� Due to the same processes� many pions are produced in the beam�pipe in negative z
direction �upstream�� These decay into muons which surround the proton beam as a
halo� This source of data is called beam�halo background�

� High energetic cosmic particles produce hadronic showers when hitting the atmosphere�
Muons out of the showers form a background for H� with a high rate of O�����Hz�

The event rates expected from electron proton bunch interactions are smaller� Table �� con�
tains examples for the rates expected for selected processes� They can only be separated
e�ciently from the main background sources with a trigger system that decides on the physics
contents of interactions seen in the detector� The trigger should initiate the readout processes
only for physically interesting events and suppress the background� It is hierarchically struc�
tured in � levels in order to work with high e�ciency� The rate at which the corresponding
trigger Level has to take its KEEP or REJECT decision decreases from O��� kHz for Level �
�L�� to about O����Hz for Level � �L���
Because the trigger initiates the readout processes� the data acquisition system is closely

related to its structure� When the trigger initiates the generic readout procedures� it provides
an �event number� to the data acquisition system� Together with the run number� denoting a

�
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process cross section rate at design luminosity
Beam Gas interactions �� kHz for ���� hPa
Cosmic � in barrel ��� Hz

Tagged �p ����b 
� Hz
cc total ��b �� Hz

DIS low Q� ��� nb 
�
 Hz
DIS high Q� �e in LAr� ��� nb ���min��

W production ��� pb ���d��

Table ���� Cross sections and rates at H� calculated with the design luminosity of L ! ��� �
����cm�s��� The table is taken from ����

period with constant data taking conditions� the event number uniquely de�nes a reference for
all event recordings for the H� experiment��

������ Data Acquisition and Trigger

As the trigger� the data acquisition system has a hierarchic structure �see �gure �
�� the
complete subdetector speci�c work is encapsulated by the data acquisition subsystems� All
subsystems work in parallel and deliver their data to the central data acquisition that merges
all information into one record �a FullEventBu�er� and delivers it to tasks operating on the
complete event information �FEB consumers� see section ����� With this design� the highly
heterogeneous subdetector data taking processes are detached from the further data path� A
common communication structure between subsystem and trigger or CDAQ forms the interface�
Because the subsystems operate independently from each other� the complete system is scalable
and does not depend on the availability of all subsystems�
The data�path to mass storage is closely related and determined by the trigger scheme of

H�� In �gure �� this path is sketched for the central muon system� At �rst� the digitized
chamber signals are stored temporarily in �front end pipes� until the Level � trigger decision
arrives �see section �
�� After an L� KEEP decision the dedicated readout hardware begins
with its work� Software controlled readout procedures are only started upon arrival of the L�
KEEP signal� They transport the data out of the electronics into a memory bu�er �a Local
Event Bu�er�� L� REJECT decisions immediately abort the hardware readout and prepare
the front end for new events� With L� KEEP� the bu�er is protected and scheduled for further
treatment� In case of an L� REJECT decision� the bu�er is not protected and as a consequence
it is overwritten by new events �i�e� the data is lost�� The data acquisition subsystems �ll
the data of events kept by Level  into banks of the common format BOS �� and store them
into other memories �Multi Event Bu�ers� that can be accessed by the CDAQ� L� then �nally
decides on the transport of the events to a mainframe computer� where they are written to
tape� After reconstruction �see ��
� the data can be used for physics analyses�

���� The H� Trigger

The H� trigger is structured into four levels� Each level only takes a decision if the next lower
Level issued a KEEP decision� As a consequence of the decreasing decision rate with rising

�Simulated events are not considered as �real data�
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Figure ���� The data path to the mass storage for the muon system� The boxes contain the
subsystem data acquisition� The FEB structure is not shown in this �gure for
simplicity reasons�

trigger level� the granularity of the information underlying the decisions can increase� The
Level � trigger bases its decision on the complete event information�
The �rst Level trigger plays a special role for the data acquisition� Because it must take

its decisions with the HERA bunchcrossing frequency ����� MHz� the time needed to decide
�the �xed time of typically 
���s ���� must not in�uence data taking� The trigger must deter�
mine its decision in parallel to data taking or the fraction of sensitive detector time would be
	�ns�
���s � � � Depending on its physical location� an L� KEEPdecision arrives at the front
end electronics with a latency of O�
����s after the interaction�

Front End Pipelining

The subdetectors must account for this design with their front end electronic� All subsystems
can store a number of consecutive events in front end pipelines� In order to make space in the
pipeline for a new arriving event� the electronic forgets the oldest data� With this design the
front end ensures a �xed time of storage for all events after their production�
With a su�cient depth of the pipelines� the event data stays stored in the system while the

L� trigger takes its decision and the process of data taking needs not to be interrupted� Four
di�erent implementations of this storage are used within the H� front end� The one used by
the central muon system is described in chapter ��
Upon the arrival of an L� KEEP decision� the data corresponding to the trigger can be

found at a known position in the pipeline because of the �xed decision time� This positive
decision stops the event recording� whereas a �REJECT� decision results in no action� After a
short time the data of the rejected event drops out of the pipeline and is lost�

��
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Level � Trigger Decision

The L� decision is formed out of pre�decisions coming from the subdetectors� Each detector
component can deliver several of these trigger elements that are exclusively determined with
data from the respective detector components� The trigger elements can be combined in an
arbitrary boolean way to the �
� raw subtriggers� Each of these subtriggers consists of the
main trigger condition� and is validated by a global option� The global options contain trigger
conditions that verify basic event quantities such as the existence of a vertex or the correct
timing information�
After the application of a prescale factor� the raw subtriggers become the actual subtriggers�

Only the fraction ��n of a raw subtrigger prescaled with factor n is accepted as actual subtrigger�
The central trigger initiates the detector readout procedures only for events that activated at
least one actual subtrigger�
The prescale mechanism is used to adapt the trigger rates of the individual subtriggers to a

consistent trigger mixture and to account for beam conditions� Three di�erent pre�con�gured
sets of prescale factors �the trigger phases� help to keep the overall data taking rate at a constant
level during the di�erent phases of the luminosity data taking�

Level � and Level �

The two trigger levels L
 and L operate after the readout process started� The second Level
decider exclusively works with special purpose hardware� because it has to deliver its decision
at a �xed time of typically 
��s after the L� KEEP� Important components are a complex
topological correlator and a backpropagation neural network approach� The decision is made
with information derived in the Level � system at a higher granularity� Only if the event was
accepted by Level 
� the time consuming software controlled parts of the readout process are
started and an event number �the L
 KEEP number� is assigned to the event record�
The Level  system� based on an AM 
	��� RISC processor� computes its decision from the

same data in parallel to the readout process� The KEEP or REJECT signals from this level
are available after the L�Set time�� typically several ��� �s after L
 KEEP� In case of an L� or
L� REJECT decision� all readout processes are aborted and the system is set ready for data
taking in a short time of O�����s�

Level �

The level � trigger is a compound of � single board RISC computers� In contrast to the other
trigger levels the processors have access to the complete event information because the data
acquisition procedures are already �nished at this stage �see also section ����� Each processor
computes the decision for one event at a time� With a data taking rate of �Hz� the mean
CPU�time available for the decision is therefore O���s� However� it has to be kept signi�cantly
lower to avoid saturation e�ects�

���� The H� Data Acquisition System

The logical structure of the H� software controlled data acquisition introduced in the �rst sec�
tion is implemented on several types of processors� CPUs of type MC���XX� MIPS� PowerPc�

�In ����	 this was 
���s�
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	K and DSP perform the related tasks in a VMEbus ��� based environment� These are not
equipped with active operating systems� but run stand alone programs to ensure fast response
times� The data acquisition processors are steered� con�gured and monitored by commercial
computers providing graphical user interface� mass storage and related infrastructure� MacIn�
tosh and other Apple computers as well as VMS�workstations� and VME based OS�	 stations
are used for this purpose�
Besides the VME architecture� other links provide communication� The multiplexedA
�D


transparent VMVbus ��� provides fast inter crate data transfer� and VSB buses are used for
point�to�point connections� The non address�based data transfer over long distances performed
by central data acquisition and data logging is carried out by �ber optic links�

������ Central DAQ

The central data acquisition� collects event data from fourteen branches� A data acquisition
branch can either be a single subsystem or a logical compound of several subsystems with similar
structure �see �gure �
� � In the following� subsystem and branch are used synonymously since
the central muon data acquisition system is a branch of its own� A �ber optic ring interconnects
the branches with the Central Event Builder� Each branch is equipped with an interface board
�VMeXI� chained into this ring� These cards house a �� MHz MC���� processor and 
 Mbytes
of memory that contains the MEB bu�er memory� The Central Event Builder communicates
with these processors to collect the information for a given event�
If all required branches have delivered this data� it is merged into a Full Event Bu�er	 in

the Full Event Memory area� and the corresponding MEBs are freed� Only then� they can be
reused to latch new incoming events�

The Full Event Tasks

The FEB are accessible to the FEB consumer tasks �also called Full Event Tasks�� a compound
of processing units independently performing dedicated operations that need the complete event
data� The link to the full event memories is implemented with VSB buses to avoid bandwidth
problems�
The consumer tasks can also act as producers of data by feeding events back into the full

event memories� Additionally they can choose which data they wish to act on� either directly
built events from the Event Builder or events that were fed back into the system� Examples
for FEB consumers are the following�

� a histogramming unit that collects data in histograms for fast data quality checks%

� an online event display unit that can be used in combination with a MacIntosh computer
to visualize events for interactive analysis%

� a data validity unit that examines the BOS data base structure of incoming events%

� the logging unit that reads events fed back by the Level � trigger and transfers them via
UNIX single board computers with SBUS FDDI to a router in the DESY computer center

�In the case of the calorimeter subsystem�
�More information can be found in ���
�Also called Full Event Records�

��
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Figure �
�� The memory and processing structure of the H� data acquisition� The central DAQ
carries out the coordination and the transport of the data between FEB consumers�
L� Filter and subsystems�

�the distance is  km�� From there� the data is transferred via HIPPI to a SGI Challenge
machine where it is written to tape by an Ampex DST��� robot�

Level � Filter

Three FEB consumers are the Filter Input nodes� They distribute the events to the nodes of
the Level � �lter that decide on the delivery of the events to mass storage� The algorithms
running on these machines perform an initial reconstruction of the event� The detector signals
are associated with physics quantities like energies� clusters� tracks and combined objects� The
events are analyzed for their physics content on the basis of the reconstructed information and
this allows the processors to take e�cient decisions� On an L� KEEP decision� the event is sent
to the Filter Output Node which feeds the data back to the full event memories� The logging
task is responsible for the subsequent transport to the SGI Challenge machine�

������ The Subsystem Processor DAQ

The data acquisition subsystem encapsulates the subdetector speci�c procedures� The system
reads data out of the electronics and makes sure that it is associated with the correct event

��
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number� Because of instantaneous trigger rate �uctuations� the subsystem must be able to
administrate several events at the same time with a high level of data security�
The subsystem must communicate with the central trigger and the central data acquisition

to ful�ll its tasks� Well de�ned protocols common to all branches provide the connection to
both instances� They are sketched below� Chapter � describes the branch speci�c procedures
for the central muon data acquisition system�

Communication With the Central DAQ

The subsystem communicates with the Central Event Builder via the VMeXI boards on behalf
of the standard library package XiUser �
�� The subsystem polls on several parameters provided
by the CDAQ� These parameters statically and dynamically steer the data acquisition processes�

� The System Mode is used to steer the �ow of operation for the run� Additionally it
contains con�guration information that remains unchanged during the run�

� The DAQ Mode contains additional settings� that remain unchanged during the run�
The DAQ Speci�cation block can be used to transmit further con�guration data to the
subsystem� The Run Number is also provided to the subsystems for monitoring purposes�

� The XiMask and FEBMask determine which subsystems and FEB consumers are expected
to participate in the next run�

The subsystem can send status information to the central DAQ via the readout Error code� It
additionally can send Messages to the CDAQ that are displayed on the H� Supervisor MacIn�
tosh�� The subsystems deliver MEB to the CDAQ� Each of these is associated with an event
number allowing to store big events using several MEB�
A run consists of the run prepare� event loop and end run procedures� It starts� as soon

as the SysMode is set � � by the CDAQ� Initially each subsystem requests the initialization
of the communication data structures at an address with a number of MEB of given size�
This procedure additionally acknowledges the prepare run command
 to the CDAQ� The run is
stopped at this stage if not all subsystems acknowledged the prepare run within a given time�
Subsequently� the subsystem must determine if a run start record is requested� In this case�

it has to request memory space for this record� �ll it with con�guration data�� and deliver it
to the Event Builder � These run start records are stored in the H� database� Changes in
con�guration can then be taken into account by the o$ine software�
At this stage� the data acquisition enters the event loop and waits for triggers� During this

loop� it must request empty MEB from the CDAQ and deliver �lled MEB to the CDAQ� The
central data acquisition regularly has to be informed that the subsystem is still active� and the
SysMode has to be checked for the termination of the run�
A run can be terminated in two ways� If it is aborted� the SysMode is set to zero without

preparation� The subsystems discard all data left� and perform their run end procedures in
order to be prepared for the next run start� No run end record is sent� The normal run end

procedure is initiated by the SysMode prepare for end of run command� The subsystems must
deliver all of their events to the CDAQ and tag the last one by setting the highest bit in the
event number� Once all subsystems have delivered their last event� or after a �xed timeout
SysMode becomes zero and the run is stopped�

�The data acquisition is controlled and con�gured by this computer�
�SysMode � �
�The ZRID bank for the central muon system�

�	
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The Communication With the Central Trigger

The communication with the central trigger is performed by means of the Fast ��� and Slow ���
cards housed in the Subsystem Trigger Controller crate� These two cards are connected to the
central trigger and transmit controlling signals to the subsystem� The most important signals
used by the central muon system are described in section ����� In addition� decisions of the
Levels 
 and � requests �see below� and their acknowledgements� as well as �information bits�
are also transferred through these cards� The communication is done by means of FlipFlops
forming internal registers in these boards�

� An incoming request or trigger decision causes the corresponding FlipFlop to be set�
If con�gured appropriately� the Slow Card can issue a vectored VME interrupt to the
subsystem processors� If this is not the case� the subsystem must poll on the FlipFlops
with VME cycles�

� The subsystem can acknowledge the requests and decisions by resetting the FlipFlops with
VME cycles� If a request or decision involving processor action is not acknowledged by
all subsystems within a short timeout period� the complete run is aborted� The central
trigger awaits acknowledgements for the L KEEP� L REJECT� L
 KEEP� run prepare
and run end signals�

Similarly to the communication scheme with the CDAQ� the �rst signal in a run sent by the
central trigger is the prepare run request�� Because the central trigger sends all requests and
decisions to all branches� regardless if they participate in the run� it is necessary to mask the
corresponding FlipFlops at run end� Only if a subsystem is signaled by the XiMask to take data�
it unmasks them in the run prepare interrupt� Only after all subsystems have acknowledged
the run start request� the �rst triggers can be generated� In the progress of a run� the central
trigger can issue a Level � KEEP decision to the subsystems� For the central muon system�
the L� decision is transmit by the PipeEnable signal� At this time� the hardware controlled
readout procedures start and the deadtime begins�

If the event induced an L
 KEEP decision� the processors involved in the subsystems DAQ
system start with their work��� All subsystems have to acknowledge the L
 KEEP decision
after their work is �nished� The branch then is in the state Front End Ready� The state all
branches have acknowledged the L
 KEEP decision is called All Front End Ready� If the event
induced an L
 REJECT signal� the hardware data taking is aborted� As after all decisions� the
central trigger subsequently sends a Fast Clear signal that prepares all electronics for further
data taking�

The L decision can arrive at the STC before or after the FER of the branches �at the L�Set
time�� Since the decision is calculated by a processor� it comes earliest several hundred �s
�O����� �s� after the L
 KEEP�
If the CDAQ issues the prepare for end of run command via the SysMode� no further triggers

are sent out by the central trigger� Instead� it generates an end of run request before the
SysMode is set to zero by the CDAQ� Finalizing electronics accesses such as interrupt masking
can be done while serving this request�

	The terminus �interrupt� will be used as a synonym	 because the central muon system uses interrupts for
request transmission�

�
This is not true for the tracking chambers�


�
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���� Deadtime

Due to the front end pipelining scheme� no events are lost during the Level � decision �nding
time� This is possible because of the fast time scale associated with this process� In contrast� the
L� KEEP signal initiates the hardware readout procedures with a time scale of O����� �s���
The detector cannot record any of the O������ events until the readout is �nished� Conse�
quently the front end pipes are frozen during this time� The deadtime starts at this point
and it ends a short time �in �		� ��s� after all subsystems have �nished and �if necessary�
acknowledged the processing of all steering trigger levels �L
 and L� that issued a decision
�see section ��
��

The deadtime leads to a loss of triggers� that can be calculated� The probability for n
triggers arriving within a time t after the last event has a Poisson distribution with a mean of
the trigger frequency ��

P �t� !
�

n&
� �n � e���t ����

The probability� that one or more triggers are missed during readout time tsync is therefore

P���t
sync� !

�X
�

�n

n&
e��t

sync

! � � e��t
sync � �

�

�&

Hence� the delivered luminosity seen by H� is reduced by a factor of ��e���t
sync

� The factor can
be approximated as fd � � � tsync for small values of the exponent� Since the number of events
being available from a speci�c physics process Ncollect with visible cross section 
eff determines
the statistical errors of the analysis� it is important to minimize the deadtime while HERA
delivers collisions of luminosity �LHERA��

Ncollect ! LHERA �� � fd� 
e�

In practice� the deadtime correction for H� is applied to the HERA luminosity in a system
inherent way� The permanent luminosity measurement is only accumulated to the integrated
physics luminosity while the system waits for a trigger�

������ Data Acquisition Task Classes

In order to achieve minimal deadtime� the tasks of the data acquisition are grouped into several
classes� The subdivision closely follows the path of the data through the system and encapsu�
lates the primary deadtime related procedures into one distinct class� For simplicity� all tasks�
that are not performed within the framework of the subsystem data acquisition are summarized
into one class� A detailed description of the respective task classes for the central muon system
is given in chapter ��
The following notation will be used to denote the processing time of a task class cls for

event i of subsystem l� ltclsi � If l is not given� then tclsi denotes the corresponding processing
time for the complete data acquisition system�

��See also section ������
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Trigger Synchronous Tasks �SYNC

The central trigger initiates the tasks necessary to read the detector data out of the front
end electronics and to transport it to memory that can be locked against further write access�
All subsystems perform the Level � KEEP� Level 
 KEEP and Level  related tasks in a
synchronous way in order to keep the event data consistent� The trigger provides the L
 KEEP
counter to the subsystem for each event��� Its value is used as event number to synchronize
the detector data of all subsystems by the CDAQ� Because the trigger synchronous tasks are
performed during the deadtime� only a minimal set of operations must be performed at this
time to ensure a fast response� These are�

� The L� KEEP initiated work is done by dedicated hardware only� For the central muon
system the Level 
 KEEP and Level  related processes are carried out by processors�

� The L
 KEEP related procedures read the data into a memory bu�er� The bu�er �called
Local Event Bu�er� is blocked by software until its information has been processed by
the asynchronous tasks� The front end electronics can subsequently be prepared for new
triggers without endangering the current event data� After an L
 REJECT decision� the
front end hardware is reset and the system becomes ready for the next event after a
few �s�

� The L related procedures administrate the LEB memory to ensure that only events
rejected by L are overwritten by subsequently taken data�

The Level � trigger does not participate in the steering of the synchronous tasks� It only works
on the data after the readout has completely �nished and the event left the subsystems�

Trigger Asynchronous Tasks �ASYNC

Before the data located in the LEB can be delivered to the external tasks� several CPU�time
intensive operations must be performed� These are for example subsystem event composing�
channel mapping� consistency checking� formatting and delivery procedures� Because event
number and additional information are stored together with the detector data in protected
memory� no external synchronization by the central trigger is needed at this stage� This task�
class provides the interface between the subdetector speci�c data acquisition and the central
data acquisition� The data is transferred to the CDAQ by shared memory locations� the Multi
Event Bu�ers �see �gure ����

External Tasks �EXTRN

The central data acquisition collects the data from all subsystems and merges it into one record
�the Full Event Bu�er� for each event� These FEB are subject to subsequent Level � �ltering
and data logging�

������ Derandomization Scheme for the Task Classes

The communication between subsequent task classes in the data path is subject to an important
constraint� The deadtime can only be encapsulated within the synchronous class if all classes

��The central trigger increments a local scaler each L� KEEP decision�
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ν = 150 Hz

ν = 100 Hz

ν =  50 Hz

ba

Figure ��� The number of latch bu�ers Nfilled needed to decouple two tasks with response
tprod and tread respectively as determined by a MC study� a� Nfilled as a function
of the frequency � de�ned in the text� A Gaussian N ��ms� ��ms� distribution
was assumed for tread� b� Nfilled as a function of the standard deviation 
read of
the tread distribution� 
read was varied by superimposing a �at distribution �width
�ms� to the Gaussian part of tread with variable fraction� The overall mean of the
resulting distribution was kept constant tread ! �ms by choosing the width of the
Gaussian part accordingly�

operate independently� For each pair of classes� a �xed number of shared memory bu�ers is
used to transfer the data�

� The time of trigger arrival after the end of deadtime has a Poisson distribution� Often
several triggers initiate synchronous tasks� before the asynchronous tasks have �nished
their work on the �rst event� Because of these rate �uctuations� there must be memory
space to latch the output of the synchronous tasks until it can be processed by the
asynchronous tasks� In the central muon system 
� �xed�size Local Event Bu�ers are
used for this purpose�

� The asynchronous tasks of di�erent subsystems �nish at di�erent times� Only after all
subsystems have �nished their work on a speci�c event can the data be merged into a
Full Event Bu�er �the event building�� The introduction of latch memory space for the
asynchronous output decouples the subsystems from each other� The asynchronous tasks
of a subsystem do not have to wait to start processing the next event until the previous
event has been built completely by the CDAQ� The latch memory is organized in ten��

shared �xed size Multi Event Bu�ers�

��In the central muon subsystem�
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The data �ows only in one direction from the synchronous to the external tasks� One task pro�
duces the data stored in LEB and MEB and the other one reads it� The actual communication
protocol therefore is reduced to the administration of bu�er numbers�
The class that produces data sends the numbers of bu�ers with valid data to the class that

reads the data� The class that reads the data sends the numbers of bu�ers that can be re�lled
to the class that provides the data� This introduces a mechanism to protect latch bu�ers from
being overwritten� until they have been properly delivered to a subsequent task class�

Dynamics of the Derandomization

Depending on the number of latch memory bu�ers available nfree and �lled nfilled� the time
needed for the work of a task class producing data tproduce can be expressed as a function of
the time td needed by the acquisition process and the time tb necessary to assign a new latch
bu�er for the output�

tproduce ! tb # td ��
�

tb !

�
tgetBuff nfree � �

tgetBuff # T read
k nfree ! �

���

As long as there are free latch bu�ers� a new one can be allocated within a small administration
time tgetBuff � �ms� Otherwise the task has to wait until the reading class terminates its work
on an event and frees a new bu�er� This takes a random time up to the complete response
time T read � treadk of the reading tasks� Therefore the asynchronous behavior is only preserved�
if there are always free bu�ers available�
This saturation behavior depends on the proportion between the mean time of event arrival

Tar after the last event and the response of the reading task tread� A simple Monte Carlo study
was performed with a Gaussian distribution for the response of the reading task tread and an

exponential one �P ! �e���Tar with � � T
��
ar � for the time of event arrival to show qualitatively

the number of latch bu�ers needed for the communication between two tasks� This special
con�guration corresponds to the communication between synchronous and asynchronous tasks
on a subsystem� Only in this case� � corresponds to the data taking frequency�
Figure � a displays the number Nfilled needed to decouple both tasks in more than 		 of

the events� The number of bu�ers needed increases dramatically if tread reaches a comparable
size to the mean time ��� new events arrive in the system� In this case� instantaneous bu�er
pileup cannot be cleared away anymore� Otherwise� the dependence is only small and the
system runs stably�
The number of needed bu�ers also depends on the standard deviation of the tread distri�

bution� With broader distributions more temporary bu�er pileup can occur �see �gure � b��
Consequently� a bigger number of bu�ers is needed to preserve the decoupling of both tasks�

���� The Classi�cation of Deadtime

The behavior of the observed deadtime� shown in �gure ��� can be divided into two parts�
After a linear increase of the deadtime with data taking rate �kp� there is a strong rise because
of saturation e�ects� The slope in the �rst part is referred to as �rst order deadtime� while the
second one is called second order�� deadtime�

��This is misleading� It should be called higher order�
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Figure ���� The correlation between the measured fraction of deadtime fd and the L
 KEEP
frequency �kp for runs taken in �		�� The open boxes and �lled triangles show runs
of phase two and three respectively�

������ First Order Deadtime

This behavior of the deadtime is determined by the synchronous response time of the H� data
acquisition� The deadtime can be calculated as the fraction fd of time used for the synchronous
tasks tsync divided by the total run time TRun� Because of the di�erent time scales�	� the cases
of L
 KEEP and REJECT decisions are distinguished in the following equation �indices kp and
rj respectively��

fd !

PN tsynci

Trun
� htsyncrj i � Nrj

Trun
# htsynckp i � Nkp

Trun
! htsyncrj i � �rj # htsynckp i � �kp ����

N denotes the total number of events taken by the respective decisions� The main contribution
comes from the events kept by the Level 
 trigger��� In the following� only this one is treated�
For the subsystem l� the time needed for the synchronous tasks ltsynci can be split into two
contributions as shown in equation ��

ltsynci ! tdaq #

� � �ms nfreeLEB � �
� lT async

k nfreeLEB ! �
ltdaq time to complete pure data acquisition tasks

Because the time lT async
k the asynchronous tasks need to �nish the work on their current event

is randomly distributed� the deadtime is only proportional�
 to the L
 KEEP frequency �kp�

��tsync � O�����s for L� REJECTed events and tsync � O���ms for events kept by L��
��The contribution for L� REJECTed events is ���s� ����Hz � � � �����
��That�s why it is referred to as �rst order behavior�
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ba

Figure ���� Results from a Monte Carlo study to demonstrate the dependence of the total
system response on the width of the individual subsystem response distributions

subsystem� a� The mean total synchronous response t

sync
as a function of 
subsystem �

b� The standard deviation 
total of the total synchronous response distribution as
a function of 
subsystem�

as long as there are free Local Event Bu�ers �nfreeLEB�� The mean data acquisition time per
event is determined by the gradient of the linear rise�

The central trigger can only accept new events if all subsystems have �nished their syn�
chronous work� This is necessary� because it is only then that all subsystems have prepared their
hardware� Therefore the total response time tsync is determined by the last system completing
its tasks�

tsync ! max�ltsync��	 l ����

The response of the complete data acquisition system tsync depends linearly on the mean
response times of the individual subsystems lt

sync
� Its distribution depends also on the width

and fraction of tails in the response distribution of the subsystems� This can be seen from
�gure ��� It shows the width and mean of the tsync distribution as a function of the width
of the subsystem response for a simple Monte Carlo study� Five uncorrelated�� subsystems
with identical synchronous response distributions ltsync were simulated for this study� A half�
Gaussian shape �see �gure ��
� a� was superimposed with a constant distribution to form a
model for ltsynci � The standard deviation 
subsystem of the subsystems response was varied by
changing the fraction of the constant part of the distribution� The mean of the total ltsynci

distribution was left constant by shifting the complete distribution appropriately�

��This is not always true	 because ltsynci depends on the event size�
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������ Second Order Deadtime

The equations � and �� describe that the deadtime is only correlated linearly with data taking
frequency as long as the asynchronous or external task classes do not saturate� Otherwise� new
incoming triggers temporarily cause a lack of free LEB�
Internal and external reasons for the saturation of the stated classes can be found� The

central muon data acquisition performs asynchronous and synchronous tasks on the same CPU
boards� This implies that the basic condition nfreeLEB � � requires for the total asynchronous
response of the muon system �branch �� �tasync �

TRun 

NkpX
i

�tsynci #
NkpX
i

�tasynci

TRun 
 fd � TRun #Nkp � �tasync

and therefore the condition t
async � Tar

�� has to be altered to

�t
async � �� � fd� � �

�kp
����

Not only this value but also the width of the asynchronous response distribution determine the
internal saturation behavior of the system �see section ���
�� The fact that both tasks run on
the same CPU board implies a stronger dependence than shown in �gure ��
In addition to internal saturation e�ects resulting from equation ��� the system may be

in�uenced by external e�ects� The communication of the asynchronous tasks with the cen�
tral data acquisition follows equation �� A lack of MEB can consequently increases �tasync�
Possible reasons for this saturation of the external tasks are�

� Logging bandwidth or processing problems� A Level � KEEP rate of �� Hz with a mean
event size of �� Kbytes results in a needed bandwidth of 
�� Mbytes�s without communi�
cation overhead� Especially in case of high background contamination� the instantaneous
needed bandwidth can rise strongly�

� Overload in the Level � farm� The mean CPU time needed for a decision strongly depends
on the topology of the incoming events� In �		� a trigger phase dependence of the
execution time per event between ��ms and ���ms was observed for phases 
 and �
respectively� This results in a mean maximal rate of about �� Hz� However� saturation
e�ects due to instantaneous shortage of MEB become visible earlier�

� The MEBs for a speci�c event can only be freed for further usage by the CDAQ� if it
has been built completely� Subsystems with slow asynchronous tasks can therefore cause
a shortage on MEB on other subsystems� The consequence is the synchronization of the
CDAQ and the asynchronous tasks of all subsystems�

������ Requirements for the H� Data Acquisition

The scale for the minimal deadtime and maximal data taking rates reachable with the H�
detector is determined by basic data acquisition electronics� Improvements in this area can

�	The events are delivered at times Tar � ���kp
to the asynchronous tasks�
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only be achieved with substantial investment and development e�orts� Subsystems responding
faster �see equation ��� will never dominate deadtime within the lifetime of the H� experiment�
Upgrade programs must be oriented on these limitations to ensure their permanent success�

� The irreducible deadtime induced by the LAr system of ���ms is produced by the DSP
processors encoding its ����� electronic channels ��� and the data transport from the front
end electronics to the DSP�

� The central tracking electronic needs at least ����s for the scanning of the FADC boards�
Additional processing time contributes to the total FER time of O��ms� �	�� Improve�
ments can be reached by replacing all scanners with synchronous hit �nding electronics�
A new event synchronization method would have to be implemented and tested as well�

� The bandwidth of the link to the mass�storage limits the data rate to ����
 Mbytes�s of
L� kept events� which is a factor of four higher than the design value� With an average
event size of �� Kbytes� the maximal logging rate is of O����Hz�

� In practice the data link to the Central Event Builder �see section ���� can transport
data with a rate of O��� Mbytes�s �	��

With an average event�size of O����Kbytes� it can be anticipated from the third item� that an
L
 KEEP rate of O�����Hz ���� is a limit in data taking frequency� A �rst order dead�time
of ��  seems to be reachable at this rate�
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the Central Muon System

The infrastructure for the central muon data acquisition consists of three parts� The front end
electronics directly connected to the streamer tubes is steered by hardware readout modules�
the ReadOutControllers� These Controllers are embedded in a VMEbus based environment
making them visible to the software steered part of the central muon data acquisition system�
The �rst section of this chapter gives an overview of the front end electronics and its

connection to the hardware readout units� The next section describes the procedure of the
hardware readout and correspondingly more details of the front end electronics are presented
there� Especially important for this thesis is also the description of the modes of operation of
the hardware readout chain given in the same section�
The third section �rst gives an overview over the structure of the VME electronics with the

connections and proceeds with a list of all involved crates and modules� The data collected by
the acquisition system is summarized in the last section of this chapter�
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Figure ����� Simpli�ed digitization� pipeline storage and trigger signal generation on the front
end electronics �WDMB�SDMB��

���� Overview of the Front End Electronics

The central muon system is read out digitally in contrast to the tailcatcher part of the instru�
mented iron� All channels of one element are directly connected to the front end electronics on
the DigitalModuleBoard� ����� The streamers produced by the chambers upon the passage of a
particle are at �rst discriminated by a comparator �see �gure ����� Subsequently� they are �lled

�WDMB for wires and SDMB for strips�
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Figure ��
�� The serial bus structure that connects the front end electronics with the ReadOut
Controllers� The last pipeline entries are read out serially by the ROCs�

into pipelines implemented as digital shift registers with interchained D�Type FlipFlops� The
pipelines can store up to 
 consecutive outputs of the comparator� The �rst FlipFlops form
at the same time a circuit that performs a dead time free synchronization of the comparator
output to the pipeline driving clock signal� The source of this clock depends on the status of
the system� In data taking mode� the pipelines are switched by the Hera Clock with the bunch
crossing frequency� of ���� MHz�
Figure ��
 shows how several DMBs are interconnected by a synchronous serial bus� Via

this bus� the last pipeline entries of all channels can be read out� In most cases� a serial bus
covers a complete layer� Some strip layers form exceptions to this rule� Their channels are read
out by two di�erent serial buses �they are called S and T bus� for two reasons�

� The length of the serial bus determines the incompressible deadtime induced by the central
muon system readout �see below�� Splitting the long strip layers into two buses increases
parallelization and therefore reduces the deadtime�

� The readout electronics does not support serial buses exceeding a length of 
�� channels ����
In total 
� serial buses can be connected via a busterminal ��
� to a ROC� Up to � of these may
be strip buses� and �� can be wire buses� If not constrained by geometrical reasons� the serial
buses of all layers in a module are connected to a single ROC� Table ��� shows the exceptions
from this rule�

Hardware Channel Address Format

The serial bus structure related to ROCs induces a second channel address format� The S and
T bus distinction inside the corresponding layer is given in the symbolic address��

� X � ns � nl � nL � nph� X!W�S�T W denote the wire buses� S and T the strip
buses of layer nL�

� X � ng � nL � nph � X!W�S�T

Figure ��
 shows that the physical channel numbers nph inside a bus start with � at the channel
next to the ROC� The di�erence between hardware and o	ine format is especially important
if detector data is related to physical channels in noise or dead channel searches�

�The pipeline entries are often called time slice� TS�
�ns	nl	nL are de�ned in section ����

�
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Figure ���� The structure of the VMEbus electronics involved with the central muon data ac�
quisition� Only a small fraction of the trigger electronics is shown� The layerboard
crates contain trigger related electronics that are only indirectly important for the
data acquisition� The crates are simply daisy chained into the signal paths drawn
in the �gure�
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ROC Number Bus Number Module Number Layer Number
� � 	 W�
� � 	 W�
� � � W�
� �� � W�
�� � �� W�
�� �� �� W��
�� �� �� W��
� �� 	 S�
� 
� � S�

Table ����� The exceptions from the rule that a ROC serves the front end electronics of a
complete module� Due to geometrical reasons� the layers listed are read out by a
ROC that is mainly responsible for an other module�

���� The Readout Controller

A ROC mainly consists of three �nite state machines and their infrastructure� These are the
ModeController performing the actual chamber readout� the CodeManager providing unique
addresses for active channels and the TestController responsible for system tests ����� More
information concerning the ROCs can be found in ��
��

������ Hardware Readout As Performed by the ModeController

An L� KEEP decision always arrives and stops the pipelines at a �xed time� ttrig� after the
triggering event entered the pipe� Since the pipeline has been shifted with the �xed HERA
bunch crossing frequency of ���� MHz� the channel information can principally be found at a
known time slice nff ! ttrig�	�ns� As a consequence the Level � KEEP decision must arrive
within ttrig � �
�s at the local electronics or the corresponding event data drops out of the
shift register and is lost� A complication arises from the fact that the drift time of the streamers
is distributed over O��
�� ns ����� This can have the e�ect that the information corresponding
to a particle is spread over two time slices for the same channel�

If an L� KEEP decision arrives �that means the Pipeline Enable signal is going logically
low� the ROC stops the pipelines by changing the pipe clock source� Subsequently� it starts
with the �rst of several possible readout cycles described below�

At �rst� it arti�cially shifts the pipelines by a calibrated number nStep of time slices by
sending nStep pipeline clock pulses to all DMBs �see �gure ����� By correctly choosing nStep for
the initial �ninStep� and subsequent �nsStep� readout cycles of an event� the position and width
of the readout window can be determined� After the arti�cial shift� the time slice to be read out
is located in the last pipeline FlipFlop� All last pipeline FlipFlops of one bus are interchained
serially� forming a layer�pipeline �see �gure ��
�� As the last step of a cycle� the layer�pipelines
are read out serially for each bus in a synchronous mode� All buses are treated in parallel�
After all entries in the buses have been transported to the ROC� the readout cycle ends and
further cycles can be initiated by software if the ROC is con�gured appropriately�

The cycle duration TStrobe of the serial readout clock depends on cable lengths and delays
introduced by the busterminals� It is adjusted to TStrobe ! ���ns in the system� Together with
the maximal length NData of all buses� it determines the time scale Tmode

i needed for one cycle






���� The Readout Controller

Bit �� Bit �� Bit � � 	 Bit � � �
end tag trigger tag bus number channel number

Table ��
�� The format of the channel address as it is output by the CodeManager� This address
must be supplied with the ROC number to provide a unique channel address for the
entire instrumented iron�

of a particular ROC ��
��

Tmode
i ! �� � 	�ns # �nStep # 	

�
�NData� � TStrobe �����

Since NData has not the same value for all ROCs �see �gure ��	�� the hardware readout time
varies for the ROCs�

������ The CodeManager

In parallel to the readout cycles� active channels are provided with an address �see table ��
�
that is unique for all channels read out by the same ROC� The CodeManager stores them
into a FIFO Memory that can be read by VME�access� It forms the interface to the software
controlled data acquisition and will be denoted as FIFOoutput � Channels that are not active
are not encoded and therefore a reduction of the total data volume of ����� bits to ��� Kbyte
per cycle is reached at this stage�
The channel address shown in table ��
 is closely related to the serial readout process� The

trigger tag distinguishes between two readout granularities� If it is set� the logical OR of all
channels inside the pro�les have been read out ��
�� This mode is not used with the current
system� The end tag is a technical bit and signals that the current channel is the last valid
entry in the FIFOoutput � An important part of the channel address is the serial bus number�
The serial buses connected to wire layers are numbered ���� and the strip buses are numbered
���
� In general� bus numbers increase with layer numbers�
The channel number re�ects the position of the active channel in the serial bus� This is

technically realized by a down counter that decreases with each serial clock cycle� Because all
serial buses are read out in parallel� the ModeController loads the counter with the maximal
bus length NData before the layer�pipes are read� Correspondingly� the �rst channel read out
�i�e� the one next to the busterminal� is associated with the number NData � �� The physical
channel number nph connected to the bus �see �gure ��
� is tagged with number

non ! NData � nph � � ���
�

The number of active channels stored in FIFOoutput during an event can be compared with
a threshold� If this threshold is exceeded� the CodeManager sets the digital threshold 
ag in
the status register of the ROC� The collected information of all �� ROCs is delivered to the L
processor�
The encoding procedure is less time consuming than the serial chamber readout� It depends

on the number N of active channels per event for the ROC and their distribution throughout
the buses�

�	
ns #N � �	
ns � T � ��ns �N ����

The most probable time for one cycle is the higher limit given in this formula ��
��
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������ Modes of Operation for the Readout Electronics

The ROC can be operated in single cycle mode or inmultiple cycle mode� If the single cycle mode
is activated� the ROC performs exactly one readout cycle as described above� It automatically
starts with the PEn transition from high to low� After the cycle is �nished� the mode controller
directly re�enters its ground state �called wft� hereafter� and there it waits for the next high
to low transition of PEn� The ModeController is independent of processor interaction when
operated in this mode� Even without a Fast Clear signal� the DMBs are put into the correct
state for new events�
In the multiple cycle mode the ModeController stops after the initial cycle and waits for

processor interaction without entering the ground state� The DMBs are not prepared for the
next event� The responsible processor can recon�gure nStep to the value nsStep shown in table ��
and command the ROC to perform a new cycle� This mechanism allows to read consecutive
time slices out of pipeline� After the last desired cycle� nStep explicitly has to be reset to ninStep
and the ROCs must be commanded into the ground state� If this is erroneously not done� the
correct data for the next event will not be read out� This can drastically reduce the readout
e�ciency or freeze the detector�
The DMBs can be operated in combiner mode� In this case� the logic OR �see �gure ���� of

the last two pipeline positions is read out by the serial bus� This extends the maximal readout
window per cycle to two bunchcrossings sacri�cing the information which from the two time
slices was active� Table �� shows reasonable combinations of the number of readout cycles�
width of the readout window and timing granularity�

con�guration cycle mode combiner ncycles width of the readout window nsStep
S�� single active � 
 bc �
M�� multiple active � 
 bc �
M�
 multiple inactive 
 
 bc �
M�
 multiple active 
 � bc 

M�� multiple inactive � � bc �
M�� multiple inactive � � bc �

Table ���� Reasonable readout modes used with the new muon data acquisition system� The
variable ncycles denotes the total number of readout cycles performed and nsStep is
described in the text�

Multiple Cycle Mode and Data Safety Danger

The multiple time slice mode fundamentally relies on the Fast Clear mechanism� If the ROCs
are not commanded into the ground state wft by the Fast Clear or processor interaction	� the
ModeController will wait for processor interaction� even when the pipelines should be enabled�
The muon detector will stay dead because the shift registers are not provided with HCk in this
state� Two symptoms can indicate hardware or software problems on this side�

� The pipeline input synchronization FlipFlop on the DMBs is clocked with the comparator
output signal ����� The mechanism leads to pileup e�ects in this FlipFlop if the pipelines
stay disabled during data taking� Under special conditions this data enters the readout

�Actually these are the states � and � in the raw state machine ����
�L� rejected events exclusively rely on Fast Clear�

�
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window� The ROC must not correctly enter the ground state wft for 
� � n � 

successive L� KEEP signals�� An additional L
 KEEP decision is needed at this time to
let the event enter the data stream�

� The DMB trigger output will also stay �xed until the ROC is in the correct state� If it was
active at the time the pipelines were disabled then all subtriggers that use a coincidence
with the respective muon trigger element su�er from a strong unphysical increase in rate�
As a consequence� these triggers lose their physics information and need to be prescaled in
order to avoid deadtime problems� This symptom can easily be traced down by analyzing
the trigger readout� Trigger elements that are active over the complete range of the time
window read out are a strong indication for these problems�

Both e�ects depend on the primary chamber activity� Due to the relation of visible e�ects with
activity at the synchronization input� they are comparator threshold dependent and can be
confused with chamber induced problems� The e�ects described here were observed when the
L
 REJECT rate was substantially increased to 	�� Hz in �		��

���� Structure of the VME Based Detector Electronics

The basic readout chain consisting of the �� ROCs and � �
�� DMBs is embedded into a large
VMEbus based environment� This environment additionally contains the processor modules
and related infrastructure for the software steered part of the data acquisition� A third class
of modules provides the connection to the central trigger and central data acquisition� The
modules mentioned in the text can be found in �gure �� with the abbreviations given in f�g�

������ Overview Over Crates and Connections

The VME based readout electronics is located in eight crates� The master crate� the monitor
crate and the Subsystem Trigger Controller reside in the main electronics trailer of the H�
experiment and the readout crates are installed in direct neighborhood of the detector
� Each
readout crate is connected with the STC by a multiconductor �at cable� It delivers important
signals to the front end chain that coordinate the hardware data acquisition�

� The Run signal enables the data acquisition electronics� It is used to switch between the
system test and data acquisition modes of the ROCs �one of two parallel controlling state
machines is selected by this signal��

� The Pipeline Enable signal is used as transmitter of the Level � KEEP trigger decision�
If it becomes logically low the ROCs disable the front end pipelines and begin with the
�rst readout cycle� A transition from low to high causes the ROCs that are in the ground
�wft� state to enable the pipeline �lling� In this state� the detector is sensitive for new
events�

� The Fast Clear signal resets the front end electronics and prepares it for new triggers�
In case of L
 REJECT decisions� this signal is responsible to put the ROCs into their
ground state� Therefore it is imperative that this signal is recognized correctly by the
front end system�

�For a readout window of � time slices�
�Gallery south	 north and cryogenic platform�

�
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� The Hera Clock is the driving clock signal for all readout related electronics� It is phase
locked to the time of the bunch crossings and is delivered by the central trigger to all
subsystems� The HCk can be delayed statically on these cables� The VME�SysCk is only
used for the VMEbus interfaces�

Master� monitor and the readout crates are daisy�chained by the VMVbus ���� a multiplexed
A
�D
 bus system that provides arbitration and interrupt facilities� The VIC�
�� cards
fVICg in these crates form the bridge between the local VME bus and VMV environment�
They are capable of generating vectored VME interrupts and of transmitting VME interrupts
to the VMV environment� Additionally they contain internal triple�ported memory� that is used
for communication purposes avoiding possible overhead due to inter�bus cycles and arbitration�
The VICs provide the inter�crate connection in an address transparent way� The addressing

space can be set by means of the MMU on these boards� Address pages of � Mbytes in up to
�� crates can be mapped independently into the unused memory space of VME busmasters�
The virtual crate number �� provides the access to the internal VIC bu�er memory�
The boards used in the muon system are upgraded with �long distance kits�� Modi�ed

logics and timing for the VMV bus supplied by CES ��� permits an increase of the physical
bus length� The original limit of O����m ��� was not su�cient to reliably operate the ���m
long bus required by detector geometry� Another modi�cation was necessary in order to use
the internal bu�er memory consistently� The controlling gate arrays had to be upgraded to
�rmware version �
������

������ The VME Crates

This section gives a short description of the crates and the modules that are connected to the
data acquisition tasks� The VIC�
�� interface cards are not mentioned below�

The Master Crate

The master crate is a standard VMEbus crate� The communication with the central DAQ
and the Muon DAQ MacIntosh is performed by a FIC���� fFICg ���� processor board� It is
equipped with a 
� MHz MC���
� processor and ��
 Kbytes of memory� The bridge to the
�ber optic TAXI ring that interconnects all H� data acquisition subsystems is formed by the
VMeXI fEXIg board �see section ����� Executable code� Setup constants and communication
structures are stored in a 
 Mbytes dual ported memory board DPM fDPMg ����� They are
transferred via a Micron MacVee card fMVEg ���� from the Muon DAQ Control MacIntosh
and ensure that the subsystem can take data independently of the status of the con�guring
MacIntosh�
The master crate is connected to the STC by a VMIVME VMEbus repeater board fVMRg

��	�� Interrupts from the Slow Card fSLOg in the STC are transparently transferred to the
local VME backplane by this module�
A MPVME��� processor board fMPVg �
�� can be used to run the subsystem in stand

alone mode� independently of the central trigger and central DAQ �see section �����

Subsystem Trigger Controller Crate

This crate contains the main part of the communication electronics with the central trigger�
Only the modules that deliver the trigger elements and the digital threshold bits are located

�
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in the monitor crate� Fast fFSTg and Slow cards �see section ��
� are the interface to the
central trigger that steers the subsystems data taking� Six Extended FanOut cards fFANg �
��
receive the input signals via the STC backplane and distribute them to the readout crates and
the sector crate �

��
The central muon system delivers fast trigger information to the Level 
 and Level  triggers

through the PQZP infrastructure �
�� The layerboard output �

� of all modules is fed into two
Store cards fSTOg� These are pipelines of programmable depths with a data width of �� bits�
Slice � of both Store cards is transmitted to the L�L� fL
g card that forms the connection
to both trigger levels� The depth of Store card � is adjusted in a way that the relevant data
is located in slice �� Store card � is used for trigger monitoring purposes� A slave VMIVME
connects the STC to the master crate�

The Monitor Crate

The GPTP card fGPTg �
�� produces the trigger elements for the central muon system and
delivers them to the central trigger� It receives its input from the sector crate via the front
panel� The L� transmitter card fLTg transmits the digital threshold �ags to the L memories�
The MemoryIncrementUnit fMIUg �
� is a hardware histogramming unit used for online

detector performance monitoring� It is �lled by the subsystem DAQ with active channels� A
user interface running on the Muon Monitoring MacIntosh is connected to the crate with a
Micron Mac Vee card�
The crate contains further trigger related infrastructure� The rate monitors fTRMgmeasure

the rate of intermediate trigger decisions delivered by the layerboards �

� and the Filter Memory

Loaders fFMLg load the trigger related lookup tables�

cluster location ROC number detector area

A south
�� � �� �� 	� ��� �
��� ��� ��� ��� �	� �

Backward EndCap
Backward Barrel

B north
�� 
� �� �� �� ��� �
� ��

�� 
�� 

� 
� 
�

Backward EndCap
Backward Barrel

C south
�	� ��� �� ��� ��� �	� ��� �


� � �� �� ��
Forward EndCap
Forward Barrel

D north
��� ��� �
� ��� ��� ��� ��� �


�� �� �� 	� ��
Forward EndCap
Forward Barrel

E cryo basis

�� 
�� 
�� 
�� 
	� �
��� �
� �� ��� ��� ��

Backward Barrel
Forward Barrel

Table ����� The distribution of the ROCs to the di�erent clusters and readout crates�

The Readout Crates � Clusters

The ROCs fROCg are distributed over �ve readout crates� All ROCs of the same readout crate
are connected to a ReadOut Distributor by a custom bus that uses the VME JP
 connector�
The ROD fRODg receives the four input signals from the Extended FanOut cards in the STC
and distributes them to �up to� � ROCs� The ROCs are connected to the Busterminals by
two cable ports in the front panel� They are steered and read out by a MPVME���� processor
board fMPVg �see section ��
��

�
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The �vefold structure of the front end readout electronics also extends to the high voltage�
low voltage� gas and slow control distribution� The �fth part of the respective infrastructure
is called a cluster� In this thesis� the term cluster is used as a synonym for the readout crates
and the connected ROCs� busterminals and DMBs�
The modules that are served by the clusters are de�ned by detector geometry� Cluster A

and C are responsible for most modules in the south of the detector� cluster B and D serve the
northern correspondence� Cluster E is connected to modules in the barrel base �see table �����

���� The Central Muon Data

The sources of data in central muon subsystem can be subdivided into three parts� The generic
and administrative data must always be read out whereas the trigger data can be skipped if
absolutely necessary�
The generic information is the chamber data� Strips and wires are stored in the IRSE and

IRWE banks respectively� These are the raw banks of the system� Since a chamber address

contains the cycle number in the multiple cycle mode of the ROCs� not present for the single
cycle mode� the number of the banks is used to distinguish between both� IRWE and IRSE have
the number two if they contain multiple cycle data and one otherwise� The iron reconstruction
running on the Level � farm distinguishes between both numbers� and supplies a dummy timing
information for single cycle data� After the channels have been sorted� the banks with numbers
one and two are destroyed and new banks with number zero are created� Corrupt channels are
stored in the IRER bank in order to keep the data in the raw banks consistent�
Several intermediate stages of the trigger decision as well as the information that the system

delivers to the trigger levels 
 and  can be read out� It is not imperative to collect this data�
but it provides the possibility for system e�ciency monitoring and optimization� As long as
the acquisition does not induce intolerable deadtime this data should be read out� The pipeline
data stemming from the Store cards is stored in the TSCD banks with number eight� the logical
data acquisition branch number for the central muon system� It provides the history for the
layer board coincidences �

�� The data sent to the Level 
 and  trigger inputs can be read out
of the L
L card and is stored in the TL�� bank with number eight� All four pipelines of the
GPTP card are read by the data acquisition and stored in the TGPP bank with number 
����
The administrative data read from the Fast and Slow cards only forms a small but important

part of the data volume� It is stored in the TSTC bank with number eight and contains event
number� the bunch numbers� L� KEEP number and other trigger related global information�
Other administrative data is subsystem speci�c and is described below in the corresponding
context�

�
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of the Central Muon Detector

In the year �		�� the processor steered part of the central muon data acquisition was newly
designed and implemented� The existing system was reaching its limits� as the data taking
frequency was raised far beyond the original design value of �� Hz �
��� The constant increase
of HERA operation e�ciency raised the expectation of a future rate of ��� Hz�
The chapter starts with a short review of the former data acquisition system and the reasons

that lead to the redesign of the system� In the second section� the distribution of CPU�boards
executing the data acquisition is presented� An overview and the general design issues of the
software running in this environment are discussed in section ��� The sections ��� and ���
present with more details the programs running on the two involved processor types� The
software infrastructure needed to run the data acquisition as well as the user interface are
described in an own section subsequently� The facts of section ��� help to judge the synchronous
and asynchronous performance of the new system discussed in the last two sections�

���� History of the Muon Data Acquisition

In the �rst years of HERA operation� a constant increase of its performance was achieved �see
�gures ��
� and ��� a� and has reached 
� of its design luminosity� The substantial increase
of proton and positron currents that presently reach �� mA and �� mA respectively are an
important reason for this success� At the same time the rising proton induced background lead
to rising mean event sizes �see �gure ����� The optimization of beam positions by HERA and
the trigger composition by H� additionally increased the mean event sizes and trigger rates�
Both e�ects lead to higher deadtimes and consequently the H� data acquisition system had

to be adapted to the new situation� Two major �elds of limitations became visible� In the
central tracking area� the amount of data transmitted over VMeXI link had to be reduced
substantially to prevent bandwidth limitations �
���
The synchronous response of most subsystems had to be reduced in parallel in order to

keep deadtime constant with rising data taking frequencies �see equation ���� Equation ��
motivates that optimization e�orts had to be spent on all systems in order to improve the
overall system response�

Status Before ���� and Limitations

The main contribution to the total H� data volume comes from the central tracking with a
mean size of � 
� Kbytes per event� Despite the high amount of channels in the detector� the
central muon system only has a mean event size of � 
 Kbytes and therefore is not responsible
for bandwidth saturation e�ects�
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ba

Figure ����� a� The increase of the proton beam current Ip with the data taking run number
NRun in �		�� b� The increase of the number of active channels found in the
detector nchan with the proton beam current in �		��

With rising data taking frequencies and event sizes the muon systems synchronous response
became a limiting factor� Figure ��
 a demonstrates this behavior� The hatched histogram
shows the events� where the central muon data acquisition �nished its synchronous task as the
last system and the unhatched one shows all events� With rising event size the muon system
started to dominate the deadtime� This was a consequence of the linear dependence of the total
synchronous response time �tsync of the number of active channels as shown by �gure ��
 b� In
the following analysis of the synchronous response� the approximate time scales for an operation
will be given in parentheses�
Only one FIC�
� processor �fFICg in the master crate� was running the software for

the synchronous tasks at this time� Within the L
 KEEP procedure� the processor started
with the readout of the administrative data �ta � 
���s� and the Store cards �tst � ���s��
Subsequently it polled on the status of the �rst ROC� Only after this one had signaled the
completion of its initial readout cycle �tRr � 
���s� the processor could check the ROC for
data �tcR � ��s� and read out all nchan active channels �nchan � tchan � nchan � ��s�� All other
nROC ROCs were treated in the same way�
The L KEEP procedure consisted in the LEB bu�er number administration �tmem � ����s�

and in the GPTP card readout �tgp � ����s�� The L procedures were always performed
after the system was FER� Consequently the total synchronous response of the former data
acquisition can be written as�

�tsync � max�tst# ta� tRr� # tgp # tmem # nROC � tcR # tchan �
nROCX
i�

nichan �����

With a mean number of �� active channels� the former data acquisition responded in the mean

��
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all events

muon branch responds last

ba

Figure ��
�� a� The number of active channels nchan in events kept by Level �� The white
histogram shows all events in the sample� The hatched histogram shows data
where the muon system responded as the last subsystem� b� The correlation of the
L acknowledge time being the total synchronous response �t

sync and the number
of active channels� The width for constant size is O����s�

�t
sync � ���ms� This is a factor of ���� higher than the currently envisaged minimum deadtime
and strongly depends on the level of detector noise� The considerable width of the distribution
�see �gure ���	� increased the systems in�uence on the total deadtime��
Equation ��� shows that the synchronous response was dominated by CPU�time� The part

spent after the end of the hardware readout is a factor of � higher than the incompressible
deadtime tRr� Hence� the processor controlled part of the data acquisition had to be improved
to reduce its response substantially� Because the software already was optimized to a high
degree by using assembler and simple algorithms� this could be only achieved by increasing the
number of active processors�

Room for Detector Performance Improvement

The former data acquisition was operated in the single cycle S�� mode �see table ���� The
required minimum width of the readout window of two bunch crossings could be covered with
one cycle in this mode� This minimal con�guration had to be chosen to keep the deadtime
tolerable� although a broader readout window and a �ne timing granularity introduce important
detector improvements�

� The trigger elements for the central muon system are formed with a granularity of one
bunch crossing� The decision and its timing can only be veri�ed or optimized from the

�see �gure ���

��
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Figure ���� A schematic view of the �ux of information and addressing space available for the
muon processing system� The numbers denote the memory for communication
between the processor cards�

channel data� if it has the same granularity�

� The timing information of each individual hit can be used to provide an estimator for the
particle passage time with a resolution of �t� � ��ns for long tracks�

� A broader readout window allows to verify its correct position and ensures a high data
acquisition e�ciency� Because of missing degrees of freedom in the detector calibration�
single modules have di�erent positions of the readout window �see �gure ����� Data from
these modules might be lost if only two time slices are read out�

���� The Processor Con�guration

The unsatisfactory relation between the times consumed by the hardware and software steered
data acquisition was improved by adding CPU power to the system� Five MPVME���� proces�
sor boards were introduced into the readout crates fMPVg �see �gure ���� Together with the
FIC�
� fFICg six processors� summarized in table ���� are involved in the new data acquisi�
tion design� An additional MPVME���� in the master crate simulates the CDAQ and allows
to operate the subsystem in the stand alone mode for test purposes� This is important for fast
system maintainance and diagnostic work�

The new boards are equipped with MC����� processors running with a 
� MHz system
clock and � Mbytes of fast SRAM memory� One Mbyte page is visible through the VME�slave

�
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Number Type Processor Memory Location Logical Name

� FIC�
� MC���
� ��
 Kbytes master crate Coordinator
� MPVME���� MC����� � Mbytes readout crates Slave
� MPVME���� MC����� � Mbytes master crate Server

Table ����� The processors involved in the central muon data acquisition� The processors run
with a system clock frequency of 
� MHz� The Server processor is only active in
the stand alone mode�

interface� Additional infrastructure like bus interrupter and interrupt handlers as well as an
arbiter are supplied with the MPVME���� �
���
The inter�bus activity and arbitration overhead is minimized by the processor distribution

shown in �gure ��� Only one bus master �called the owner� accesses the respective buses during
the synchronous tasks� The arbitration scheme in all readout crates is set to release on request

mode� In combination with the bus request level � for the respective bus masters� the VME bus
resources are used e�ciently� The tra�c over the slower VMV bus �with an inter�bus overhead
of O����s�cycle� ��� was restricted to the coordinating communication during the deadtime�

���� The Software Design

The data acquisition software active until �		� was programmed in RTF �
��� a Fortran dialect
that supports assembler and pointers� The programming language C and inlined assembler
was chosen for the new software because it circumvents intrinsic disadvantages of Fortran
and supports the implementation of complex data structures� The relatively low number of
processors can be administrated in a short time� Therefore a master�slave software strategy
with combined interrupt�shared memory communication was implemented �see �gure ���� The
FIC�
� in the master crate is the master processor and the MPVME���� in the readout crates
are its slaves�
The main advantages of this scheme are the simplicity of the corresponding communication

protocols and the separation of addressing spaces for the processors in the readout crates�
Both points improve the systems transparence and simplify the mechanisms that ensure data
integrity�
All processors are running their programs without operating system� Overheads due to

administrative work by the operating system are avoided at the expense of missing debugging
support� The programs were developed and compiled within the commercial environmentThink
C Version ��� for MacIntosh �
��� Because the MacIntosh contains a MC���
� processor �
	��
the resulting applications are binary compatible to the data acquisition processors� After a
conversion of the operating system speci�c segment loader structure� the code can be executed
on these processors�

Summary of the Processor Tasks

The master processor �the Coordinator� in the master crate coordinates the Slaves and is the
local event builder�

� It serves the interface to the CDAQ and makes sure� that all Slave processors are in the
correct state� The Coordinator collects the data for each event from all Slaves and merges
it with its own data into a MEB requested earlier �event building��

�
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Figure ����� The administration scheme for LEB bu�er numbers�

� It serves the interface to the central trigger and appropriately distributes the Level 

KEEP and Level  decisions to the Slaves� It only acknowledges the completion of its
synchronous tasks to the central trigger� if all Slaves have �nished their work�

� It performs the readout of the trigger data in parallel to the Slaves chamber readout�
� It runs monitoring threads that provide system diagnostic tools�
� It is responsible for the initialization of all electronics in the master� STC and monitor
crates�

Each Slave processor administrates � ��
 for cluster E� ROCs� This includes initialization�
readout and subsequent asynchronous tasks on the resulting data� Despite the fact that the
Slaves are responsible for a smaller number of tasks they are the main consumers of CPU�time�

������ Communication Principles

Two di�erent channels of communication exist in the system� The slow communication is
used for the transfer of messages between the Muon DAQ MacIntosh and the data acquisition
processors� It will be described in section �����
The communication between Coordinator and Slaves during data acquisition is similar to

the one between CDAQ� central trigger and subsystem� The VIC�
�� boards play the role
of Fast� Slow cards and the VMeXI modules� Their capability to generate VME interrupts is
used to initiate the L
 KEEP related tasks on the Slave processors� All other coordinating
communication is transferred through a communication structure in the triple ported internal
memory of the VIC�
�� housed in the readout crates��

�marked ��� in �gure ���

��
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� The L� Handshake is used to acknowledge the digital threshold bits and L
 KEEP �local
front end ready��

� The Coordinator uses the L� Decision word to transmit the current L decision and the
LEB number for the next event to all Slaves� The acknowledges from the Slaves are
transferred through this memory location as well� The separation of L� Handshake and
L� Decision is necessary� to allow for an arrival of the L decision before the L
 related
tasks are �nished�

� The Coordinator uses the singCommand to transmit commands related to the �ow of run�
ning to all Slaves and collect their corresponding acknowledgements� The singCommand
word has a similar meaning like the SysMode�

The software also allows to map the communication area into the internal memory of the Slave
processors� The additional inter�bus cycles can generate an overhead of up to ���s for big
events within this polling oriented communication scheme�
Each of the memory locations consists of one long word� Therefore they are accessible by

one processor cycle� The transfer from the Coordinator to the Slaves uses the higher word�
whereas the acknowledgements are stored in the lower words� As a consequence of the D

access� a new command from the Coordinator resets the acknowledgement from the Slaves and
an acknowledgement resets the command that was completed� The main advantage of this
scheme is not the small number of cycles needed for the communication� but the robustness of
the communication protocol�
The data �ows between the tasks and processors through Local Event Bu�ers� Each proces�

sor holds a numbered set to decouple its synchronous and asynchronous tasks� For each Slave
an additional set is needed to decouple the asynchronous tasks of Coordinator and Slaves �see
�gure �����

� LEB of type CnvLEB are used for the data that is gathered by the Coordinator� The
CnvLEB of the Slaves are stored in the VIC�
�� bu�er memory and the ones that decouple
the synchronous and asynchronous tasks of the Coordinator itself reside in its own internal
memory�

� LEB of type RawLEB decouple the synchronous and asynchronous tasks of the Slaves
internally� They are stored in the Slaves local memory and by this are not accessible by
the Coordinator�

Both types of LEB are �xed size bu�ers with administration headers for data structure and
communication purposes� All data of a particular event is accessed by one number common
to all sets of LEB� This number is administrated by the L and asynchronous tasks on the
Coordinator and will be called the �number of a LEB�� In the following� the term LEB will be
used to denote all CnvLEB and RawLEB belonging to one LEB number�

LEB Number Administration

The administration of Local Event Bu�er numbers is a critical aspect of the data acquisition�
Especially a distributed multi�processing environment contains the danger of mixing data of
several events or delivering incomplete events� The book�keeping scheme should be robust�
because detecting the resulting errors would be di�cult�

��
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Address seen by
card MacIntosh Coordinator Slaves range

address access address access address access
ROCs � � � � 
F�X��� A
��D�� � �D
ROD � � � � 
F����� A
��D��
sVIC register � � see manual FFB����� A
��D

sVIC bu�er � � �
X����� A
�D
 FFB����� A
��D
 A� E
VIC register � � D������� A
��D
 � �
VIC bu�er � � D������� A
��D
 � �
Server E������� A
�� D������� A
� � �
Coordinator E������� A
�� � � � �
Slave memory E�X����� A
��D�� D�X����� A
�� � � A� E
Slaves short � � �X����� A
�D�� � � A� E
Fast card E�	����� A
��D�� F�	����� A
��D�� � �
Slow card E�	����� A
��D�� F�	����� A
��D�� � �
FanOut card E�	�X��� A
��D�� F�	�X��� A
��D�� � � �� �
L
L E�	����� A
��D�� F�	����� A
��D�� � �
Store card E�	�X��� A
��D�� F�	�X��� A
��D�� � � ��	
GPTP E�F����� A
��D�� F�F����� A
��D�� � �
MIU E�F����� � D�F����� A
��D
 � �
DPM E�X����� A
�� D�X����� A
�� � � ���
VMeXI E�X����� A
�� D�X����� A
�� � � 
�
LTC F�FE���� A
��D�� F�FE���� A
��D�� � �

Table ��
�� The addressing space as seen by the busmasters� sVIC denotes the VIC�
�� boards
located in the readout crates� Where several modules of the same type exist in the
system� the last column provides the range of the X variable given in the addresses�

The implemented master�slave administration ful�lls this requirement because it minimizes
the number of administrating nodes� The temporary link between event and LEB number is
done only by the Coordinator� In its L handlers� it centrally decides in which bu�er the next
event must be stored� All Slaves and the Coordinator use the same bu�er number to store their
speci�c event data in their distributed CnvLEB and RawLEB�

The circular �ux of LEB numbers� illustrated in �gure ���� is determined by two sets of
FIFOs� The FIFO data structure must be used because the system must guarantee a small
maximal throughput time to avoid saturation e�ects in the MEB area� A single FIFO FfreeLEB
in the Coordinators memory contains numbers of free LEBs� In addition� each processor has
a local FIFO FfilledLEB that holds the numbers of bu�ers already �lled with event data� They
decouple the synchronous and asynchronous tasks on the local machines�

The L KEEP handler on the Coordinator fetches LEB numbers out of FfreeLEB and by
this blocks these bu�ers� The asynchronous task on the Coordinator frees the LEB as soon as
the data has been delivered to the CDAQ by pushing the bu�er number to FfreeLEB again�

������ The Addressing Space

The readout crates are interconnected by a VMV bus based system� The Memory Management

Units on the VIC�
�� cards determine the addressing space for inter�bus transfers� They are

��
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programmed with page descriptors ����

� The � Mbytes source page in the local crate which is to be mapped onto the target page
in the target crate�

� The crate number of the target crate� It must be unique in the VMV bus environment
�also called a VIC branch�� This crate number is determined by a rotary switch in the
VMV target crate� The clusters A � E have the crate numbers one to �ve and the monitor
crate has the crate number six� The VIC bu�er memory is accessed by the virtual crate
number ���

� The � Mbytes target page number in the target crate�

� Address modi�ers and addressing modes for the VME cycle in the target crate�

Front End Processing

The Coordinator processor is the owner of the VMV bus� The Slaves cannot get mastership on
this bus because the MMUs on the VICs in the readout crates are disabled� As a consequence�
the Slaves addressing space is restricted to cards in the local crate� It consists of the register
area of �up to� � ROCs� the ROD and the VIC�
��� The Slave also has direct access to
the VIC internal bu�er memory� This memory is shadowed in ��
 Kbytes pages� The page
starting at � includes mailbox access� whereas access to the memory starting at �x����� does
not modify the mailboxes�

The Coordinator con�gures the VIC in the master crate in a way that it can access all
readout crates and the monitor crate� In each readout crate� it has to access

� the VIC�
�� internal bu�er memory for communication%

� the Slave processors � Mbytes memory page for program� setup and message transfer%

� the Slaves short I�O mailbox ports for resetting and starting the respective processors%

The Coordinator communicates with the FIC�
� fFICg in the monitor crate that serves
the MIU fMIUg� It transfers the status of the data acquisition system to the VIC bu�er
memory in the monitor crate� The GPTP card as well as the MIU in this crate are mapped
into the addressing space of the Coordinator� The transparent VME repeater link to the STC
makes all trigger related cards visible to the Coordinator�

In total� 
� pages of � Mbytes are used to cover all electronics being accessed by the
Coordinator �see table ��
�� The VME�standard addressing mode �A
�� however only can
address �� pages and many H� speci�c modules exclusively support this mode� This is also
true for the MacVee link from the Muon DAQMacIntosh to the master crate� As a consequence�
a heterogeneous A
� A
� addressing space had to be implemented� In order to keep the system
simple� only objects in the readout crates are mapped into the extended addressing range of
the Coordinator� These are the short I�O access to the MPVME���� mailbox registers and
the internal bu�er memory access to the VICs�

��
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The DAQ Control MacIntosh

The controlling and con�guring computer in the experiments main control room is connected
with the data acquisition system by a A
��D�� Micron MacVee interface card ����� This
interface does not support generic D
 access or extended addressing because it is not equipped
with a J
 connector� It emulates A
��D
 cycles by transparently transforming them into two
A
��D�� cycles� This causes two problems in connection with the data acquisition�

� The VMV bus is an approximately ��� m long multiplexed bus� The bus uses asyn�
chronous protocols and its timing depends on the cable length� The dependence is in�
creased by the multiplexing mechanism� The time needed for the two subsequent D�� cy�
cles exceeds the default bustimer thresholds with the e�ect that D
 cycles being mapped
over the VMV bus cannot be used reliably from the MacIntosh� For transparency reasons�
it is not recommendable to increase the bustimer thresholds�

� The internal VIC bu�er memory only supports real D
 access over the VMV bus ����
Therefore� the internal processor memory of the Slaves is used for message communication
exclusively with D�� access� It is mapped into the standard VME addressing space� Cor�
respondingly� all modules with A
� access visible to the Coordinator are also visible to the
MacIntosh�

���� The Coordinator Processor

The Coordinator serves the H� interfaces to central trigger and CDAQ and coordinates the
Slave processors �see �gure ���� During the synchronous tasks� it additionally is responsible
for the trigger and administrative data readout� Besides the tasks vital to the data acquisition�
the Coordinator runs monitoring procedures �the idle threads��
All work is carried out within the frame of one program with one shared section of global

data� The synchronous tasks are implemented as interrupt handlers� They are connected to the
central trigger at boot time by installing the corresponding vectors in the Coordinators vector
table and the Slow card� A semi cooperative multi�threading environment takes care that the
asynchronous tasks� important to the data acquisition� are not disturbed by the idle threads�
A thread ��� is a set of instructions like a process for an operating system� Unlike these�

all threads operate on the same memory space and therefore can in�uence each other� In the
following� the terms thread� tasks and process are not strictly distinguished�
Each thread has its own stack frame and can by this be interrupted in any stage of its

work in a program transparent way� Figure ��� shows the �ow of operation and communication
between the threads and synchronous tasks� After the initialization procedures� the Coordinator
determines in which mode it should run �implemented for future use� and enters the normal
running mode� Here three threads are forked o� the main program� The latter forms thread �
and is suspended until the system exits the normal running mode at the end of a CDAQ run�
These threads are�

� The event builder performs the trigger asynchronous part of the muon subsystem data
acquisition�

� The fast monitor is responsible for feeding as much data as possible to the monitoring
unit MIU�

��
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� The slow monitor is responsible to �ll local histograms�

������ The Trigger Synchronous Tasks

As pointed out in section ����� the H� interface to the central trigger requires a response from
the subsystem within a short time or the run is aborted� Following Laplantes ��� de�nition
the data acquisition consequently is a real�time system�
Deadtime can only be minimized� if the Coordinator starts its synchronous tasks immedi�

ately after the trigger decisions arrive at the Slow card� Although other subsystems poll on the
FlipFlops in the Slow card� the central muon system uses VME interrupts for the initiation
of the synchronous tasks� Figure ��� shows that the Coordinator starts its synchronous work
� �
�s after the central trigger issued its decision�
The subsystems that poll on the trigger decisions have to make sure that they regularly check

whether the synchronous tasks are to be activated� This is not straightforward� because it is dif�
�cult to implement the scheme independently from the asynchronous load without introducing
overhead� The modularity of the software is reduced by this design because the asynchronous
tasks in�uence the response of the synchronous tasks even if the system is not saturated� Four
trigger synchronous processes are used by the central muon system �see section ��
��

Prepare and End Run Interrupts

After the central DAQ has signaled a run start and before the �rst event� the central trigger
issues a run start interrupt� In the muon system this mechanism is used to send a prepare for
prepare run signal to the Slave processors� The request is transmitted via the singCommand
word in the fast DAQ communication area� Upon the receipt of this signal� the Slaves ac�
knowledge it and enter the normal running mode� This mechanism can be used to implement
special Warm start procedures that might test the hardware or software� Subsequently the
Coordinator sends the prepare run signal that commands the Slave processors into the same
state as the Coordinator� After all Slaves have signaled that they are prepared to take data�
the Coordinator enables the trigger level 
 and  and run end interrupts on the processor board
and the Slow card� As the �nal step in the run prepare phase� the LEB data structures and
related tasks are initialized�
Before the SysMode is set to zero at the end of a run� the central trigger issues a run end

interrupt� As the �rst action in the handler� the Slaves receive an end of run signal� Unlike
the force end of run command issued by the Coordinator at the end of runs that were aborted�
the Slaves only acknowledge this signal after they have �nished their asynchronous tasks on
all pending events� Subsequently� the Coordinator locks itself against all external interrupts�
This is necessary to prevent the interrupt handlers from being run unless the muon system was
requested by XiMask�
If a run is aborted� sometimes the central DAQ already sets the SysMode to zero before the

run end interrupt is issued by the central trigger� In this case� the Coordinator executed the
run end handler on its own� in order to preserve the communication with the Slave processors�
Any late run end interrupts from the central trigger are ignored�

L� KEEP Interrupts

As the �rst action in the L
 KEEP handling procedure� the Coordinator issues an interrupt
in all readout crates and thereby initiates the Slaves L
 KEEP processes� The VICs in these

�	
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Figure ����� The task structure on the Coordinator processor� The main internal and external
event related communication paths are shown�
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Figure ����� The di�erence of the measured times tdiff needed to handle an L
 KEEP decision
measured by the central trigger and the Coordinator for cosmic data� This can
be interpreted as the response time needed by the transfer of the KEEP signal
to the Coordinator processor� The plot shows a Gaussian shape superimposed
with a broad distribution stemming from the FIFO handling procedures of the
asynchronous tasks� During this administrative work� the Coordinator does not
accept any incoming interrupt�

crates have been programmed to initiate a vectored VME interrupt cycle upon the VMV slave
access of mailbox �ags in the internal bu�er memory� Normal bu�er memory is overlayed with
these mailbox �ags� This feature is used to transmit the LeastSigni�cantWord of the event
number together with the interrupting cycle and by this it provides another independent data
synchronization mechanism�
The Coordinator does not wait for a reaction of the Slaves at this stage� but starts reading

out the administrative and trigger data �see �gure ����� It is stored in a CnvLEB that has been
allocated earlier in the last L decision handler�
The corresponding readout procedures were optimized to a high level� Time critical loops

that transport data are programmed in inlined assembler� The con�guration and static data
needed by the synchronous procedures are �lled into look up tables at boot time� These tables
allow the usage of fast processor addressing modes for con�guration data access and minimize
the need for temporary calculations� The existence of two contradictory requirements made an
optimization of the readout order necessary�

� The digital threshold bits must be delivered as fast as possible to the L processor� If this
data arrives too late� it cannot be considered by the L decision algorithms�

� The Coordinator must not wait for the threshold bits but continue with its other readout
tasks in order to minimize its response time�

In the currently active multiple cycle mode M� �see table ��� the digital threshold �ags are
derived from the �rst two cycles� Figure ���� shows that the Slaves provide the information
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only after O������s� The Coordinator spends this time with the readout of the Fast� Slow and
PQZP cards� Before the processor starts with the �rst pipeline of the GPTP card� it checks
whether all Slaves have computed their digital threshold bits� If this is not the case then the
pipeline readout is started� Otherwise� the �ags are collected and delivered through the LTC
card and the readout continues afterwards� The Coordinator repeats this procedure for the
other three GPTP card pipelines�

Now the local Coordinator readout is �nished� If the digital threshold bits are not yet
delivered� the processor waits until all Slaves have prepared their bits and delivers them� Sub�
sequently� the Coordinator polls on the L� Handshake for the local Front End Ready� and as
soon as all Slave processors have reacted� it acknowledges the L
 KEEP to the central trigger�

The polling technique is only feasible for the communication if the L� Handshake is located
in the internal VIC bu�er memory� Otherwise� the increased bus arbitration can induce a total
overhead of O�����s by slowing down the Slaves bus access�

L� Decision

The Coordinator must supply interrupt handlers for L REJECT and L KEEP decisions� Both
handlers start their work by broadcasting the respective decision and the number of a free LEB
to all Slaves� The Coordinator uses the L� Decision longword instead of VME interrupts for
this purpose�

The L handlers are also responsible for administrating the number ncLEB of the LEB that
was �lled by the last L
 KEEP procedure� The L REJECT decision handler is simple� It
reschedules ncLEB to be re�lled by the next L
 KEEP procedure� The asynchronous tasks will
therefore not work on this data� and the next event will overwrite it�

The L KEEP process schedules the recently �lled LEB for the asynchronous tasks by
pushing ncLEB onto the FIFO FfilledLEB de�ned in section ����� In a second step� the number
of a free LEB is fetched from the FIFO FfreeLEB and scheduled to be �lled by the next L

KEEP� If FfreeLEB is nearly empty� the L handler masks the L
 and L interrupts on the
Coordinator� They are only reenabled after the asynchronous tasks could deliver an event and
free a new LEB�

The L KEEP handler is also responsible for part of the thread context switching� After
the Coordinator exits its L KEEP handler� FfilledLEB at least contains one number of a LEB
that must be treated by the event builder� Therefore the L KEEP process switches to the
event builder thread� This implies that the idle threads stay disabled as long as the system
contains undelivered events�

������ The Asynchronous Task

The event builder forms the asynchronous part of the Coordinators data acquisition� It consists
of a run initialization phase� an event loop and the run end phase� The exact protocol of the
communication with the CDAQ is described in section ��
� Only the work special to the
central muon system is depicted below�

As soon as the event builder detects a request from the CDAQ to start a run� it initializes
the MEB infrastructure and builds the run start record if requested� Before the processor enters
the event loop it initializes internal data structures� unmasks the prepare run request in the
Slow card and informs the FIC in the monitor crate about the new run� When running within
the loop� the event builder has two tasks�
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Figure ����� The �ow of operation and synchronization between the Coordinator and the Slaves�
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Request New MEB

The Coordinator holds an internal stack SfreeMEB that is supposed to contain numbers of empty
MEBs� Once per loop� the processor decides whether it should request new MEB numbers from
the CDAQ and how it should react in the event of unsuccessful requests�

� SfreeMEB is empty� In this case the Coordinator must receive a new bu�er� The requests
are repeated until one of them was successful�

� � � n � � numbers are contained in SfreeMEB� In this case� the Coordinator requests a
new MEB only once � If the request is unsuccessful� no further attempts are made within
the current loop iteration�

� Five bu�er numbers are in the stack� The Coordinator does not try to allocate further
MEB�

This bu�er requesting algorithm has two advantages� Bu�ers are normally requested after all
events have been delivered and the event builder is idle� This reduces the CPU�time needed
to deliver an event by a small o�set� The event builder could use several bu�ers for big events
without the need of further requests� Because the event sizes are small� exactly one MEB is
currently used per event�

The Event Composing

If FfilledLEB is not empty� the event builder takes the �rst bu�er number nL out of this FIFO
and takes a MEB number nM out of the stack SfreeMEB� The CnvLEB of Slaves that have
�nished their work on the event corresponding to nL is copied into a temporary bu�er in the
Coordinators fast memory� The optimized transfer minimizes VMV bus overhead and reduces
processor idle time� As soon as all Slaves have terminated their work on the CnvLEB� the
Coordinator veri�es the data synchronization with the LSW of the event number that was
stored in the header of all CnvLEB� If the event number of at least one Slave di�ers from the
one in the Coordinators bu�er� it aborts the run� In the next step the event builder merges
the data of all six CnvLEB� formats it to BOS banks and stores them in the MEB number nM �
The process veri�es the BOS structure because corrupted records from individual subsystems
cause the loss of the complete event� Subsequently the event builder checks whether the Muon
DAQ MacIntosh or the fast monitoring thread wait for a copy of the current event� In the �nal
step� the Coordinator delivers the MEB to the CDAQ and resets the communication header
in the CnvLEB bu�er nL for all Slaves� The CnvLEB can now be �lled with new data and
therefore nL is pushed into FfreeLEB�
If there are still events to be built in FfilledLEB� the event builder starts a new cycle�

Otherwise� it calls the scheduler to activate the fast monitoring thread�

������ Idle Tasks

The Coordinator runs fast and slow monitor threads that allow for a fast system performance
overview� They do not directly participate at the data acquisition and therefore are only
activated by the event builder� if it is idle�
The �ow of event data does not disturb the data acquisition either� The fast monitor thread

requests a copy of the current MEB from the event builder as soon as it �nishes its work on the
previous one� The slow monitoring interacts in the same way with the fast monitoring thread�
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luminosity data
cosmic     data

Figure ����� The relative distribution of active channels in the modules for two di�erent data
samples� The cosmic data mainly covers modules in the barrel part of the detector
whereas the luminosity data induces activity in the endcaps� Both histograms are
normalized�

The Fast Monitoring Thread

The fast monitoring process has the second highest priority in the system� The thread analyzes
the IRWE and IRSE banks from the MEB and feeds the data to the hardware histogramming
unit MIU� The board contains a memory location for each channel of the central muon detector�
If a channel address is written to the MIUs input register� the module increases the appropriate
memory location� The FIC�
� in the monitor crate reads this hitmap histogram inside the
MIU and forwards it to the Monitoring MacIntosh in the control room� This computer runs a
graphical user interface that allows to display derived histograms and to search for misbehaving
hardware channels �
��

Figure ��� shows that not all detector regions are loaded equally with data� The statistical
methods used by the MacIntosh to locate suspect channels need a sample of O����� events
histogrammed in the MIU to produce feasible results for all channels� This argument favorizes
the implementation of hitmap monitoring online instead of o$ine� Besides the additional need
for computing resources and more complicated selection criteria� an o$ine analysis by far takes
more time� Especially after detector shutdown periods the fast monitoring thread provides an
e�cient way to verify the system with dedicated cosmic runs without the need to store the data
on tape� The MIU data is regularly used to locate detector noise and dead channels�

The Histogramming Thread

Besides the raw chamber data� the acquisition system itself must be monitored� A small
histogramming package that supports one dimensional integer histograms was implemented for
this purpose� The histograms are created and �lled by the histogramming thread within a
memory area in the DPM� A LabView application �� that runs on the Muon DAQ MacIntosh
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reads them with a custom Code Interface Node and displays the existing �gures�
The histogramming thread and correspondingly the histograms are created when the system

enters the normal running mode and are disposed of when it exits this mode at run end� This
is feasible because the histograms are meaningful with substantially lower statistics than the
one in the MIU� In addition� trigger sets and other CDAQ related con�guration can change
with a new run� Because of the statistics argument� the Coordinator runs the histogramming
thread only after the fast monitoring thread has become idle� The following histograms are
implemented�

� chamber performance
� The number of active channels per module if at least �ve layers have been hit� This
criterion suppresses uncorrelated detector noise�

� The number of active channels per module� Detector noise problems and a class
of front end hardware problems �see section ����� induce unphysical activity that
increases the synchronous response time� The histogram allows to trace down the
source of the problems to a particular module� Modules that do not deliver data
appear as holes in the histogram�

� The mean cycle number of the chamber data� The histogram consists of six groups�
The �rst group shows the cycles active in all modules with more than two layers hit�
The other groups display the same information independently for each cluster� This
histogram can be used to verify the position of the readout window in a crude way
if the system is operated in multiple cycle mode �see section �����

� The number of active wires and strips per event�

� trigger timing
� The pipelines of both Store cards� The pipeline depth of Store card one is adjusted
in a way that the history of the layer coincidences �

� is available for the future and
past� The corresponding histogram can be used to verify the L� trigger timing on
the module level� The histogram for Store card zero shows directly which part of
the data is delivered to the Level 
 trigger�

� data acquisition response
� The time used for the L
 KEEP procedure�

� The time used for the event builder process�

� The total time needed to deliver the events starting with the L
 KEEP� All three
histograms are derived from the IRon ReSPonse bank�

������ Multi Threading

The thread scheduler distributes the Coordinators CPU�time between the idle threads and the
event builder� In the current implementation the fast and slow monitor form the idle threads�
Further threads can be added easily� The synchronous procedures are not treated nor in�uenced
by the scheduler� because they are implemented by VME interrupts�
The system does not always use the multi�threading environment� The routine that acti�

vates it becomes thread zero and is suspended� After the processor has allocated all the threads
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and called their respective initialization drivers� it calls the scheduler that activates thread one�
The system exits the multi�threading mode by explicitly switching to context zero�

The scheduler supports two other context switching modes� If it is called with the forceFirst
�ag set� it activates thread one� The data acquisition calls the scheduler with this mode in the
L KEEP interrupt� If the �ag is not set� and thread n is activated� the scheduler circularly
activates thread m in an environment with N threads

m !

�
n# � n � N � 

� n ! N � �

These two modes encode the thread priority� The event builder �thread �� has the highest
priority because of the forceFirst mechanism� The event builder can decide to hand over
control to the fast monitor �thread 
� if it has no work left to do� In a similar way� the fast
monitor can decide to activate the slow monitor �thread ��

All threads are implemented as endless loops that call the scheduler if they �nished their
work� They form part of a single MacIntosh executable and share the same global data� The
global data provides the communication between the threads without the need for a general
communication infrastructure� The threads do not share a common area for their stacks� Each
thread uses an own block of memory that was dynamically allocated in the memory area �see
below� �internalFicMemory�� The scheduler also uses the respective stacks to save the threads
processor registers when the context is switched�

���� The Slave Processors

The Slaves serve the ROCs in their crate� All of these processors run the same program and
see the same addressing space� Their software has a similar structure as the Coordinators
program� After an initialization phase� the Slaves enter a loop and wait for a command from
the Coordinator that tells them which procedure they should enter� The normal running mode
is the only mode currently supported� After a local communication initialization� the Slaves
execute a run prepare procedure and enter the event loop� In its trigger asynchronous task� the
Slave converts the data stored in the RawLEB bu�ers from an internal readout related data
format to the o$ine format and stores the result in the CnvLEB with the same bu�er number�

The synchronous work is initiated by a VME interrupt coming from the VIC�
�� board in
the local crate� Figure ��� shows� that L
 KEEP and L related work are performed within
the same handler� After the acknowledgement of the L
 decision� the Slaves do not leave the
interrupt handler but start polling on the L� Decision long word� This guarantees that the L
related work is started very soon after the arrival of the L decision� A drawback of this scheme
is that the CPU�time spent polling is lost for the asynchronous task� The additional time is not
needed because the system only becomes FER before the L decision arrives �TL�Set � ����s�
when it is running in a minimal con�guration� The consequence of the correspondingly low
event size is a low needed CPU�time for the asynchronous task� The software does not use
separate interrupt handlers for L
 and L because the VIC�
�� ��� only can issue interrupts
with di�erent vectors on the same level without recon�guration� This would not account for the
H� requirement� that the L decision may come before the FER� A corresponding overhead due
to the VIC recon�guration was therefore transferred to a small overhead for the asynchronous
tasks�
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ba

Figure ��	�� The lengths and transfer times of the serial buses connected to the ROCs� The
�ve groups in the histogram represent the ROCs sorted by their cluster number�
The corresponding original ROC numbers can be found in the con�guration �le� a�
The maximal number of channels NData of all buses connected to the same ROC�
b� The serial bus transfer time ttrans as calculated with equation ����

������ The L� KEEP Procedure

The L
 KEEP procedure reads out the � ROCs ��
 for cluster E� and stores the data in the
RawLEB with number ncLEB� The procedure �nds ncLEB in a memory location �McLEB� that
is �lled by the L procedures� The readout algorithms have to be optimized to a high level�
because they are mainly responsible for the deadtime induced by the system�
The ROCs can be operated in multiple or single cycle mode� From the software point of

view� the single cycle mode is a subset from the multiple cycle mode� All actions that prepare
or initiate further cycles are left out for the single cycle mode handler� For this reason only the
multiple cycle mode is described in this section�
The optimization is constrained by the ROC hardware� The data must be transferred within

the synchronous tasks because the Fast Clear signal sent to the system before the pipelines are
reenabled deletes all data left in the FIFOoutput � Additionally� it is not su�cient� to read the
FIFOs once per event� They must be read out after each cycle before the next one is initiated
because the ROC does not tag the data with the cycle number� The ROC register that contains
the number of channels in the FIFO should not be used� because it is a � bit register whereas
the FIFOoutput has a depth of ��
 words� The digital threshold bits �see section ��
��� induce a
third constraint on the optimization� They must be delivered as soon as the ROCs have �nished
the corresponding cycle and before the ROCs are being read out� The readout procedure follows
these arguments with its cycle oriented structure� Each cycle consists of three blocks�

STA The software waits until all Slaves have �nished their current cycle� ROCs that hold
channel addresses in their FIFOoutput � are scheduled to be read out�

DIG if the current cycle number is equal to the precon�gured number nominalSlice �see
appendix B�� the digital threshold bits are built� Each cluster delivers its bits in two 
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bit words corresponding to the correctly mapped module numbers� The Slave processor
uses L� Handshake to signal the �ags availability to the Coordinator�

RDO The ROCs that were not empty in block STA are read out here�

After the �nal cycle� the Slave recon�gures each ROC� It writes the correct initial pipeline shift
width ninStep �see section ��
��� to the ROC register RegStep ��
� and subsequently restarts
the CodeManager� In a �nal access� the ROC is commanded into its ground state� The ROC
recon�guration is also implicitly implemented in the block STA� Performing it again at the end
of the L
 procedure by a redundant algorithm increases the data safety of the system�

Block STA

A main fraction of the synchronous processing time is spent within this block� It depends on
the interplay of the software and the hardware readout on the ROCs� Both are of the same
order of magnitude�
The software has to access each ROCs approximately four times within this block� It checks

whether the ROC has �nished its cycle and has data to deliver by reading the status register�
If the ROC was ready and holds no data� the CodeManager is reset by another VME cycle
�CCINT� and the pipeline step register nStep is con�gured� The last access either initiates the
next cycle on the ROC or commands it into its ground state wft� If the FIFOoutput holds
data� the Slave schedules the ROC to be read out in the software block RDO� The access�time
needed to cover all ROCs amounts to ����
�s ! ����s with a VME access time of O�
��s�
The CPU�time for the program itself must be added to calculate the total time needed for the
algorithm�
Figure ��	 and equation ��� show that the hardware readout time for one cycle is of com�

parable size� The ROCs do not �nish at the same time because the corresponding serial bus
lengths are strongly di�erent� The fact that ROCs having channel data in a cycle start their
next cycle only after they have been read out increases this inhomogeneity of the absolute
completion time and makes it dynamic�
An optimization of the administration algorithm in this block has to minimize the idle time

when the processor waits for the completion of the hardware readout� It must �shadow� the
CPU�time within the hardware readout time� The implemented algorithm accounts for the
dynamics of the order of ROCs �nishing their cycles� It was kept simple and was programmed
in assembler in order to minimize the additional needed CPU�time�
The algorithm works with a list� two FIFOs �F��F��� one stack structure S and two pointers�

The list is a static structure that contains the addresses of all ROCs to be read out� Initially�
the pointer PnotY etF inished points to this list� The Slave must iterate the following pass several
times�
The processor fetches a ROC address from the structure that is pointed to by PnotY etF inished�

If the ROC did not yet �nish its cycle� the address is put into the FIFO referenced by
PtoBeChecked� Initially it references F�� If the ROC had �nished and held data the proces�
sor pushes its address to the stack S� As soon as the structure behind PnotY etF inished contains
no more addresses� the pointers are re�assigned in one or two steps respectively�

� After the initial pass� PnotY etF inished is assigned to F� in order to protect the list from
being overwritten�

� PnotY etF inished and PtoBeChecked are exchanged� The �rst pointer now points to a FIFO
containing addresses of ROCs that did not complete their readout cycle in the last pass�

�	
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Figure ������ An illustration of the variables important for the mapping process� The proton
direction points into the paper plane� It was assumed that all layers of this module
are read out by the same ROC�

The pass is iterated until both FIFOs contain no more addresses�

Block RDO

The Slave uses the stack S to determine which ROCs have data that must be read out� The
procedure described below is repeated until no more addresses can be found on S�
After fetching a new address from the stack� the Slave calculates a temporary ROC number

nROC� unique in the cluster� from the VME address� This number and the current cycle number
�icy� are stored in a word nid�

nid ! ��
� # icy� � 
�� # nROC ���
�

Subsequently� the processor reads the FIFOoutput � merges the channel address with nid
into a long word and stores it in the RawLEB with number ncLEB� The Slave repeats this step
until the ROC delivers the channel address �xffff indicating that no more data is available�

A complication arises from the fact that the FIFOoutput has only a depth of ��
 channel
addresses� When it is �lled completely� the CodeManager suspends itself� until it receives a
CCINT signal from the Slave� Therefore the processor tests if the FIFOinput is empty after it
found FIFOoutput empty� If it still contains data� it sends a CCINT at this stage and continues
reading out FIFOoutput �

In the last step of the procedure the Slave initiates the next readout cycle on the respective
ROC or commands it into its ground state wft if all cycles have been performed�

������ The L� Decision

After the Slaves have terminated their L
 related procedure they stay within the interrupt
handler and wait for the L decision� The related procedures are simple� The L REJECT
command is simply acknowledged� This has the e�ect that the next L
 KEEP procedure reuses
the same RawLEB and overwrites the old data�

If an L KEEP decision arrives� the Slave pushes ncLEB to its FIFO FfilledLEB and transfers
the next LEB number to be used to the appropriate memory location �McLEB�� It receives this
number together with the L Decision from the Coordinator�
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Figure ������ The four steps of the mapping process� The notation of the text was used for this
illustration�
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������ The Channel Mapping

The technical realization of the ROC hardware readout determines the format of the channel
addresses stored in their FIFOoutput �see table ��
�� It is called the online format when the
channel address is supplied with the ROC and cycle identi�cation nid by the synchronous
task� The data stored in the RawLEB is in the online format� However� the o	ine format is
needed for all further data processing because it is induced by the �xed chamber hardware and
consequently is independent of the �principally� variable readout electronics� Changes on this
side leave all o$ine software untouched if the format conversion is changed accordingly�
The asynchronous task fetches a LEB number out of the FIFO FfilledLEB� It converts the

data in four steps to the o$ine format and stores the result in the CnvLEB with the same
number� The notation of section ��
�� is used in the following paragraphs�

� Several layers of muon boxes are read out by a ROC that mainly is responsible for another
module �see table ����� Several strip layers are split into the independent S and T buses�
In the �rst step of the mapping process ROC and bus numbers are exchanged with the
appropriate module and layer numbers�


 The ROCs generate the channel address nonl within a layer on behalf of its position in
the serial bus �see ��
���� It depends on the maximal length NData of all buses connected
to the respective ROC� The physical number nph �see �gure ��
� of the channel within
the bus can be calculated from equation ��
 by

nph ! NData � nonl � �
The resulting channel numbers are independent of the length of the other buses connected
to the respective ROC�

 The sense of increasing channel numbers should be independent of the physical direction
of the readout buses� The convention chooses that channel numbers rise with y in the
endcaps and with � in the barrel area� In addition� the channel numbers of either S or T
bus �if a T bus exists� must be shifted in order to remove the ambiguities that have been
introduced by mapping both buses to the same layer� Both steps can be performed by
means of an appropriate o�set C�

ngs ! jnph # Cj
An example for both operations shows how the o�set is used�

� merge S and T bus� If the channels of the T bus should receive higher numbers� the
total number of channels SNhwC in the S bus must be added to the T bus numbers�

� invert the sense of counting in a bus� The corresponding o�set is ��NhwC �

In practice� a combination of the shift and inverting operations is needed�

� The modules � and � on top of the detector are split into two parts each by LAr
cryogenic infrastructure� Both parts of the layers from these modules are read out by one
bus� The channel counting scheme requires that both parts are swapped� This can be
achieved with a shift value S�

nshift ! mod�ngs # S�NhwC�

�
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This overall transformation needs �ve parameters for all ��� module�bus combinations� A
table containing this information is transferred together with the other setup values at boot
time to the Slaves� The availability of this table additionally enables the software to verify the
integrity of the chamber data� The o$ine software can �nd the mapping information in the
IMAP bank in the general H� data base�

Serial Bus Transfer and Invalid Channels

A ROC reads out all layers in parallel� As a consequence� buses that contain less than NData

channels receive more serial clock cycles than they contain valid data� A termination in the
busterminals makes sure� that all additional cycles return logically high signals� Because the
data transfer over the serial bus is realized with inverted logics the high states correspond to
inactive channels�

In case of an interrupt of the serial chain� its inverted transfer induces �virtual� chamber
activity by delivering logically low signals for all serial clock cycles after the interrupt� Possible
reasons for an interrupt are failures of the low voltage supply for the DMBs or for the active
termination in the busterminals�
The virtual character of the activity is noticed by the data acquisition if a channel address

nph is encountered that exceedsNhwC for the respective bus� These invalid channels are counted
element�wise� and if the respective counters exceed a threshold�� the Coordinator transmits a
readout error number �x�������� to the CDAQ� The H� supervisor MacIntosh translates this
number to the message �Muon Multiple Bad Channel�� In addition� the Slave processors
generate a mapping error summary at run end that is transferred to the Muon DAQ Control
MacIntosh� The summary contains a counter of the errors� their ROC�� bus� and element
numbers�

���� Software Infrastructure and Server Processor

The system uses several software infrastructure blocks described in the following sections� Their
work is not generic to the data acquisition procedures but is very important for the optimal
operation of the system�

The same is true for the software running on an additional processor board� It allows system
development and diagnostic independently of the CDAQ�

The Server

The Server is a MPVME���� processor board located in the master crate fMPVg� It simulates
the central DAQ and central trigger protocols and allows the data acquisition to run in stand
alone mode�

� The central DAQ is emulated by the main program� It supports a normal run procedure�
can abort runs and request a warmstart from the system�

� An on board timer chip ��� regularly generates local interrupts� The interrupt server
accordingly initiates L
 and L decisions on the Fast� and Slow cards�

�currently set to ��
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Figure ���
�� The structure of a memory area�

The Server is only run for test purposes and stays disabled as long as the CDAQ and central
trigger steer the system� When active� the processor veri�es the bu�er handshake protocol and
the event numbers delivered by the Coordinator� Especially in combination with L REJECT
decisions this feature is important to verify the formal consistency of the data acquisition
programs�

������ Memory Management

The available memory in the central muon system electronics is inhomogeneously distributed in
fourteen regions of the addressing space� All regions are accessed under di�erent addresses from
di�erent busmasters� The memory regions have di�erent additional properties like speed and
data access width� These resources must be administrated by the data acquisition software�

Important advantages of a dynamic scheme as compared to �xed address assignment at
compile time are the transparency and data safety of the software� This is true especially for
evolving projects�

The implemented dynamic algorithm administrates several �memory areas�� These are data
structures that cover each a contiguous block of memory like for example the VIC�
�� bu�er
memory� Figure ���
 shows� that the memory area consists of a memory area header and a
chained list of free and �lled memory blocks in the area data fork� All references inside the
memory area are given by o�sets to the end of the memory area header� in order make the
scheme independent of the areas base address� As a consequence� di�erent busmasters �nd a
consistent structure independently from the base address in their addressing space�

Memory Area Header

The memory area header contains the administrative information� like magic numbers re�ecting
the initialization status of the memory� the total size� the owner of the memory� and a binding
list� Each allocated memory block in the data fork can be bound to a communication name�
It consists of four letters and is used to synchronize the shared memory locations between
two busmasters� A processor can calculate a reference to the memory block if it knows the
communication name� This procedure further reduces the number of �xed addresses that must
be determined at compile time�

�for future extensions
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Free Memory Blocks

The free memory blocks inside a memory area form a linked list with a begin dummy and an
end dummy block� These do not reference free memory but form the start and end node of the
list� Their location is �xed at the physical start and end of the data fork and by this they form
the delimiters of the memory that can be used�

Memory is allocated by shrinking the smallest free block in the list exceeding the requested
amount of memory� Blocks that shrink to a size of zero are deleted from the list� The request�
ing procedure receives an index to the allocated memory block� As a consequence� no central
garbage collection can be implemented within this system� A relocatable memory administra�
tion operating with handles was not implemented in order to keep the systems transparence�

Memory is freed by adding the allocated block to the free memory block list� In order to
decrease fragmentation e�ects� consecutive free blocks are merged in a second step�

Each allocated memory block consists of four parts�

� The internal list administration references�

� The data fork�

� Two security regions behind respectively in front of the data fork�

The memory administrating procedures �ll the security regions with consecutive copies of a
user supplied string when the block is allocated� The fact that both regions should contain
identical data is used to detect short range out of bound accesses to the data fork� The string
in the security region that was left intact reveals the purpose of the memory block and hence
simpli�es the search for errors in the program� Short out of bound write accesses only overwrite
data in the security region and therefore do not a�ect the operation of the complete system�

MappErrToCDAQ = 15;
PrintLevel = 0;

Cluster [4] {

}

* Roc 19 has serial number 13 *

begin of scopeObject for Slave processor in cluster E

begin of nested scopeObject 

comment

simple assignment

RegStep = 0;
RefWire=50; RefStrip=80; 
Base=2f81000;

Roc [19] {

}

RegTrig = 1;

doReadOut = 1;
CmdReg1 = 8;RegData = 90; 

Figure ����� The structure of the setup de�nition language used to transfer the con�guration
data between the Muon DAQ MacIntosh and the Coordinator�
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������ Setup Transfer

The data acquisition system must be supplied with con�guration data� The Muon DAQ Mac�
Intosh transfers the setup to a �xed address in the DPM memory �see appendix C� before it
initiates a cold start of the online processors�

Unlike other subsystems that use direct binary formats� a C�structure like de�nition lan�
guage was developed for the muon data acquisition� As a consequence� readable ASCII text
can be transferred to the DPM and only the Coordinator itself converts it to a binary for�
mat� This introduces two important advantages compared to the binary transfer� The setup
�le is independent of the internal representation on the Coordinator� Therefore setup format
mismatches between the MacIntosh and Coordinator programs that can lead to unpredictable
system con�guration are ruled out� The setup data can be commented and inspected with a
simple text editor and the revision control system supplied with ThinkC is suitable to record
its history�

Figure ��� shows the three types of parser objects known to the de�nition language�
scopeObjects� keywords and simpleVal� Assignments of the form keyword � simpleVal� or
keyword � f simpleVal� simpleVal� simpleVal� ��� g transfer data to the setup objects refer�
enced by keyword in the current scope� In another scope� the same keyword can reference
another setup object� Setup objects are technically bound to small driver routines that are
called with the simpleVal as parameters� They �ll the parameters into the correct internal pro�
cessors setup data structures� New keywords can be added by implementing the corresponding
routine and a booking call�

ScopeObjects are typically used to describe hardware objects� Since several hardware objects
of the same type can be used in the system� the scopeObjects can be supplied with a number�
Upon entering a scopeObject� the parser resets list structures for all hierarchically subordinate
scopeObjects and supplies a new list of valid keywords and pointers to driver routines� All
other keywords and drivers are disabled within this scope in order to make consistency check
and keyword overloading possible�

Keywords can be associated with a minimum number of required occurrences� This allows
the distinction of expected and optional values� ScopeObjects can also be used� to hand over
the parsers control to a speci�c driver that parses the setup text within the object� A complete
description of all keywords currently implemented can be found in appendix B�

������ Message I�O

The data acquisition system needs infrastructure that transports diagnostic output messages
from the Coordinator� Slaves and Server to the user interface�

Instead of the standard serial link solution� a VME�memory based message passing system
was implemented� The design could easily be integrated into the user interface without the
need of additional hardware� An other advantage is the possibility of message priorizing and
bu�ering� The system can be operated independently from the MacIntosh without losing the
most recent messages of high priority�

Compliant to the master�slave philosophy� each processor holds amessage area that contains
a set	 of small bu�ers� Each bu�er can store one message consisting of its string data and a
priority� The area also includes a stack for the numbers of free bu�ers and a dynamical linked
list of FIFOs�

�currently set to ���
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Figure ������ The priorizing scheme and storage administration for the message passing system�

The �ux of the messages �see �gure ����� through the area is determined by FIFO structures�
Each FIFO contains the bu�er numbers of all messages for a given priority in the area in the
order of their appearance� The FIFOs are dynamic structures that are destroyed if their last
message leaves the system and are generated if a message of new priority appears in the area�
This allows a �quasi� in�nite granularity of priorities� The FIFOs are ordered in a linked list
following the priority of their messages� The one with the data of highest priority leads the list�

A processor reading the area takes the �rst message out of this leading FIFO� The corre�
sponding bu�er number is put onto the stack and can be reused for new messages� A processor
delivering a new message �rst fetches a bu�er number out of the stack and stores the data
accordingly� Subsequently the writing processor appends this number to the correct FIFO�

The asynchronous access of reading and writing processors requires an e�cient locking
mechanism for the message area� Simultaneous read� and write operations destroy the internal
data structure� Because the read�modify�write cycle operation of the MPVME���� �
�� is
not compliant to the current VME standard� a software solution for the semaphore had to be
chosen� The main related problem consists in the fact that two bus cycles are needed to test
and set a semaphore� If only one semaphore controls the access� a simple scenario destroys the
data structure� Two processors that read the semaphore quasi simultaneously in subsequent
bus cycles �nd it free� Both set the semaphore with the next available cycles and access the
data structure�

Two subsequently accessed semaphores can avoid this problem� A processor that wants to
access the area determines a delay according its access mode� This delay is di�erent for read�
and write� access� After successfully locking the �rst semaphore� the second one is only queried
after the delay� That has the e�ect that two processors that access the �rst semaphore quasi
simultaneously are desynchronized when testing the second one�

��
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date time processor serial number text
��Jul� ����� Crd � � �� VMERoTmp at D�B	��
C
��Jul� ����� ClusC � �� Vic Mem at FFB��

C

Table ���� Examples for the format of the message output on the status window of the graphical
user interface� The entries �Crd� and �ClusC� denote the Coordinator and the Slave
processor in cluster C respectively�

������ User Interface

A graphical user interface that provides the infrastructure of down�loading programs and setup
data� as well as tools for monitoring and debugging was implemented based on the �ViewIt� ���
library for MacIntosh� The package forms a graphical layer on top of the event oriented program�
ming environment of the MacIntosh toolbox and provides simple access of the corresponding
resources�
The user interface is structured into the �status window�� �command windows� and �setup

windows�� The status window is always present on the desktop� It contains event monitoring
information and the message output in di�erent sections� The displayed messages either stem
from the online processors or from the tools that are supplied with the user interface� They
are tagged with date� time and the originating processor name �see table ���� The message
sequence for each individual processor is re�ected by a serial number�
The command windows logically group possible user actions on the system� The availability

of the actions depend on the mode the program is run in� The expert mode provides all
implemented tools and commands� whereas the shift mode allows the user to activate only a
subset of them�

Stand Alone

This window is needed to con�gure and operate the data acquisition in stand alone mode�
The Server can be commanded to start� stop or abort a data acquisition run� The run
can either be a normal run or a warm start�

CDAQ

This window is relevant to the CDAQ�controlled operation of the system� In shift mode
the user can reset all processors or initiate a full download of the standard setup and
programs� In expert mode� additionally special purpose setup �les can be selected for the
download�

Spy

Events ful�lling di�erent conditions can be copied out of the normal data stream into the
MacIntoshes memory� Subsequently the data can be printed by dedicated drivers in a
user readable form� The spy commands form another tool for fast data diagnostic�

processor Status

Each subroutine in the online programs can be connected with the �monitoring area�
by C macros� This connection consists of a status word and several alive words� The
status allows the reconstruction of the subroutine �ux post mortem in case of a program
crash� The alive information either re�ects the current processors activity or is used to
monitor dedicated variables at run�time� The processor Status window allows to spy this
information from the running system for all processors�
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viewSetup

The setup �le that will be downloaded at the next reboot can be inspected� This feature
is especially useful when the data acquisition is operated in a non�standard mode�

printMemLst

The area header and �lled blocks list is printed onto the message window for all memory
areas visible from the MacIntosh� The output for each memory block includes the start
index� the security region name and a comparison between both security regions�

printMemory

This dialog asks for the index and area address of a memory block� If both numbers are
supplied� the tool veri�es the block structure and displays the memory contents�

The download procedure is the most important task of the user interface� It consists of four
parts� At �rst� all processors are reset by a program that runs on the Coordinator� During the
time the processors initialize� the MacIntosh stores the setup �le� the converted Coordinator�
Slave and Server programs in the DPM �see section C�� Subsequently� it installs a loader

driver program in the DPM� The Coordinator jumps to this program when it receives a VME

SYSRESET if correctly con�gured�� The loader transports the data acquisition program to the
FICs memory and starts it� After a short time� the Coordinator �nishes the initialization of
the Slaves and the Server �if requested� and the system is prepared to take data�

��	� Performance of the Synchronous Tasks

In the following subsections� the synchronous subsystem response will be analyzed� The section
uses equation ��� and the related description of the former system to point out the details of
improvements achieved with the new one�

��	��� The Coordinators Response

The Coordinators L
 response time tCrdL� is approximately constant for all events of a run� One
main consumer of CPU�time is the readout procedure of the GPTP card �tGPTP � ���s��
The time needed to treat the Store cards depends on the number of pipeline entries nsl read
out �tStore � nsl � ����s�� For a reasonable number of nsl ! 
� this amounts to tStore � 
���s�
The administration of the Slave processors is not very expensive� Approximately ���s are
needed per cluster to transfer the L
 KEEP and the respective acknowledgements� Additional
CPU�time �� 
���s� is needed for the initialization and the readout of the administrative data
and the L
L card�
Because the Slaves L procedures are limited to a single FIFO access� the Coordinator

dominates the total response in this area� The needed CPU�time is constant for all events and
depends only on the number nSlv of active Slave processors�

tL� � ���s # nSlv � ��s

For �ve active Slaves� this amounts to 	�s� Together with the transfer time shown in �gure ���
the total L KEEP related response is approximately ����s�

�The CMOS jump location must be set to �xD��F����	 see section C�

�	
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with HV
without HV

with HV
without HV

ba

Figure ������ a� The L
 response time tL� as a function of the number of readout cycles ncycles� b�
The number of active channels nchan as a function of the number of readout cycles�
The events were taken with random triggers and therefore only noise contributes
to the amount of data� The Slave processors dominate the total system response�
because the Coordinator only read out the administrative data for these samples�

��	��� The Slaves Software Response for Level � KEEP

The Slave processor software runs in parallel to the cycle readout of the ROCs� In order to
be able to analyze the CPU�time needed by the Slaves software alone� the serial bus length
of all ROCs was set to two channels� Consequently the resulting hardware readout time is
small compared to the Slaves CPU�time� In addition� the Coordinators tasks were minimized
in order to be dominated by the Slaves software response�
The ROC recon�guration performed by the Slaves at the end of their L
 related proce�

dure �see section ������ is implemented with a simple optimized loop� The Slave processor
needs � 	��s to complete it� This time can be used as a scale to judge the e�ciency of the
data acquisition algorithms�
The total response of the system with an empty detector was found to be

tSoftware�L� � ����s # ����s � ncycles ����

where ncycles denotes the number of readout cycles initiated by the software� The gradient is
mainly determined by the block STA described in section ������ It depends linearly on the
number of ROCs nROC the software has to administrate� Approximately ���s are needed per
ROC that is added to �or removed from� the administration� The fact that four VME accesses
are performed by the algorithm and a comparison with the scale show that the respective
algorithm works e�ciently�

��	��� The Slaves Level � KEEP Response Behavior

The Slave processors response to a Level 
 signal tL� depends on the total number of active
Channels nchan in its cluster� The dependence can be derived from �gure ���� because the L
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data sample o�set � ms gradient � �s
a b

single cycle lumi �		� ��
 ��
six cycle cosmic �		� �� ���
four cycle lumi �		� ��� 
��

Table ����� The mean synchronous response parameters of equation ��� as determined from a
straight line �t to �gure ���� a� It was used that the total synchronous response
is bigger by a constant o�set of ����s than the Slaves Level 
 response� tL� �
�t
sync � ����s

related procedure induces only a constant o�set of approximately ����s� The mean response
can be written as a straight line �see table �����

tL� ! a# b � nchan �����

The parameter a re�ects the systems response for events with an empty detector� and b speci�es
the mean time spent per active channel� Due to the spread of the data onto several Slave
processors� the width of the respective distribution for a constant nchan is not negligible and
varies with the data sample�

Empty Detector

The parameter a is mainly determined by the block STA de�ned in section ������ The e�ciency
of the shadowed dynamic algorithm can be estimated with �gure ����� It shows the total L

related system response as a function of the number of readout cycles� The data has been
triggered randomly with the e�ect that only electronic and detector noise contributed to the
data volume�
From the combination of both curves� the response of a completely empty detector can be

calculated� The result is that one cycle needs approximately tcy � 
���s� This number can
also be derived by extrapolating the six�cycle cosmic data and four�cycle luminosity data to
nchan ! � in �gure ����� A comparison with �gure ��	 shows that this is the time needed for
the hardware readout alone� Hence� the CPU�time of the block STA �see equation ��� could
be shadowed behind the hardware readout� The former system needed O�������s for its single
cycle Level 
 readout� As a consequence more than ��  of the CPU�time was spent when the
hardware readout already �nished its work�
The o�set in �gure ���� also shows that the preparing and �nalizing actions need a com�

parable time as one cycle� Approximately half of this o�set is spent by the recon�guration of
the ROCs� The o�set is nearly independent of the time needed by the calculation of the digital
threshold bits� This is another consequence of the fact� that most ROCs begin with their next
cycle before the bits are generated by the software�

Chamber Data Transfer

The total data transfer time is determined by the event size of the Slave with highest activity
because this processor will acknowledge the L
 KEEP as the last one� Two e�ects determine
the amount of data� The fraction of events with activity in the instrumented iron are directly
determined by the L� trigger mixture� The rate of the subtriggers with trigger elements from the
instrumented iron is particularly phase and beam dependent �see also �gure ����� The topology
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single cycle lumi 1994

six cycle cosmic 1997

four cycle lumi 1997

single cycle lumi 1997

a

four cycle lumi 1997

b

Figure ������ The time of L acknowledge is the total synchronous response �t
sync

of the muon
data acquisition� a� The mean time �t

sync
as a function of the number of active

channels nchan� b� The correlation of �tsync with the number of channels�
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Luminositiy Phase 3 / 1997

weighted with data

unweighted

Figure ������ The unhatched histogram shows the number of clusters with more than �� active
channels� The hatched histogram shows the e�ective number of clusters trans�
ferring data� It was calculated by dividing the total number of channels by the
amount of data in the cluster with maximal activity� Both histograms are nor�
malized�

of events with muonic activity determines� how many processors are e�ectively transferring data�
It determines the instantaneous parallelization� The unhatched histogram in �gure ���� shows
that O�
� Slave processors add data to the events in luminosity runs� This is a consequence of
the HERA kinematics emitting most interaction products in the FEC direction� The endcap is
read out symmetrically in x by ROCs in clusters C and D�
The clusters are not symmetrically loaded per event� The hatched histogram in �gure ����

shows an e�ective number of clusters� The value is calculated by dividing the total number
of active channels by the amount of data in the cluster with maximal activity� Figure ���� a
and table ��� re�ect that with an e�ective parallelization of ���� the transfer time per channel
decreased by a factor of 
�� compared to �		��
With increasing width of the readout window the in�uence of chamber and electronics noise

increases�

� Noise generated by electronics after the pipelines increases with the number of readout
cycles ncycles�

� Chamber induced noise increases with ncycles�
 due to an exclusive OR logic in the syn�
chronization circuit of the pipelines� It prevents that two consecutive pipeline entries are
active� Afterpulsing e�ects ���� and shifts in the position of the readout window �see
section ����� invisible in �		�� contribute to the increase of the event size�

Figure ���� b shows that the electronics and detector noise contribution per readout cycle are of

�
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ba

Figure ������ The time of delivery tdF for the digital threshold �ags� a� The correlation of
tdF with the number of active channels nchan� b� The distribution of tdF for a
luminosity run taken in �		��

comparable sizes� The values are strongly correlated with the detector condition and currently
amount to ��cycle and ��cycle respectively� The electronic noise can have a bad in�uence
additional the increase of data volume because it disturbs the dynamic algorithm of block STA�

The Digital Threshold Bits

The digital threshold bits must be delivered well before the L processor issues its decision
at ����s� This argument requests that the digital threshold bits are computed after the �rst
readout cycle� The information however is only meaningful� if a considerable fraction of the
readout window has been processed before it is delivered�
In the years �		� � �		� the system performed four cycles per event� The digital threshold

bits were delivered after the second cycle� Figure ���� demonstrates that the �ags are delivered
tdF � ����s after the L
 KEEP decision� Because the readout window is not populated
symmetrically �see �gure ��� b� a big fraction of the data enters the digital threshold bits�
The mean of the delivery time distribution is quasi independent of the amount of total

chamber data in the event� Its width increases with the number of active channels� This is
a consequence of the Coordinators inquiry scheme and of the dynamic treatment of the ROC
administration�

��	��� The Overall Response

Three con�guration scenarios of the new system are compared with the former data acquisition
system� Table ��� contains the relevant con�guration parameters�
Two histograms are displayed for each con�guration�
The �gures ���	 a and ��
� a show the Level  KEEP acknowledge time being the total

synchronous response time �tsync� The comparison of the di�erent con�gurations and systems
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system former new new new
scenario � � 
 
GPTP readout yes yes yes yes
L
L readout yes yes yes yes
digital Threshold bits no yes yes yes
number of Store card slices nst �� �� �� �
number of readout cycles ncycles � � 
 �
width of the readout window 
 
 � �
mode of operation S�� M�� M�
 M��
source luminosity cosmic luminosity luminosity

Table ����� The con�guration scenarios used to show the response times of the old and the new
data acquisition systems� The modes of operation are described in table ���

can only be achieved in combination with the event size� The �gures ���	 b and ��
� b provide
this information�

Scenario � corresponds to the con�guration active with the former data acquisition� The
main design parameter for the new systemwas that it must ful�ll the requirements of section ���
within this con�guration� The histograms for the scenario � were derived from a cosmic run
with a relatively high amount of data in order to display the system dynamics in this con�g�
uration� The L acknowledge time is centered around ����s� and lies well below the �����s
response of the old system� Section �� pointed out that also the width of the synchronous
response time distribution in�uences the deadtime� Compared to the old system� no tail is vis�
ible in the distribution in spite of the big di�erences in event sizes� This threshold behavior is
a consequence of the fact that the Coordinator processor dominates the deadtime at moderate
event sizes in this con�guration� The open boxes in �gure ���� a show the same e�ect�

This con�guration can always be used to keep the deadtime induced by the muon system
at a bare minimum� Because of the arguments presented in section ��� it seems unlikely that
changes in other subsystems electronics will lead to faster required response times �tsync�

Scenario 
 is a con�guration that combines the advantages of a readout window width of
four bunch crossings and fast system response� The mean L acknowledge time of ��	
�s
corresponds to a system FER at ����s and is well below the response of the old system for
one cycle despite higher event sizes� Eliminating noise will further reduce width and mean of
the response time�

Scenario  is a reasonable maximal system con�guration for luminosity running� It performs
four readout cycles with disabled combiner on the DMBs� The data acquisition system was
operated in this mode within the years �		�� �		� and �		� without intolerable deadtime�
The four cycle mode leads to bigger event sizes than the ones in �		� by a factor of 
�� for
the displayed samples� Nevertheless� the new system responds faster than the old one also in
con�guration scenario � Figure ���	 shows that L KEEP decisions are acknowledged at a
mean time of ��ms after the L
 KEEP signal for a luminosity run in phase � The response
can be improved by a reduction of noise�

The new system also behaves well with respect to the width of the response time distribution�
Its width is a factor of ��� smaller than the one of the old system despite the widths of the
event size distributions are related opposite�
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Lumi 94, single cycle

cosmic 97,single cycle

Lumi 97, quadruple cycle

a

Lumi 94, single cycle

cosmic 97,single cycle

Lumi 97, quadruple cycle

b

Figure ���	�� The L acknowledge time is the synchronous response time �tsync of the data
acquisition� All histograms are normalized� a� The �tsync distributions for the
scenarios �� and the old system� b� The distributions of the number of active
channels nchan for the con�guration scenarios ��  and the old system�
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Lumi 94, single cycle

Lumi 97, double cycle

a

Lumi 94, single cycle

Lumi 97, double cycle

b

Figure ��
��� The L acknowledge time is the synchronous response time �tsync of the data
acquisition� All histograms are normalized� a� The �tsync distributions for the
scenario 
 and the old system� b� The distributions of the number of active
channels nchan for the con�guration scenarios 
 and the old system�
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��
� Performance of the Asynchronous Tasks

The response of the asynchronous tasks determines at which data taking rate the system can be
operated without su�ering from saturation e�ects� Because the central DAQ does not provide
this timing information� an internal measurement of the response time was implemented� An
on�board timer chip ��� of the Coordinator provides the data� It is fed into the event data
stream in the Iron Response bank� The times measured are the total system time� the asyn�
chronous tasks start on a speci�c event tbeg and the time of event delivery tdel� For low data
taking frequencies� the probability that the asynchronous task is interrupted by a new trigger is
small� In this case� the total asynchronous response time can be calculated as tasync ! tdel�tbeg�
In the following� this correlation will be assumed�

data sample o�set � ms gradient � �s
execution speed vs� number of channels in the maximal cluster

a�� b��

single cycle cosmic �		� �� ����
double cycle luminosity �		� ��� 
��	
four cycle luminosity �		� ��� 
���

execution speed vs� total number of channels
a� b�

single cycle cosmic �		� ��� �
�

double cycle luminosity �		� ��� ����
four cycle luminosity �		� ��� ����

Table ����� The parameters of equations ��� and ��� calculated for di�erent con�guration sce�
narios� The values were calculated from events without entries in FIFO FfilledLEB to
minimize the averaging e�ects� The parameters a�� b� depend on the event topology
and consequently on the run conditions�

��
��� The System Behavior

The asynchronous response of the muon DAQ can be written as �if the transfer time is neglected�

tasync � max�tadmin� t
Slv� # nchan � tBOS �����

where tadmin denotes the �xed time the Coordinator needs to format the administration and
trigger data� In parallel the slowest Slave processor needs tSlv for its mapping process� After
it has �nished all Slave data is merged and formatted with a need for CPU�time tBOS per
channel� The parallel processing of the Coordinators data and the mapping on the Slaves
introduces threshold e�ects for small event sizes� They are negligible for event sizes nchan � 
�
and are not considered in the following�
At small data taking frequencies� the slowest Slaves� response tSlv depends on the maximal

amount of chamber data ncMax of all Slaves� In this case the total asynchronous response can
be written as a straight line�

t
async

! a�� # b�� � ncMax �����

Table ��� gives the corresponding parameters for the di�erent con�guration scenarios� It does
not contain the values for the old data acquisition system because the software did not support
asynchronous response time measurement�

��



���� Performance of the Asynchronous Tasks

The average parallelization of approximately ��� for luminosity runs decreases the mean
time needed for the conversion of a channel b�� if the total number of active channels nchan is
considered �see �gure ��
� a and table �����

t
async

! a� # b� � nchan �����

The white boxes in �gure ��
� b show that the correlation between nchan and tasync is broadly
distributed around the straight line� This is a consequence of the variation of the instantaneous
parallelization�
At higher loads� when several events are pending in the queues FfilledLEB� the parallelization

is averaged and the system responds faster than before� This is a consequence of the fact� that
the asynchronous tasks of the Slaves are not synchronized with each other� Let FfilledLEB
contain more than n events� and let the Slaves k and l be the last ones to �nish their work for
the events n and n� � in the queue respectively� The Coordinators� working time TC for event
n can then be written as

TC !
nX
i�

tki �
n��X
i�

tli

Following the central limit theorem ���� already for small
 n this leads to an averaged Gaussian
distribution

TC � N �n � tk� 
k��N ��n � �� � tl� 
l�

The black boxes in �gure ��
� b show events where the Coordinator could only begin later
than �� ms after it �nished the synchronous tasks because it had to wait for a free MEB�
During this time� the Slave processors �nished their mapping procedures� The boxes therefore
represent the Coordinators CPU�time to transfer and format the Slaves� data� It amounts to
approximately tBOS ! ��s per active channel�

con�guration total response asynchronous response
mean � ms width � ms mean � ms width � ms

� 
�	 ��� 
�� ���

 �
 ��	 
�� ���
 �� ��
 
�� ���

Table ����� The asynchronous and total response of the data acquisition for the con�guration
scenarios and data samples described in table ���� The values were derived from
�gure ��

�

��
��� The Overall Response

The asynchronous response of the data acquisition system depends on the amount of chamber
data and consequently on the con�guration� The �gures ��

 a and b show two histograms
for each con�guration scenario de�ned in table ���� The mean and widths of the respective
distributions are summarized in table ���� In �gure ��

 a� the time needed by the event
builder alone is plotted and �gure ��

 b shows the sum of synchronous and asynchronous time

�Especially since with the event size ti have an approximately Gaussian distribution�

�	



�� The Software Steered Data Acquisition of the Central Muon Detector

four cycle luminosity

two cycle luminosity

single cycle cosmic

a

b

Figure ��
��� The asynchronous response time for the new system in di�erent con�gurations�
a� The mean asynchronous response t

async
as a function of the number of active

channels nchan� b� The correlation between the asynchronous response time tasync

and the number of active channels nchan� The black boxes show data where the
Coordinator started only �� ms after the L acknowledge with the asynchronous
task�

��



���� Performance of the Asynchronous Tasks

and hence the total system response� The histograms contain events that are not a�ected by
the averaging e�ects because the Coordinator started soon �� ����s� after the L acknowledge
with the asynchronous task� They show the maximal response for the respective events�
The asynchronous response of the system for scenario  lies well below the required maximum

of 	 ms needed to operate the system with ��� Hz� The event sizes induced by the other
con�gurations are smaller and therefore allow for a higher data acquisition rate� The widths
of the curves are small and only con�guration  has small tails of up to �� ms for the total
response�
In section ����� it was pointed out that a mean number of ��� processors are working on

the events in parallel� The values from table ��� show� that the mean total CPU�time needed
by the mapping process is �� ms� A data taking rate of O�����Hz therefore would not be
possible with the mapping procedures implemented on the Coordinator�

��



�� The Software Steered Data Acquisition of the Central Muon Detector

one  cycle 1997 cosmic
two  cycle 1997 lumi
four cycle 1997 lumi

a

one  cycle 1997 cosmic
two  cycle 1997 lumi
four cycle 1997 lumi

b

Figure ��

�� The asynchronous and the total response of the new data acquisition system
for di�erent con�guration scenarios summarized in table ���� All histograms are
normalized� a� The CPU�time tasync used by the asynchronous tasks� b� The
total time tdel after L
 KEEP the events are delivered to the CDAQ�

�




�� Detector Performance and Calibration

The successful operation of the central muon data acquisition system is not restricted to a
fast response� Because of the pipelined front end the readout window should be chosen and
monitored carefully� The optimal position and width of the window is measured and �xed by
the time calibration described in the �rst section�

Due to its fast response� the new data acquisition system can be operated in multiple cycle
mode and the width of the readout window could be extended� The �ne granularity in time of
the resulting data allows the determination of an estimator for the time of the particle passage�
A good resolution can only be obtained with a second calibration that reduces the in�uence of
the readout electronic� This �o$ine� calibration is described in the second section�

The thresholds for the digital threshold �ags induce the need for a third calibration� This
calibration will only be necessary in the future when the Level  trigger starts to issue REJECT
decisions� The last section therefore summarizes two general points that should be kept in mind
when the calibration is performed�

Source of Calibration Data and Corrections to It

The detector calibration is carried out with cosmic ray and beam halo muon event samples�
The data must be taken with trigger settings that do not include trigger elements from the
central muon system in order to avoid biases and to use the same event sample for the trigger
calibration as well� The subtriggers suitable for cosmic data are CIP � and fwdCosmic that
cover the central and low angular region of the detector respectively� A specially designed
subtrigger exists for beam halo data��

Cosmic rays are uniformly distributed in time on scales of the HERA clock period� Beam
halo muons also show a broad distribution if the lock between the proton bunches and the HCk
phase is disabled� The time dependence of data acquisition system and trigger can be studied
with both data samples� The topology of these classes of events is clean and small and therefore
high statistics can be taken without excessive usage of storage resources� Cosmic data can be
taken when HERA is not operative and consequently the loss of luminosity due to calibration
is minimized�

The central jet chambers and forward muon drift chambers determine the reference time
t� �relative to the nominal interaction time� that can be correlated with the time dependent
e�ects of the central muon system for the calibration sample� The drift chambers measure the
reference time with high resolution of approximately �ns and ns respectively with a drift time
dependent track �t ����

In contrast to particles originating from bunch collisions� cosmic rays and beam halo muons
enter the central muon detector from outside before they are measured by the drift chambers�

�FwdMu Val Any�Veto OR Global

�
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HCk calibration o$ine calibration
cosmic data

number of points � �� �
number of events�point 
���� ������

trigger CIP �� fwdCosmic CIP �� fwdCosmic
beamhalo data

number of events � �����
trigger beam�halo beam�halo

Table ����� The data samples needed for the calibration of the digital muon data acquisition�
At least the central jet chambers� forward muon system and instrumented iron must
be included by the CDAQ� The tail catcher should be included as well�

Because the systems response to luminosity data must be calibrated� the cosmic and beam�halo
samples must be corrected for these e�ects�
A muon from the calibration sources enters the detector at te ! tcalib� � tflight where tflight

denotes the time� the particle needs to cover the distance between its point of entrance into
the muon system and the drift chamber� A particle originating from the beamline at time
tbeam� would hit the same point at a time te ! tbeam� # tflight� The time dependent e�ects of the
calibration data at the entrance points are therefore equivalent to those induced by luminosity
data produced at a reference time

tbeam� ! tcalib� � 
 � tflight
The time of �ight correction is not negligible because with mean distances of several meters
tflight amounts to O����ns� The detector entrance points are di�erent for cosmic ray and beam
halo data�

� Cosmic muons enter the detector from positive y coordinates �� � ���

� Beam halo muons enter the detector by the backward endcap�
The detector exit points of the calibration sample need not to be corrected� because the particles
behave as if they were produced near the beamline� No other explicit time of �ight correction
is applied to the data unless stated� The remaining e�ects are system inherent and apply also
to luminosity data�
In a second step of calculation� all timing e�ects are determined and displayed for a particle

stemming from the nominal interaction time tbeam� ! �� Therefore� all times t� in the following
analyses are transformed by calculating

t ! t� � tbeam�

Cycle Number Convention

Each channel address delivered by a ROC is stored together with an identi�cation word �see
equation ��
� that contains the cycle number icycle� Together with the mode of the combiner
and the initial step width ninStep� �see section ��
���� it determines the position of the data in
the pipeline� The number of the pipeline FlipFlop nff can be expressed as

nff ! 
 � �icycle � nsStep # ninStep�

�Zero for clusters B	D	E and one for clusters A	C�

��



	��� Time Calibration of the Detector

-1cycle number (mode M04):

last cycle

cycle number (mode M12):

inStep
readout window initial shift n

first cycle

2 01

01

Figure ����� The correspondence between readout cycle numbers and pipeline positions for dif�
ferent modes of operation �see section ��
����

Figure ��� illustrates the connection between absolute pipeline position and cycle number� Be�
cause the readout direction of consecutive cycles is opposite to the pipe �lling direction� in�
creasing cycle numbers correspond to younger data� The cycle number that corresponds to the
nominal pipeline position is �xed to zero� Negative cycle numbers therefore contain data that
was found closer to the end of the pipelines�

The calibration data in the following was taken either with the modes of operations M��
or M�� �see table ���� In both con�gurations� the combiner is disabled and nsStep is equal to
one� Correspondingly� one cycle contains only data from one pipeline entry� Instead of nff �
cycle numbers will be given below for simplicity�

���� Time Calibration of the Detector

Section ��
�� pointed out that the L� KEEP arrives at the subsystems front end at a �xed time
ttr after the corresponding data was fed into the pipelines� The time is determined by many
parameters� It depends on cable lengths and electronic delays that are not necessarily identical
for all channels of a subdetector� As a consequence� the position of the data in the pipelines
has to be determined by direct measurement�
Several e�ects smear the position of the relevant data in the pipelines� Consequently� the

acquisition system only works e�ciently� if it reads out several pipeline entries� Besides its
mean position� the width of the readout window must be determined in the calibration�
The drift time distribution of the streamer chambers has a width of O��
��ns ���� and

mainly determines the position smearing� Another contribution comes from the broad dis�
tribution of the production time for non�physical background or from shifts of the nominal
interaction time relative to the HERA Clock�
The position of the window can be adjusted within bounds of 	� ns by changing the phase

between HERA clock �HCk� and nominal particle passage� The readout window can also be
in�uenced by the PEn signal� However� this possibility is not used because with a delay of this
signal the window is shifted towards or beyond the end of the pipelines�
The HCk and PEn phases cannot be adjusted for each individual channel but only for all

channels of a cluster in common� The FanOut Cards can be programmed to delay the HCk by
integer steps before they deliver it to the ROD in the connected cluster� Because the exact step

��
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width may depend on the linearity and tolerances of the respective delay chips� the relevant
plots show �delay settings�� the FanOut cards are programmed with� Absolute delays are given
with the nominal delay of ���ns per step�
A problem arises from the fact that the DMB use the same HCk source for the pipelines and

the trigger signal synchronization without further degree of freedom� Therefore the trigger and
readout parts of the system cannot be calibrated independently� Compromises are necessary in
order to have feasible results in both branches �see also �

���

Reasons for the Calibration

The HCk phase has to be calibrated if the phase between HCk� particle passage or PEn on the
front end is changed� Possible technical reasons are�

� global changes in the HCk or PEn phases delivered by the central trigger�

� changes of the electronics in the path of both signals between the FanOut Cards and the
ROCs�

After long detector shutdown periods a recalibration is recommended even though no change is
expected� A change of the con�guration scenario also requires a new detector calibration� If a
smaller width of the readout window is con�gured� the nominal position of the data relative to
the window is changed� This shift eventually causes losses in readout e�ciency if the calibration
is not changed accordingly�

������ In�uence of the HCk Phase on the Nominal Pipeline Position

The output of the digitizing comparator enters the pipeline with the falling edge of the HCk�
The position of the data within the pipeline is therefore determined by the number of falling
edges between comparator output and the falling PEn edge� Figure ��
 illustrates the in�uence
of the HCk phase on this position� It shows a sketched drift time distribution and the resulting
pipeline positions for three di�erent clock phases relative to it� The falling HCk edges are
marked with letters and the drift time distribution is subdivided into a hatched and a non�
hatched part for each HCk phase�
If the comparator output becomes active within the non�hatched area� the active state

enters the pipe with the edge A and is shifted n times until PEn becomes inactive� Otherwise�
it becomes active later �within the hatched area� and the logical high state enters the pipeline
with edge B� It is shifted only n � � times for the phases � and 
 until PEn becomes inactive�
Hence� at least two pipeline entries have to be read by the ROCs� With increasing delay of the
HCk� going from phase � to phase 
 in �gure ��
� the fraction of the hatched area decreases and
consequently the time slice deeper in the pipeline and smaller readout cycle numbers become
more populated�
Due to the long cable ways �corresponding to a big ttrig in �gure ���� of the central muon

system the nominal time slice n of the clusters B�D and E is close to the physical end of the
pipelines� A wrong HCk phase may therefore lead to a loss of data �n � 
�� However� the
phase between HCk and PEn can be used to move the nominal pipeline position into the safe
direction� If phase  in �gure ��
 is selected� the edge C lies beyond the falling PEn edge� It
does not shift the pipeline anymore and the new nominal position lies one step farther within
the pipeline�

��
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symbolic drift time distribution

HCk Phase 1

HCk Phase 2
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3

n = 2
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Figure ��
�� The in�uence of the HCk phase relative to the PEn signal and the drift time
distribution�
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Module  19

Cluster  A

Module  20

Cluster  B

ba

Figure ���� The mean cycle number t�md as a function of the HCk phase setting relative to the
PEn signal� A setting of �� corresponds to a HCk delay of one bunch crossing�
a� Module �	 is located in cluster A� b� Module 
� is read out by cluster B� The
di�erence in the absolute positions of the shapes results from signal propagation
time to cluster B�

������ HCk Phase Adjustment

Ten cosmic runs �see table ���� taken with di�erent HCk phase settings for the FanOut cards
form the base sample for the calibration� Only the HCk delays for the clusters are changed�
The phase for the sector board crate must not be varied in order to use the data also for the
trigger calibration �

�� The runs are taken in readout mode M�� with the initial step width�

ninStep �xed to zero for all clusters� Hence� the readout window covers the last six time slices
of the front end pipes� Further parameters can be found in table ����

Although the clock phase can only be adjusted for all ROCs of a cluster in common� the
system was analyzed for all modules individually� This is necessary� because time of �ight e�ects
and electronic delays induce individual �xed phase shifts� A �time� t�md is assigned to a module
by averaging the cycle numbers of hits that are not created by detector noise �the banks IWCR�

ISCR provide this information�� This variable is a good estimator for the mean position of the
readout window� After the application of all corrections the result is a mean cycle number that
would have been generated by particles originating from a nominal e�p interaction�

�See section ������
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System Behavior

Figure �� a and b show the mean cycle number t�md in dependence of the HCk phase
� for

two neighbored modules� The ROCs for the modules �	 and 
� are located in cluster A
and B respectively� The shape re�ects the in�uence of the HCk phase as described above�
With increasing clock delays the data is shifted towards the end of the pipeline �smaller cycle
numbers�� At a speci�c delay setting �� a falling clock edge is shifted beyond the falling edge
of PEn and generates the characteristic step �phase 
 to  in �gure ��
�� The measurements
can be parameterized by

t�md��� ! # � � �# �� # e
���

� ���

The Variable � indicates the location of the step and � re�ects the correlation between delay
setting and t�md�
The substantial di�erence in the absolute pipeline positions �� of the two modules can be

explained with signal propagation times� The cable that connects cluster B with the STC crate
is substantially longer than the one used for cluster A� Hence the trigger decision arrives at a
later time at the front end electronics	 of cluster B� The pipelines of module 
� are stopped
later than the ones of module �	 and its data is shifted further towards the end of the pipelines�
A homogeneous position of the readout windows for all clusters relative to the data can be
achieved if ROCs skip the �rst time slice when reading out the channels of clusters A and C�
In luminosity runs the initial step width ninStep �section ��
��� is set to one for clusters A and
C and equals zero for all other clusters� Because all non�calibration data is taken with this
con�guration� it is called the nominal setting�
The non�nominal initial step values used for the HCk calibration make additional corrections

necessary� It must be applied to all modules of clusters A and C if the system response in the
nominal setting is calculated�

tmd ! t�md � � bc
Since PEn and HCk are delivered to the ROCs by the same cable� their relative phase should

be constant for all modules and clusters� Nevertheless� small di�erences are observed�

� a shift correlated with the STC�cable length is present in the data� For ROCs of clusters
B� D� E �long cables� the �t of t�md��� to the data resulted in � � 	ns� A smaller value
is calculated for ROCs out of cluster A�C �short cables�� A possible explanation is a loss
of signal quality depending on cable length in combination with threshold e�ects of the
subsequent TTL receivers�

� On the ROCs� PEn and HCk do not have the same signal path� Di�erences in delays
induced by individual components on the electronics can cause additional di�erences in ��

A Good Setting

A good HCk delay setting for a speci�c cluster must respect several constraints�

� The data induced by products of an e�p interaction should be located in the middle of
the readout window� If an even number of readout cycles is used� its location should be
centered between two time slices� The resulting homogeneous population of two cycles
with data increases the resolution of the track passage time measurement �see below��

�PEn delay was nominal	 see appendix�
�The propagation speed of a signal on cables is O���ns�m�

�	
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cluster  A
cluster  B
cluster  C
cluster  D
cluster  E

Figure ����� The standard deviation 
md of the mean time tmd of all modules connected to the
same cluster� The abscissa shows the clock delay setting as written to the FanOut
Cards� The step � lies between setting � and ��

� At the time that the pipelines are stopped by an L� KEEP the corresponding data has
almost reached the physical end of the pipelines� This is especially true for ROCs of the
clusters B�D and E� A phase setting corresponding to phase  in �gure ��
 results in a
high mean cycle number� Hence the data is safely contained in the pipelines if � � � # �
is chosen for the phase� with � small�

� Because of small variations in the step position for the ROCs of a speci�c cluster� a setting
too close to � can be dangerous� The ROCs with � � � see a clock phase on the left side
of the step in �gure ��� Their data is shifted one step further to the end of the pipelines�
The readout e�ciency drops for these ROCs if only two time slices are read out� This
e�ect is demonstrated by �gure ���� The standard deviation of the averaged timing tmd

for all ROCs of a speci�c cluster is shown in the plot� A clear maximum can be seen next
to the step location�

� Since the trigger information is derived from chamber signals after the synchronization
with the HCk delivered by the ROC� the settings must not con�ict with the calibration
for the trigger timing� The synchronized active trigger signals for all channels connected
to a ROC must not jitter between two time slices �

��

������ The Calibration for ���	

The muon system was operated with the mode M��� in the years �		���		�� The calibration
resulted in HCk phases of 

�� ns �setting ��� for clusters A�B�C�E and 
� ns �setting ��� for
cluster D� Figure ��� shows that all modules are centered near the middle of the readout window
for luminosity runs� Only small variations of O���ns from the mean of �� are visible�
�Readout cycle numbers ��	�	�	�� The mode is de�ned in table ����

	�
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luminosity
cosmic

Figure ����� The average time tmd of all modules� For the luminosity data� the barrel modules
show bigger variations and statistical errors because of the cosmic background and
the lower population with bunch data�

The hatched histogram in �gure ��� b is derived from luminosity data� It demonstrates� that
	�  of the hits are contained in the middle of the readout window for particles produced at the
nominal interaction time� Hence� the system has a high readout e�ciency� The system could
in principle be operated with the modes M�
� S�
 with the same HCk phase settings� Only
the initial pipeline shift ninStep must be increased by one for all modules in this con�guration�

The variations in tmd shown in �gure ��� mainly stem from a change of the relative pop�
ulation of the cycles � and �� The �lled circles and open squares in �gure ��� b demonstrate
that this is no longer true for other than the nominal HCk phase settings� In this case� the
hits are distributed over more than two time slices �and cycles in modes M�X�� If the particles
measured in the detector are not produced at the nominal interaction time� additional time
slices become populated� Figure ��� a shows the fraction of data contained in the inner two
time slices p�� p� of the readout window�

f !
p� # p�

p�� # p� # p� # p�

The �gure shows f as a function of the reference time tbeam� as measured by the central jet
chambers for cosmic data with the nominal delay setting �black triangles�� Muons originating
earlier than ��� bc than the nominal interaction time substantially �ll the time slices at the
edge of the readout window�

A bad calibration �open boxes� shifts the broad �gure with the consequence that small
deviations of the nominal production time cause a population of more time slices� This leads
to a loss of readout e�ciency if the window has only a width of two time slices� The loss a�ects
single modules in a substantial way if they have an individual HCk phase that shifts their mean
cycle beyond ��

	�
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nominal Hck setting

        Hck setting : 30

lumi 1997

clock delay 48

clock delay 64

ba

Figure ����� The population of readout cycles with data from muon tracks linked to a central
track� a� The relative population f of the cycles �� � as a function of the reference
time tbeam� � b� The overall population of the readout cycles icycle for tracks with
tbeam� ! � 
�ns� The fraction f of hits contained in the cycles ��� is 	�  � �� �
�� for the nominal setting� setting �� and �� respectively�

���� Time Measurement with the Muon System

The iron reconstruction program tries to gather all active channels that were produced by the
same particle and combines them to a track� Because of the drift time distribution �and static
e�ects� the data is not located in the same time slice for all channels of the track�
This inhomogeneity allows to determine an estimator tir� from muon tracks for the time the

particle passes the muon detector
� This can be demonstrated by a Monte Carlo simulation�
Figure ��� was derived from a study that assumes a triangular drift time distribution with
a total width of �
�ns ���� and a mode of operation M�
 with the cycle numbers � and ��
The slope in this �gure shows the correlation of the particle passage time with the mean cycle
number tir�sim� for a track with an in�nite number of channels� Both values are only correlated�
if the particle passes the detector at times when both cycle numbers become populated�
The technical implementation of tir� is more complicated because system inherent inhomo�

geneities must be taken into account to obtain a good resolution� In the �rst step� the mean
pipeline positions for particles originating from the nominal interaction time tbeam� ! � are
calculated for channels �tted in tracks� Each module is split into three regions because cable�
length� time of �ight and mapping e�ects �see table ���� can lead to di�erent mean positions
toff within the same module� The regions are chosen as

� The layers in the inner muon boxes�
� The layers contained in the iron yoke�
� The layers in the outer muon boxes�

�The idea and implementation by C� Kleinwort�
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inner muon box
iron yoke
outer muon box

Figure ����� The correction o�sets toff � de�ned in equation ���� for the di�erent regions for each
module�

A high amount of cosmic and beam halo data must be used for the calibration in order to
reduce the statistical errors� At least O������ tracks should be available for each module� The
obtained set of calibration constants �see �gure ���� are stored in the IRTI bank in the H� data
base�
In the second step tir� is calculated� Only the �rst time slice n

f
p active for a speci�c channel

directly enters the calculation in order to avoid contributions from afterpulsing e�ects and
electronics noise� All nad additional active time slices for the same channel are accounted for
by a correction of ��
 bc to nfp �

nfcp ! nfp � tioff #

�
� bc nad ! �
��
 bc nad � �

�����

Subsequently all nfcp associated with the track are histogrammed with a bin width of ��
� ns�
The tir� for the track is obtained by weighting the bin values t

i
bin of the �rst � populated bins

with their number of entries ni�

tiron� ! �
all binsX

i

ni�
�� �

iimin��X
iimin

tibin � ni ���
�

where imin denotes the �rst bin with an entry� Only the �rst ���� bc of the histogram are
considered in the calculation in order to reduce noise and afterpulsing e�ects and to minimize
contributions from the tails of the drift time distribution� This estimator shows a good cor�
relation with the reference time tbeam� calculated by the central jet chamber in �gure ��	� The
error bars were determined by the standard deviation of the mean tir� �

The Resolution

The resolution of the iron track time measurement tir� derived from cosmic data depends of
the number of active channels nw in the track� It can be determined by a measurement of the
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Figure ����� A Monte Carlo study to demonstrate the correlation between the particle passage
time tbeam� and the mean cycle number tir�sim� � A readout mode M�
 with cycle
numbers �� � was assumed� The slope shows tir�sim� derived from an in�nitely long
track� The boxes show the same for track lengths between � and 
� hits �with a
logarithmic z axis��

Figure ��	�� The correlation of the corrected estimator tir� and the reference time t
beam
� as mea�

sured in a cosmic run ��		��� The black boxes show the average t
ir
� � The error bars

represent the standard deviation of the respective distribution�
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width� 
d of
d ! tir� � tbeam�

as a function of the number of hits nw for tracks of cosmic muon data� The distribution of 
d
is parameterized and can be �tted with�


d !

s
���	� #

�����

nw
�bunch crossings� ����

The non�constant term follows the sample average rule of the central limit theorem�
The Monte Carlo study mentioned above can be used to understand the experimental result

for the resolution and motivate the position of the readout window� The quality of the correla�
tion shown in �gure ��	 depends on the nominal position of the readout window with respect
to the interaction time� Both times in �gure ��� are only correlated if the particle passes later
than approximately � and earlier than �� Only in this case� both cycles contain data for the
chosen drift time distribution� Hence the detector electronic should be adjusted in a way that
the mean particle passage time is ���� In this case the correlation is preserved for small positive
and negative variations �see �gure �����
The box histogram in �gure ��� shows the same correlation as the curve for tracks with

�nite lengths� A separate calculation of d for each track length leads to a similar behavior as
one found in cosmic data�
Figure ���� shows 
d for a triangular and a constant drift time distribution where only

particle passage times � � tbeam� � ��� and ��� � tbeam� � ��� were included� The resolution
determined from the cosmic data additionally is drawn as a solid line in the same �gure� The
resolution found in the data is worse than simulated because of remaining detector inhomogene�
ity e�ects� The resolution depends also of the drift time distribution assumed and the mean
particle passage time�

���� Digital Threshold Flags

A calibration of the thresholds for the digital threshold bits becomes necessary in the future�
Because the Level  trigger defaulted to KEEP until �		�� a calibration remained undone� A
future calibration will encounter the following problems�

Timing

The counter subject to the threshold is the number of write pulses to the FIFOoutput of the
ROCs� A channel active in several bunch crossings decrements the threshold counter several
times� Hence� an optimization for track tagging does not only depend on the penetration depth
of the particle� but also on its mean time slice� A constant monitoring is needed to avoid
e�ciency drops due to shifts in the mean cycle number� Especially for cosmic ray rejection this
problem is hard to handle because the tracks are uniformly distributed in time�

Missing Layer Information

The digital threshold bits contain no information about the number of layers hit in the module�
No direct correlation between the number of layers that are a measure for the penetration

�The distributions of tir


and tbeam



have a Gaussian shape�
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triangle  0.5 < t0
beam < 1.

constant 0.5 < t0
beam < 1.

triangle  0.  < t0
beam < 0.5

constant 0.  < t0
beam < 0.5

Figure ������ A Monte Carlo study for a two cycle readout mode� A triangular and a con�
stant drift time distribution �widths �
�ns� were used for the simulation� The
�gure shows the resolution 
d of the tir� estimator as a function of the number of
channels �tted in the track nw� Two curves are shown for each drift time distribu�
tion� They only include the particle passage times tbeam� listed in the �gure� The
parameterization of equation �� is drawn as a solid line�

nfit > 4

nfit =  0

ba

Figure ������ The histograms are derived from a luminosity run in �		�� a� The number of
active channels nchan per module as a function of the number of layers nLay� b�
The number of active channels per module� The hatched histogram shows modules
that contained at least four hits of a track �t� The unhatched histogram shows
modules without a track� Both histograms are normalized�
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	��� Digital Threshold Flags

depth of the object and the number of hits can be seen in �gure ���� a� As a consequence the
discrimination between showers� long muonic tracks and detector noise is di�cult� Figure ���� b
shows a comparison between two distributions of number of active channels per module� The
white histogram shows modules where the reconstruction program could not �t a track� It
most probably contains shower leakage� The hatched histogram contains modules that shared
at least four hits of a track� This data should contain muonic activity� Both curves show a
similar shape� Hence� a distinction between showers and moderate muonic activity seems not
feasible with the digital threshold bits alone� Better results may be obtained if this information
is combined with the layer coincidence output �

� that discriminates the minimum of active
layers and therewith the penetration depth� A comparison of the digital threshold data with
the layer coincidences also reduces their sensitivity to detector noise� A noisy element generates
as many hits in one layer as a track of moderate length� Constant monitoring and suppression
of noise e�ects is necessary� if the digital threshold bits are used exclusively to form trigger
decisions�

	�
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	� Excited Electron Analysis

A known experimental procedure to search for more fundamental layers of the current theory
is to look for excited states of known objects by probing them with other particles� A search
for excited electrons �e�� and other states beyond the standard model therefore constitutes an
important part of the experimental program of H��

This chapter describes the search for the muonic decay channels of excited electrons� The
analysis completes the search for these exotic states for the year �		�� The results for all decay
channels are published in ����

The chapter starts with an introduction to the model and an overview of the phenomenology
of the �nal state� It proceeds with a description of the event selection process� Firstly� the
criteria used to identify muon candidates are pointed out by section ��
� Together with the
triggers� they form the base of the overall selection criteria presented in section ���� The results
of the selection are given for simulated and detector data by the next two sections� Because
no candidate event was found in the H� data� the selection e�ciencies were used to calculate
exclusion limits given at the end of the chapter�

	��� Theory

	����� The Model

The magnetic coupling of a fermion f to a standard model gauge boson V ! f�� Z�Wg and the
excited fermion F with di�erent mass can be described by a general e�ective lagrangian �	��

Leff !
X

V	�Z�W

e

'
F
���cV Ff � dV Fg�

	�f��V� # h�c� �����

The number of independent coupling constants in this formula can be reduced by considering
low energy limits� If the compositeness scale ' is of the order of � TeV it follows from low
energy experiments that cV Ff and dV Ff must be equal ���� Hence� only left�handed fermions
can couple to right handed excited fermions with these assumptions� Further reduction of
independent coupling constants can be achieved� if a SU�
� � U��� invariance is requested for
the vertices� With �� denoting the weak isospin doublet for the excited leptons� the e�ective
lagrangian for this study becomes �with standard notation��

Leff !
gf

'
�
�

��

��



�L�� �W� #

g�f �

'
�
�

��Y �L��B� # h�c� ���
�

The couplings cV 
�
 of excited leptons to gauge boson mass eigenstates can then be expressed
in dependence of f� f � and the Weinberg angle �	��
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total e*→γ
e*→ Wν
e*→ Ze

total e*→μ
e*→ W → μνν
 e*→ Z  → μμ

ba

Figure ����� a� The branching ratios BR of for the decay of excited electrons into their primary
decay channels as a function of the e� mass� b� The total calculated branching ratio
BR� of excited electrons into muons through the Z and W boson decay channels�

In the Hagiwara model� the excited leptons with mass M
� decay into the leptonic isospin
doublets and gauge bosons� The decay widths depend on the couplings to the respective gauge
bosons �mass MV � in a speci�c way �����

(��� � �V � ! cV 
�

M�


�

'�
��� M�

V

M�

�
��� #

M�
V


M�

�
� ����

The model of Hagiwara is implemented in the Monte Carlo generator COMPOS ����� The
program includes production and decay of the excited electrons� assuming f � ! f in the
lagrangian ��
 as well as the subsequent decay of the gauge bosons into quarks and leptons�
The elastic and deep inelastic scattering o� the proton are calculated with the structure func�
tion parameterizations for F� and F� of Brasse et al� �Q� � � GeV �� and the parton density
parametrisations MRSD��� �Q� � � GeV �� respectively� Fragmentation and hardonisation of
the partonic �nal state are simulated by JETSET �� ��
��
The calculated e� production cross section� 
ep�e� for the HERA setup varies betweenO��� pb

at masses mF ! ��GeV and O������ pb at mF ! �� GeV ��� �	�� The �� production cross
section is one order of magnitude smaller than the one for e� production� This is a consequence
of the fact that �� can only be produced by W exchange at HERA� Especially at low excited

�With f�� � ��TeV ����

���
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e(k)

p(P)

e*
ν

W
μ

ν
–

γ,Z

e(k)

p(P)

e*
e

Z
μ

μ
–

γ,Z

ba

Figure ��
�� The Feynman diagrams for the production of excited electrons in electron proton
scattering and their decay into muons�

fermion masses� the main contribution to the e� cross section comes from the photon exchange�
Because of the low production cross section of excited neutrinos� only the muonic decay modes
for e� are studied in the following analysis�

Figure ��
 illustrates that muonic activity originates from the decay of the excited state
into W or Z bosons and their decay into muons� The COMPOS generator approximates this
three body�decay well ��� by two subsequent decays� Hence� the total branching ratio for the
decay of excited electrons into muons can be calculated by combining equation �� with the
corresponding W and Z branching ratios� �see �gure ��� b��

The muonic width represents only a small fraction of the total decay width for the excited
electron� However� the branching ratios are not negligible ���
 for masses of 
�� GeV� and
must be combined with the search in other channels in order to obtain a consistent and complete
analysis� Figure �� b shows that the main contribution comes from the W decay� The muon
production through the Z channel is suppressed because both branching ratios in the decay
chain are substantially smaller than those in the W channel�

The COMPOS program was used to generate 
�� excited electron events with di�erent
masses Me� decaying into muons� The mass points Me� ! f��� ���� ���� 
��� 
��g�GeV � form
the base for the study of the decay channel e� �W��W � ��� The channel e� � Ze�Z � ��
has been studied for the masses Me� ! f	
� ���� ���� 
��� 
��g�GeV ��

	����� Phenomenology

The t�channel photon and Z exchange are the dominating production mechanisms for excited
electrons in the chosen model at HERA� Because of the form of the photon propagator � ��Q�

�where Q is the negative momentum transfer on the lepton�� the cross section is dominated by
events with smallQ�� The elastic part of the total cross section is calculated to be of comparable
size as the deep inelastic �Q� � �GeV �� contribution �	�� Hadrons stemming from the proton
are therefore usually lost in the beam pipe� The small hadronic activity provides a clean �nal
state for excited electron production if the total visible phase space is considered�

����� � for W � �� and ��� � for Z � ��	 see ����

���




� Excited Electron Analysis

It is important to understand the kinematics of the muonic decay modes� in order to optimize
the search algorithm� The �gures �� and ��� are derived from the simulated samples� In order
to show the kinematic properties of the muons stemming from the Z decay� the minimal values
of both muons are plotted� This corresponds to the muon closer to the detector acceptance
limits� Both muons must be detected in order to identify the Z boson by their invariant mass�
The rest frame �cms� of the excited electron is boosted into the forward direction� With

rising fermion masses m�
F ! x � s an increasing fraction x of the protons momentum� enters the

reaction� The resulting rest frame momentum pcms
z ! xPz # kz of the excited electron increases

correspondingly in the laboratory frame�
In the chosen model� only left handed electrons couple to the gauge bosons� Because of

the 
�� coupling� the decaying e� are right�handed� and this results in an angular distribution
peaking in the forward direction�

�

(

d(

dcos	�
!
� # cos	� # �

� ��� cos	��


 # �
� � !M�

V �M
�
F �����

where 	� is the polar angle of the gauge boson in the rest frame of the decaying e�� At
higher fermion masses the second term in the above formula� stemming from the longitudinal
polarization of the vector boson� loses in�uence� The angular distribution and its transformation
by the boost result in smaller polar angles in the laboratory frame with rising excited electron
mass �see �gures �� a and ��� a�� This is true for both channels studied in the analysis�
Due to the Jacobian peak behavior of the decaying excited electron� the mean muonic

transverse momentum pt rises with its mass� If the excited electron is not much heavier than
the vector boson� the decay behavior of the boson determines the width of the transverse
momentum distribution� In this case� it peaks at MV �
 with V ! fW�Zg�
The �nal state does not only consist of muons� In case of the W decay channel� two neutrinos

��e� ��� escape unseen and carry away momentum �missing momentum�� Besides hadronic
activity in the forward direction stemming from the proton remnant in inelastic scattering� the
detector should only contain a high energetic muon�
If the excited electron decays with the Z mode� the resulting electron carries a big pt �again�

the Jacobian behavior�� It is emitted into the backward direction in the center of mass frame�
Because the boost transforms the distribution into the forward direction� a good detection
probability exists for the electron� The �nal state therefore consists of a muon pair and an
electron with high transverse momentum� The center of mass energy of the muon pair is given
by the Z mass�

	����� The Physics Background

Only a few sources of physics induced background have to be considered because of the clean
signature in the detector� Background to the decay of a Z into muons are all processes that
result in muon pairs with high invariant mass� In the case of the production of an excited
electron� a high energetic electron is additionally required� Processes that generate muon pairs
in the detector are �����

� �� � ����� The invariant mass of the muon pair however rises towards small masses�
because the photonic �ux factors from the electron �Weizs�acker Williams LLA�

f	�e !


�

� # �� � z��

z
� ln�Ee

me
�

�The Bjorken x�

��
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mass  81 GeV

mass 250 GeV

mass  81 GeV

mass 250 GeV

ba

Figure ���� Kinematic properties of the muons in the W channel� Only MC events ful�lling the
criteria of the CSEMU class are displayed� All histograms are normalized� a� The
polar angle distribution 	� in the laboratory frame� b� The transverse momentum
pt of the muons�

Mass  81 GeV

Mass 250 GeV

Mass  81 GeV

Mass 250 GeV

ba

Figure ����� Kinematic properties of the muons in the Z channel� Only MC events ful�lling
the criteria of the CSEMU class are displayed� All histograms are normalized� a�
The minimum polar angle of both muons 	min in the laboratory frame� b� The
minimum transverse momentum pt�min of both muons out of the Z decay�

��
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peak at low fractions z of electron energy transferred to the photon� The proton shows a
similar behavior ����� This process dominates the high transverse momentum muon pair
production�

� Muon pairs stemming J�) and * decays have �xed invariant masses of ��GeV and
	��GeV respectively and therefore can be identi�ed easily�

� Muon pairs out of the Drell Yan process also tend to produce small invariant masses�
Because the particle �uxes of the quarks annihilating into the muon pair are smaller than
in the �� � �� process� the corresponding cross section is suppressed �
qq�
		el � �����
����� The suppression becomes smaller at higher transverse momenta due to Z exchange�
but stays well below the two photon process�

� Muon pairs stemming from the Cabibbo�Parisi process �a � radiated o� the electron
producing the muon pair� gain importance at rising transverse momenta because of Z
exchange� However the complete cross section stays beyond the two photon collision
contribution for transverse momenta below pt � ��GeV �����

� The direct Z production has a very low cross section� The exclusive cross section into a
muon pair is O�����fb �����
This corresponds to a total expected rate in the year �		� of ���
 events��

If not only the muon information is used� and either a high energetic electron or missing
transverse momentum is required� the processes mentioned can be suppressed further� However�
if one of the two muons escapes undetected through the beam pipe� single muon events can be
simulated introducing background to the W decay mode of the excited electron� In these cases�
the missing transverse momentum should balance the muon contained in the detector�
Processes with single muon production can form background to the W decay mode� The

main candidates� open charm and bottom�quark production� have been treated in ����� The cor�
responding muons tend to smaller transverse momenta% at transverse momenta of O����GeV �
the di�erential cross section drops to � ���	 of its value at low pt ��	�� The fraction of the
background induced by heavy quark decays can be estimated by �tting and extrapolating two
�for c and b quarks� exponential curves to the experimental pt distribution� Following the
parameterization of ����� for pt � ��GeV � an inclusive cross section of O���pb for the muon pro�
duction out of heavy quarks is expected� It rapidly decays to O������pb for pt � 
�GeV � Other
processes with the same �nal state are the production of real W bosons ����� The corresponding
cross sections are estimated to be O�����fb�
In the analysis described below� no candidate events were found� It follows from equation ���

that in this case the upper rejection limits are independent of the expected background� The
possible background processes therefore do not have to be calculated exactly�

	��� Muon Identi�cation

Because of its high mass and the pure electromagnetic interaction with the detector� the muon
has a much lower speci�c energy loss dE�dx than electrons or hadrons� Hence� nearly all muons
with an energy of more than 
 GeV reach the iron yoke or the forward muon spectrometer�

�The luminosity �not corrected for prescales	 see below� ���� pb was used for this calculation�

���
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The momentum or origin of a particle penetrating one of these detectors however cannot
be determined with these detectors� data alone� The inhomogeneous �eld in the instrumented
iron does not allow a precise measurement of the particles momentum ��p�p � ��� for p� ! ���
GeV����� The big distance xrad �in multiples of the radiation length� of the muon detectors to
the interaction point and multiple scattering with an approximately Gaussian distribution of
deviations from the original direction would introduce an uncertainty to the measurement of
the vertex ��	 � �pxrad�p���
As a consequence� the muon can be identi�ed with the instrumented iron� but the kinematic

parameters must be measured by the central track detectors� The tracks found in the central
region are extrapolated to the penetration point of the iron yoke and compared with tracks
found in the vicinity by the iron reconstruction� A �� �t ���� compares the parameters of both
tracks and calculates the link probability P ����� The probability is uniformly distributed if both
tracks stem from the same particle� and peaks at low values otherwise� This step is performed
in the reconstruction stage and its output is stored in a list of links �DTIO bank� exceeding
the minimum probability P ���� � �����

	����� HM Hard Muon Candidate Identi�cation

A muon is identi�ed to the analysis by two groups of criteria� The �rst group applies quality
criteria to the tracks found in the central muon detector� Background due to shower leakage
is suppressed with the iron track information alone� The second group searches for the correct
link to a track in the central region and the forward muon system�

Muon Track Criteria

Activity in the central muon detector can also be induced by non muonic contributions�
Figure ��� �modules Nmod � ��� demonstrates� that the highest chamber activity is found
in the forward region of the muon detector� Shower leakage or pion punch�throughs can gen�
erate short tracks in this area that may be falsely linked to inner objects� Therefore di�erent
cuts are applied to the iron tracks depending on their polar angle�
The signal muons have high energies in the inner part of the Forward Endcap �� � 	 � �����

Hence� a clean muonic signal can be required in this region of the detector�

� The number of hits �tted in the track 
 	� The activity in the inner and outer muon
boxes are included�

� Layers with numbers out of �� �
� are located inside the gaps between the iron plates�
These are called IRON layers� The layer number nlay of the last hit �tted in the IRON
must ful�ll nlay 
 ��� This ensures� that the muon has traversed the yoke�

� No other muon track must have its �rst �tted channel within a distance of ��� cm from
the starting point of the track in question� This criterion rejects iron tracks originating
from shower leakage�

The other polar angle regions are populated less severely� The most important background here
are cosmic muons� A stringent requirement would only cut into the signal e�ciency because
cosmic muons cross the iron yoke� They cannot be identi�ed with the track information alone�

� The number N of hits �tted in the track that lie within the iron yoke must ful�ll N 
 ��

���
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Track Link Criteria

A muon track must be linked to an inner track to be accepted as a muon candidate� Often�
several link hypotheses to central tracks exist for the same muon track� In the �rst step of the
link selection process� all links are subject to further quality criteria�

� The relative uncertainty of the measured inverse transverse momentum of the inner track
that the link points to must be less than ��  � Only tracks with a good pt measurement
can correctly be extrapolated to the instrumented iron�

� A minimum probability for the link of P ���� 
 ���� is required�

No additional track quality criteria for the inner track are applied explicitly here� Implicit
criteria are applied by the preselection process	 and the requirement of a �t to the central
vertex�

The selected links to the iron track are sorted with respect to the probability and the link
with highest probability is chosen for the combined object� The momentum for the object is
determined by the best measurement for the inverse transverse momentum out of the inner
�labeled �cent�� and possible forward muon �labeled �f��� track links�

pt !

���
��

pf�t
���pf�t �

��pf�t
�

���pcentt �

��pcentt

pcentt
���pf�t �

��pf�t
�

���pcentt �
��pcentt

	����� WM Soft Muon Candidate Identi�cation

A second muon candidate identi�cation is needed for the analysis� These criteria are less
stringent because they are applied either to reject or �nd additional muons after a candidate
HM was found�

A muon track is classi�ed as a WM candidate if a link to an inner track exists and this
track has at least �� �tted hits in the central and forward tracking system� If several links are
associated with the same muon track� the one with highest probability is chosen� No criteria
are applied on the measurement of the transverse momentum at this stage� The momentum
information derived from these candidates is only used by the search in the Z channel� A
possible bad momentum resolution is accounted for by choosing soft cut criteria�

	����� Cosmic Muon Rejection

Cosmic ray events form an important technical background with a high rate� Cuts on the
Distance of closest approach to the beamline and the corresponding z coordinate �z�� decrease
the rate substantially�

However� the cosmic ray events must be suppressed completely for this analysis� Because
they show a similar muonic topology as the signal in the detector� dedicated rejection criteria
had to be implemented� The �nder works with the scalar product of the unit vectors for iron
and central tracks� if they ful�ll certain quality criteria� Two sets of tracks are compared�

�See below�
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subtrigger 19

subtrigger 22

subtrigger 18

Figure ����� The luminosity correction factor fLumi for di�erent subtriggers as a function of the
time tu for the �		� running period� The factor is used to account for subtrigger
prescale factors�

� The scalar products of the unit vectors for all combinations of muon tracks with more
than � �tted hits are calculated� If the minimal scalar product is smaller than ���	�� the
event is classi�ed as cosmic�

� The scalar products of the unit vectors for all combinations of muon tracks with vertex
�tted tracks are calculated� If the minimum is smaller than ���		� the event is classi�ed
as cosmic� This cut is only applied to tracks in the barrel region with ��� � 	 � �� for
e�ciency reasons�

Rarely� overlays of cosmic events with low multiplicity events complicate the recognition� In
order to keep the �nder safe� only events with less than � vertex �tted tracks are considered by
the �nder�

	��� Triggers

Due to the low detector activity� the signal events are di�cult to be triggered� Especially the
W decay channel �nal state only consists of a single muon and small hadronic activity in the
detector� As a consequence� all triggers combining the central muon system with either the
central tracking or the forward muon system were used �see table ����� The decay electron in the
Z channel can be triggered with the LAr calorimeter� Hence also subtriggers with calorimetric
information were included� The relevant trigger elements combined to the subtriggers are�

� Mu FIEC� A layer coincidence �

� in one module of the Forward Inner EndCap must
have seen a particles passage�

� Mu ECQ� A layer coincidence in the rest of the muon detector� If one is seen in the FIEC�
then an additional one in the rest of the muon detector is required�

���
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subtrigger number subtrigger name global options fLumi

�� Mu ECQ + DCRPh Ta v�� z�
 t� f�� ����
�	 Mu Bar + DCRPh Ta v�� z�
 t� f�� ���



 Mu BEC v�� z�
 f�� ����

� Mu Any+LAr Etrans v�� z�
 f�� ����

� Mu Any + LAr Etmiss v�� z�� t� f�� ����

� Mu 
 FEC#Mu 
 BEC#Mu FEC BEC v�� z�
 t� f�� ����
�� LAr Etrans�
 v�� f�� t�� l�� y�� ��
�� Lar Electron 
 v�� f�� t�� l�� y�� ��		
�� Lar Ebarrel�
 v�� f�� t�� l�� y�� ����

Table ����� The subtriggers used in the analysis� The translation of the global options to trigger
elements changed several times during the running period of �		�� This information
can be found in the H� data base�

� Mu BEC� A layer coincidence in the Backward End Cap is required�
� Mu Bar� A layer coincidence in the Barrel region of the central muon detector is required�
� Mu Any� A layer coincidence in the central muon detector is required�
� Mu 
 FEC� Two layer coincidences in the Forward EndCap� Mu 
 BEC two layer coin�
cidences in the Backward EndCap�

� LAr Etmiss� The LAr trigger tower energies are weighted with regard of their position in
the calorimeter� The sum of the weighted energies gives the missing transverse energy in
the calorimeter� This sum has to exceed a threshold to activate the subtrigger�

� LAr Electron 
� This trigger element is set if an energy deposition in the electromagnetic
part exceeds a threshold and the hadronic energy stays below an other threshold�

The trigger e�ciencies were exclusively determined by Monte Carlo studies� The e�ciency de�
termination from detector data can only be done with background events that show comparable
topology and considerable statistics� None of the background processes of section ���� seems
to be suitable�

Corrections to the Trigger Simulation

The raw subtriggers formed from muon elements had a high trigger rate in �		�� In order to
keep the deadtime tolerable� they had to be prescaled depending on the data taking conditions�
The prescale factors have to be considered in the total luminosity determination available to
the di�erent subtriggers�
The prescale factors are not included in the H� detector simulation� Because most subtrig�

gers were not prescaled in the �		� running period� this is not important for most analyses�
However the missing prescale simulation leads to an overestimation of the number signal events
that would have triggered�
The prescale factors are accounted for by correcting the luminosity visible to the subtriggers�

In the �rst step the fraction f jLumi of the luminosity visible to each subtrigger j is calculated�
The luminosity integrated over each run is weighted with the corresponding prescale factors�
Figure ��� shows the evolution of fLumi in time for the subtriggers ��� �	 and 

�
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Z channel W channel
subtrigger e� mass � GeV e� mass � GeV
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Table ��
�� The trigger e�ciencies without prescale correction for the Z and W channel signal
Monte Carlo events�
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Table ���� The trigger correlation for an excited electron with mass �
 GeV decaying through
the W channel�
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� Excited Electron Analysis

The calculated correction factors are implemented in the selection process for the Monte
Carlo events in order to take into account the correlation of trigger responses depending on the
event topology �see table ���� A random value between � and � is calculated for each subtrigger
that would have triggered an event in the simulation� If the random value is smaller than f jLumi

for at least one of these� the event is selected� This procedure is only a approximation� because
it does not take into account correlated prescale factors� A correct treatment would require
the simulation of all events for all di�erent prescale settings� The observed variations then
determine an error on the �trigger seen luminosity� from prescale factors� More details on this
subject can be found in �����

Another e�ect that must be taken into account is the variation of the global options for
the subtriggers� The H� detector simulation program used the trigger setting of the �rst run it
encountered for all other events� This induces an additional uncertainty into the Monte Carlo
trigger e�ciency� In order to estimate this error� the trigger simulation was repeated for each
event with the trigger setting of the runs f�
���
�����������
����	��g� � The calculation
reveals a small dependence of the trigger e�ciency from the global options� The variations for
the selected events are of O���� for the high masses and decrease for smaller masses� This is
true for both channels under study�

	��� Selection Criteria

The extraction of a �nal event sample for an analysis from the H� data stream typically is
organized in three hierarchical selection steps� In each step� further selection criteria are applied
to reduce the amount of background events in the respective sample without rejecting more
signal events than unavoidable� In the case of the search for exotic electrons the last step
consists in the �nal candidate identi�cation and will be described in the next sections�

The two �rst steps are necessary to reduce the amount of data to a relatively small sample�
The �nal candidate identi�cation criteria can subsequently be optimized in a practicable way
on the base of this sample�

Event Classi�cation

Events kept by the Level � trigger are reconstructed by a mainframe computer after they were
stored to Raw Data tapes� In a �nal step� they are classi�ed on the basis of the reconstructed
information� in order to verify their physics contents� The mainframe only stores its calculated
output on the Physics Output Tapes for events that ful�lled at least one set of classi�cation
criteria
� All other events are only available on the Raw Data Tapes and cannot be accessed
directly by physics analyses� Often this step is called the �Level �� trigger� In contrast to all
other trigger levels� the event classi�cation can be repeated with the information on the Raw
Data Tapes�

A second� more stringent� set of classi�cation criteria decides whether the remaining events
should be stored on Data Summary Tapes� In contradiction to their name� the data sets are
stored on hard disks in order to allow a fast access� Although the DST contain only a small
fraction of the original data� the total amount of events is too big for frequent complete accesses�

�These runs have di�erent settings for the global options�
�This is called an event class�

���




��� Monte Carlo Studies for the Final Selection

The Preselection

The total data volume of �		� on DST amounts to � ���� data �les with O����Mbytes each�
One of the event classes on these data sets is the CSEMU class� It is specially optimized
to classify leptonic events and was used as the basic sample for the second step in the event
selection process of this analysis� The criteria for events with muonic activity were not designed
to encapsulate a special physics process� but discriminate background with activity in the
instrumented iron��

� muon track criteria� The distance of closest approach of the track in x�y� and r must be
smaller than ��� cm� It must have a minimal number of hits �tted within the iron yoke�
The threshold varies from � for tracks in the FEC�  for tracks in the BEC and only two
for tracks in the barrel regions� Mostly particles stemming from the inner part of H� are
selected by requiring a minimal layer number in the �t� In the FEC� tracks must start
with layer numbers below � and in the rest of the detector with layer numbers below ��

� link criterion� The muon track must have a link to a central track with a minimal prob�
ability P ���� � �����

� inner track criteria� The inner track must contain at least �� hits and must start at a
radius r � � cm from the z axis� It must be �tted to a vertex that lies less than �� cm
from the nominal interaction point�

The CSEMU sample was reduced further with two requirements special to the excited electron
selection�

� At least one object ful�lling the HM muon identi�cation criterion with a minimum trans�
verse momentum of �GeV must have been found in the event�

� The cosmic ray criterion must not have classi�ed the event�
The �nal selection criteria speci�c for the respective excited electron decay channels are applied
to the remaining event sample� The selection cuts described above and the trigger conditions
were also applied to the simulated events for both excited electron decay channels� The real
and simulated data therefore underly the same criteria and should have the same total analysis
e�ciencies�

	��� Monte Carlo Studies for the Final Selection

The W Channel

Candidates for this channel are identi�ed by their muonic �nal state� The event must therefore
contain an object ful�lling the HM criterion with a transverse momentum of pt � ��GeV �
Background from processes with muon pairs is reduced by the requirement that there must be
no other muon tracks ful�lling the WM criterion in the detector�
The low detector activity for this channel is used for further background rejection� The

number nlv of long vertex �tted tracks with at least nhits � �� hits in the central jet chambers
outside a cone in pseudorapidity and azimuth is counted �� ! �log�tan� ������

� !
q
����� # ����� � ���

�The following criteria are valid for �����

���




� Excited Electron Analysis

Figure ����� The relative error of the ��pt measurement for the muon track links correlated
with the polar angle 	� of the link� The histogram contains Monte Carlo events
simulated by COMPOS� The mass of the excited electrons was set to 
�� GeV�

where ��� �� denote the di�erence between a respective track and the track linked to the
muon� The cone must be used to avoid the counting of double track assignments or track link
ambiguities� The event is rejected by the algorithm if at least one track lies outside this cone�
A source of technical background are cosmic muons that survived the cosmic ray �nder�

If one of both central tracks is not �tted to the vertex and one of the iron tracks was badly
measured� the event was not rejected in the preselection� A hemisphere veto was implemented
to �lter the remaining cosmic rays� The algorithm requires that no good track must be found
in the detector in an angular range of ��� �in 	 and �� in the rearward region of the muon
track� The term �good track� denotes all tracks with at least �� hits� Tracks that could not
be �tted to the vertex are only considered� if the minimal distance of closest approach is less
than DCA � � cm�
The search would be complete on inclusion of a veto against high energy electromagnetic

clusters that tags the scattered lepton of background processes� Because the number of can�
didates ful�lling the other criteria was small for the �		� sample no such cut was applied for
e�ciency reasons�
Figure ��� shows the total analysis e�ciencies for the signal Monte Carlo events� and inter�

mediate e�ciencies in the selection process� The errors shown in the �gure have been determined
from the statistical e�ciency error

�� !

s
���� ��

N

and a conservatively estimated systematic error from the trigger e�ciencies of � � The sys�
tematic uncertainty for the analysis procedure was estimated by lowering the pt threshold to
�GeV for the HM muon candidate and increasing the maximal error of the relative inverse pt
measurement to ���� The di�erence of this set of cuts to the one described above enters the
error bars quadratically�
The e�ciencies drop to higher masses� because the muon angular distribution is shifted

��





�	� The Final ���� Data Selection

into the forward direction �see �gure ���� Due to the low activity in the detector the overall
e�ciencies are low% only �� � ��  of the events ful�ll the cuts of the CSEMU event classi�cation�
The trigger e�ciency is low for the same reason�
Figure ��� shows the relative uncertainty of the inverse pt measurement� Especially in the

angular region between CJC and forward tracking system� links between the inner detector and
muon tracks are rejected by the HM criterion because of the high uncertainty� This explains
the big di�erence between the second and third histogram in �gure ����

The Z Channel

The �nal state of the Z decay channel is characterized by the decay electron and two muons
in the �nal state� Isolated cluster criteria have been studied� but were not included in the
selection� because already the muonic part of the �nal state was su�cient to reduce the number
of candidates to a few events� Candidates for the Z channel decay of an excited electron are
events that contain two muon tracks�

� One muon track must be classi�ed by the HM criterion� It must have a minimal transverse
momentum of pt � ��GeV �

� The other muon track must ful�ll the WM criterion�
� The invariant mass of the muon pair must exceed ��GeV �

Figure ��� shows the total analysis e�ciencies� The error bars have been calculated in a similar
way like for the W channel� An additional variation of the invariant mass cut for the muon pair
to �� GeV enters the systematic analysis error estimation� The e�ciencies for the Z channel
are substantially higher than those for the W channel� This is a consequence of the higher
detector activity in the �nal state� The two muons increase the trigger e�ciencies for the muon
subtriggers and the decay electron increases the contribution from the calorimetric triggers�
Since only one muon must ful�ll the HM requirement� the probability of the correct muon
identi�cation rises�
With increasing excited electron mass� the muon angular distribution is shifted more into

the forward direction �see �gure ����� The resulting drop of the analysis e�ciency is not as
strong as the one for the W channel� because only one muon has to be linked to a track with
a good transverse momentum measurement� At high masses� the bad momentum resolution
causes ine�ciencies due to the invariant mass cut�

	��� The Final ���� Data Selection

The �		� positron data has been analyzed� The sample corresponds to a raw luminosity of

��� pb��� The preselection criteria led to a �nal set of ��� events that were scanned visually�
Table ��� shows the results of the visual classi�cation� Most events were cosmic muons that
passed the muon �lter� because one track was not �tted to the vertex and had a bad quality
or acceptance� Due to multiple scattering or other e�ects� some cosmic muon events did not
ful�ll the scalar product cut�
The additional channel speci�c cuts were applied to this data� and ���� events were classi�ed

as candidates for the W and the Z channel respectively�
Four of the W candidates are cosmic muons� with only one track recognized by the central

jet chambers� They could easily be identi�ed as cosmic muons with the energy depositions in

��




� Excited Electron Analysis

see caption

selected and raw trigger

selected and actual trigger

Figure ����� The selection e�ciencies �sel of W channel Monte Carlo events as a function of the
excited electron mass� The black triangles show the total analysis e�ciency� The
�lled dots show the same without inclusion of the prescale factors� The histograms
show several steps in the selection process� These are� starting with the uppermost
histogram� ��� The total number of events ful�lling the cuts of the CSEMU class�
�
� The number of events with at least one link� �� All events selected with a
muon track ful�lling the HM criterion� ��� All events that have been selected with
all other cuts excluding the trigger�
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�	� The Final ���� Data Selection

see caption

selected and raw trigger

selected and actual trigger

Figure ����� The selection e�ciencies �sel of Z channel Monte Carlo events as a function of the
excited electron mass� The black triangles show the total analysis e�ciency� The
�lled dots show the same without inclusion of the prescale factors� The histograms
show two steps in the selection process� These are� starting with the uppermost
histogram � ��� The fraction of events ful�lling the CSEMU class� �
� The fraction
of events with a link between inner tracking and instrumented iron�
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� Excited Electron Analysis

a

b

Figure ��	�� Candidate events for a� the W channel and b� the Z channel� that are rejected by
the visual inspection�
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�
� Result

class number of events
cosmic with one non vertex �tted track ��
cosmic with additional track activity ��
normal cosmic 
�
muon in the forward region with track activity �
muon in the central region with track activity �
special two muon events �
muon in the backward region with track activity 
misidenti�ed hadronic activity 
two muons and one track �
two muons and one jet �

Table ����� The result from the visual scan of the �nal event sample of the �		� preselection�

the LAr calorimeter� For e�ciency reasons an automatic procedure designed to �nd muons in
the LAr was not applied for the �		� data� The �fth W candidate is an event with two muons�
One of the muons lies in the extreme forward direction beyond the tracking acceptance� An
additional electromagnetic energy deposition in the backward direction makes clear� that this
event is not a candidate for the W channel�

All �ve Z candidates are cosmic muon events with overlayed interactions stemming from
the beamline� They were not rejected by the cosmic criterion because of the additional track
activity�

	�	� Result

The absence of candidates in both channels can be used to derive exclusion limits� The num�
ber of events found by an analysis with e�ciency � for the channel of the vector boson V is
theoretically given by�

�s ! L � � � be��V � 
ep�e� � bV��x
� L � � � bV��x � Z� with Z ! 
ep�e� � be��V

where bi�f denotes the branching ratio of the initial state i decaying to the �nal state f � Together
with the mean expected background �b� this results in an experimental Poisson probability to
measure n events with a given expectation � � �s # �b�

P �n� !
�

n&
�n � e�� � P �nj�s # �b�

In order to make a statement on the unknown signal rate �s and consequently about Z� the a
posteriori probability P ��s#�bjn� must be considered� P ��s#�bjn� is the probability that the
given number n of observed events stems from a signal �s and background �b� The theorem of

Bayes relates a priori and a posteriori probabilities�

P ��s # �bjn� ! P ��s� � P �nj�s # �b�

���




� Excited Electron Analysis

Figure ������ The exclusion limits on Z ! 
ep�e� �be��V as a function of the excited electron mass�
The limits were derived from the muon channels alone�

Following ��� P ��s� means the degree of belief� that the mean signal is �xed at the value �s�
It is unknown and usually assumed to be a �at distribution� A statement for �s can be taken�
if the probability is calculated that the signal is smaller than an upper limit ��s�

CL ! P�n !

R ��s
� d�sP ��s # �bjn�R�
� d�sP ��s # �bjn� �����

The con�dence level �CL� is chosen at a �xed value �normally ��	� or ��		�� In this case the
last formula is a determination equation for ��s� With no candidate events �n ! ��� equation
��� reduces to

��s ! �log��� CL� � � for CL ! ��	� �����

Note that in this case� the ��s is independent of �b� making background calculations unnecessary�
The ��s can be used to determine the value for 
ep�e� � be��V �

Z !
�

L � � � bV��x � �
�
s

Figure ���� shows the limits for 
ep�e� � be��Z and 
ep�e� � be��W � Values higher than the shown
points are excluded� Because of the falling selection and trigger e�ciencies the exclusion limits
become worse with rising e� mass� The Z channel has higher e�ciencies than the W channel at
high masses� This e�ect compensates for the small branching ratio proportion of bW���bZ�� � 
at high masses� At low e� masses� the W channel dominates the limit calculation because of
this ratio�

���




�
� Result

All Decay Channels

Figure ���� ��� shows the limit calculation that includes all decay channels� As already imposed
by the �gure ����� the muonic channels do not signi�cantly improve the limits at high masses�
This is mainly due to the high gauge boson branching ratios into hadrons �bW�hadrons ! ���	 �
bZ�hadrons ! �	�	 �� The exclusion limits for the W and Z channel are therefore similar% the
main di�erence stems from the Z decay into two neutrinos�
In the model of Hagiwara �	�� the branching ratios be��V can be calculated analytically�

They do not depend on the parameters c
�
V and '� because both total and partial widths are
proportional to c�
�
V �'

�� Because of the small branching ratios into the heavy gauge bosons�
only high exclusion limits for 
ep�e� can be derived at comparable exclusion limits for Z�
The photonic decay channel therefore not only delivers better exclusion limits for Z �because

there is no additional branching ratio and the selection e�ciency is high ����� but in the model
of Hagiwara� especially at lower excited electron masses delivers better limits for 
ep�e�� The
ratio be��	�be� �Z decreases from ���� to 
�	 for e� masses of ��� GeV and 
�� GeV �
�	
 to ���
for be��	�be��W � respectively�
Nevertheless� it was important to search in the muonic decay channels to rule out possible

dynamic e�ects that enhance these channels and for completeness�

��	




� Excited Electron Analysis

Figure ������ The exclusion limits on 
BR� � 
ep�e� � be��V for all decay channels derived from
�		� data� The �gure is taken from ����

�
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� Conclusion

The expected data taking rate for the future operation of the H� experiment is of the order of
��� Hz� At the same time� the dead time induced by the readout process should stay at ��  
or below� To achieve this� the detector component data acquisition systems are required to
reach a mean response of O�����ms� This is the irreducible data acquisition time needed by
basic detector electronics�
The data acquisition system for the central muon detector active until �		� could not ful�ll

this requirement� Its response time distribution had a mean and width of ���ms and ��
ms
respectively�� The software steered part of the readout process was the limiting factor�
Five new processor boards were added to the one performing the read out during dead

time� Consequently� the online software had to be redesigned� The new system responds in
the mean within ����ms with small width of ����
ms during dead time when using the same
con�guration as in �		�� It therefore ful�lls the anticipated requirements for the lifetime of the
H� experiment�
Due to the fast response� the width of the readout window and the data granularity in

time could be extended by a factor of two each� The acquisition system was operated in this
con�guration in the years �		� to �		� without being a dominant contributor to the dead time�
Besides a high read out e�ciency� this con�guration allows to verify the detector calibration
and trigger operation from normal luminosity data� It additionaly provides the possibility to
calculate a passage time estimator for muon tracks with a resolution of ��ns for long tracks�
although the readout granularity is only 	�ns�
In the second part of the thesis� a search for excited electrons decaying through muonic

modes was presented� In the chosen model muons are produced by decays of W or Z bosons
that stem from the excited electrons� The total branching ratio amounts to ��
 for excited
electrons with a mass of 
�� GeV and is lower for smaller masses�
Exclusion limits were derived and compared to those including all decay channels� published

in ���� Due to e�ciency e�ects� both are only of comparable size for low excited electron masses�
At high masses of 
�� GeV� the limits calculated from the muon channels alone are worse by
two orders of magnitude� In consequence� muonic cannels do not improve signi�cantly the total
exclusion limits� particularly in the high mass regions� However� a search for excited electrons
must include the muonic decay channels� in order to achieve a complete analysis�

�The response time values are taken from section ����

�
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A� Glossary

AFER All subsystems have acknowledged the L
 KEEP and are therewith in the state Front
End Ready� See section ��
�

BEC The Backward EndCap is the rear part of the instrumented iron yoke� See section 
�
�

BBAR The Backward BARrel is the rear part of the octagonal structure of the iron yoke� See
section 
�
�

CDAQ The Central Data Acquisition collects the data from the subsystems and delivers it to the
Full Event Consumers� See section ���

DAQ Abbreviation for Data AcQuisition�

DMB Digital Module Boards contain the central muon systems� front end hardware for ��
channels� This are the comparators� pipelines and the serial bus connection� See also
section ��
���

FEB The central data acquisition stores the data collected from the subsystems in the Full
Event Bu�ers� The Full Event Consumers work on this data� One of them is the logging
task� See section �����

FEC The Forward EndCap is the forward part of the instrumented iron yoke� See section 
�
�

FBAR The Forward BARrel is the forward part of the octagonal structure of the iron yoke� See
section 
�
�

FER After a subsystem has acknowledged the L
 KEEP to the central trigger� it is in the state
Front End Ready� See section ��
�

HCk The data acquisition related electronics is operated with the Hera Clock� Its phase is
synchronized with the bunch crossing time� See section ����

LEB The Local Event Bu�ers contain raw event information� The asynchronous tasks of the
subsystems work on this data� before it is delivered to the central data acquisition� See
section �����

LSW The Least Signi�cant Word ��� bits� of a long word�

MEB The subsystem data acquisition systems store their output in the Multi Event Bu�ers�
The central data acquisition collects this data� See section �����

MIU The Memory Increment Unit is a hardware histogramming unit that is used to search for
channels with suspect activity� See section ���
�

�




A� Glossary

MMU The VIC�
�� boards are equipped with a Memory Management Unit that allows to
con�gure the addressing space by software� See section ���
�

PEn The Pipeline Enable signal is used to steer the Pipelines� A Level � KEEP trigger decision
is transmitted to the central muon system by a transition from HIGH to LOW of this
signal� See section ��
���

ROC The �� ReadOut Controllers steer the front end electronic of the central muon system
and perform the hardware based part of the data acquisition� See section ��
�

STC The Subsystem Trigger Controller is a non�standard VME crate� It contains most mod�
ules for the communication with the central trigger� See section ���
�

�
�



B� Setup

This section contains a commented version of the con�guration �le for the data acquisition
system� Only one instance of each setup object is listed here� The corresponding complete �les
can be found in the

ThinkCProjects 	��Setup�

directory on the Muon DAQ MacIntosh� Several consistent setup �les that cover most needed
detector con�gurations can be found in this directory� The structure of the setup de�nition
language is described in section ����
� The values for the C macros �denoted by capital letters�
used in the comments below can be found in the �le

ThinkCProjects 	��Work�Headers�CMKde�nes�h�

All� other values directly stated in the text are given in hexadecimal format�
Since the system setup �les must only be changed by a detector expert� the parser is kept

simple� Changes of keywords may require subsequent changes of other keywords� In this case�
the comment describes the dependencies�

� An initial threshold for messages at the time of the setup parsing� A

message with priority less than SetPrintLvl is not transferred into the

VMEbased Message Area� Currently three different message priorities�

DEBUG�MESSAGE� NORMAL�MESSAGE and FATAL�ERROR� are implemented� �

SetPrintLvl � ��

� The Setup for the VIC�	
� boards visible to the Coordinator� Up to N�VICs

of these modules can be administrated by the data acquisition software� �

Vic ���



� The � Mbytes page number in the Coordinators addressing space that

is covered by the registers of the VIC�	
�� �

Base � ��

� The page descriptor components as needed by the MMU of the VIC�	
�

board� Up to N�PGDESC page descriptors can be defined here�

The descriptor below describes a source page at the address

D�F����� in the Coordinators� addressing space� An access to this

�The mapping values are in decimal format

�
�



B� Setup

page is transferred to the target page F����� in the target crate

number � �monitor crate�� The address modifier used for this cycle

in the target crate is �� �standard user access�� The zero

parameter in the descriptor determines� that LSW and MSW are not

swapped �

PageDesc �  D�F������ �� �� � F������ �� �

�

� The setup for the Server processor� This is mainly implemented for

further use� �

Server



Base � D��������

�

� The setup for the Slow card� Since only one Slow card is foreseen in the H�

infrastructure� no number must be supplied with this item� �

SlowCard



� The base of the card as seen by the Coordinator� Further

configuration is performed hard coded by the Coordinator to ensure

a proper communication with the central trigger� �

Base � F��������

�

� The setup for the Fast card� Since only one Fast card is foreseen in the H�

infrastructure� no number must be supplied with this setup item� �

FastCard



� The base of the Fast card as seen by the Coordinator��

Base � F��������

� The STC Mode� Mode � is used for the central DAQ steered operation

and Mode � or � for the operation in the stand alone mode� �

Mode � ��

� The following keywords have the same names as the registers of the

Fast card� They influence the stand alone mode support of the card� �

�
�



sclDff� � ff�

sclDff	 � ff�

locL�AtvDel � e��

L	DecDel � ff���

AutoFERDel � df�

Override � ��

Control � ��

FerFF � ��

�

� The setup for the Extended FanOut cards� Six FanOut cards are currently

operated in the system� Up to N�FANOUT�CARDS of these boards can be

administrated by the data acquisition software� �

FanOutCard���



� The base address as seen by the Coordinator� �

Base � F��������

� The PEn signal can be delayed by one bunch crossing in ��

steps� PEnDel determines the delay� �

PEnDel � ��

� The HCk can be delayed by one bunch crossing in �� steps� ClckDel

determines the clock delay� �

ClckDel � f�

� The signals Run and Fast Clear can be delayed by one bunch

crossing in �� steps� Run is mapped to SlowSignal � and FastClear

to SlowSignal � in the central muon system� The Slow Signals 	 and

� are not equipped� The Format is�

SlowDel � SlowSignal�� SlowSignal�� SlowSignal	� SlowSignal��� �

SlowDel �  �� �� �� ���

� The transition of PEn from high to low can be delayed by �
 bunch

crossings in �
 steps� For the central muon system� this value

should be always � because other values cause data to be shifted

out of the pipelines� �

Aftrrn � ��

�

�
�
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� The GPTP card contains a final lookup table and is the output node for

the muon system trigger elements � Up to N�GPTP cards can be implemented

in the system� but only one is used in the current configuration� �

GPTPCard���



� The base address as seen by the Coordinator� This address is partly

determined by the corresponding page descriptor for the monitor

crate� If it is changed� the base address has to be adapted� �

Base � F�F������

� The GPTP card contains four pipelines that can be read out

independently� The firstSlice parameter determines the first

pipeline entry to be read for each pipeline separately� Because

of the cards� electronic structure� an increase of this number does

not decrease the time needed for the readout� �

firstSlice � �� �� �� ���

� The number of pipeline entries to be read out for each pipeline� �

nSlices � 	�� 	�� 	�� 	���

� The test mode of the GPTP card can be activated� �

testMode � ��

� It is not imperative but strongly recommended to read out the GPTP

card� Its data is necessary for trigger optimization purposes� The

card is read out if doReadOut is not equal to �� �

doReadOut � ��

�

� The L	L� card is set up with this item� Only one L	L� card is foreseen in

the system and consequently no number must be supplied� �

PQZPSystem



� The base address as seen by the Coordinator� �

Base � F��������

� The Quick Bus Validation Mode� �

QBusValidate � ��

�
�



� The cards� mode of operation� �

L	L�Mode � ��

� The zero suppression mode of the Quickbus transfer� �

Transparent � ��

� The card is read out if doReadOut is not equal to �� �

doReadOut � ��

�

� The Store cards are trigger pipeline modules used to synchronize the

trigger data correctly for the L	 and L� Level triggers� Up to

N�STORECARDS cards can be administrated by the data acquisition� �

StoreCard ���



� The base address as seen by the Coordinator� �

Base � F��������

� The number of pipeline entries to be read out by the Coordinator� �

ReadDepth � ���

� The pipeline depth of the cards can be adjusted by software� �

PipeDepth � ���

� The card is read out if doReadOut is not equal to �� �

doReadOut � ��

�

� The Coordinators� configuration� �

Coordinator



� The base address for the communication with the CDAQ� Currently� this

is the address of the VMeXI board� �

MebBase � d�	������

� The print level for the Coordinators run time output� The threshold

�
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mechanism works as described above� �

PrintLevel � ��

� If withCDAQ is not equal to �� the Coordinator communicates with the

CDAQ via the VMeXI board� If the value is equal to �� the

Coordinator communicates with the Server� The Mode of the Fast card has

to be modified correspondingly� withCDAQ � � requires Mode � � for the

FastCard� The processor loading options have to be modified� as well� �

withCDAQ � ��

� If RawDataMode is not equal to �� the mapping on the Slaves is

disabled� and the data of the IRWE and IRSE banks is delivered in the

online format� �

RawDataMode � ��

� If loadServer is not equal to �� the Coordinator copies the Server

program to the Servers processor memory at boot time� �

loadServer � ��

� If startServer is not equal to �� then the Coordinator processor

starts the program that has been loaded to the Servers processor

memory� �

startServer � ��

� The same as above for all Slave processors� �

loadCluster � ��

startCluster � ��

� If MultipleTimeSlice is not equal to �� all ROCs are operated in the

multiple cycle mode� �

MultiTimeSlice � ��

� The number of readout cycles that are performed per event� �

nSlices � ��

� The cycle number starting from � that is tagged zero in the IRWE and

IRSE raw output banks� �

nominalSlice � ��

� If DigiFlags is not equal to �� the digital threshold bits are

produced by the Slave processors and delivered by the Coordinator� �

��



DigiFlags � ��

� If produceIRDT is not equal to �� the IRDT bank is produced and

filled with the threshold bits� �

produceIRDT � ��

� If checkBosStruct is not equal to �� the linked list of banks in the

MEB is verified� before it is delivered to the CDAQ� �

checkBosStruct � ��

�

� The main setup for the Slave processors� Up to N�MPVME Slave processors

can be implemented and five are currently used� The cluster numbers

����	���� correspond to the notation A�B�C�D�E� �

Cluster ���



� The printing threshold for the Slave processors at run time��

PrintLevel � ��

� The number of mapping errors in a run� originating from the same

element� that are ignored before the Slave sends an error to the

the Coordinator� The Coordinator forwards these errors to the

CDAQ� �

MappErrToCDAQ � �
�

� This is the setup for the ReadOut Controllers� Up to

N�ROC�PER�CLUSTER ROCs can be implemented per cluster� The number

corresponds to the hardware module number� �

Roc ���� 

� The base address as seen by the Slave processor� �

Base�	f������

� The reference voltage in mV for the comparators of the

wires� �

RefWire�
��

� The reference voltage in mV for the comparators of the

strips� �

��
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RefStrip��	�

� The artificial step width the pipelines are shifted by

the initial readout cycle� �

RegStep���

� The length of the serial bus for the trigger bit

readout� This value is not used by the current data

acquisition� �

RegTrig���

� The total number of clock cycles for the serial bus

readout� It is determined by the maximal number of

channels in all buses connected this ROC� �

RegData����

� The command Register � of the ROC� It determines the

modes of operation like combiner mode and multiple

time slice mode� This value has to be changed according

to MultipleTimeSlice in the Coordinators� setup� �

CmdReg����

� The threshold for the digital threshold bits� �

DigiThres�
�

� If doReadOut is not equal to �� the ROC is read

out� Otherwise it is only initialized by the Slave� �

doReadOut � ��

�

�

� The table for the mapping procedures on the Slave processors� It has the

format of the IMAP bank in the H� database� Changes therefore can be easily

implemented� In order to use this format� all numbers are given in

decimal� �

Mapping



� Number of columns and rows� �

�




� ����

� The columns have the following meaning� ��� The hardware ROC number�

�	� the bus number� ��� the offline module number� ��� the offline

layer number� �
� the number of channels of the bus� ��� the offset C�

��� the shift value S� �

� � � � �� ��� �

� � � � �� ��� �

� 
 � 
 �� ��� �

� � � � �� ��� �

�

�

�
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C� Memory Layout

Several VME modules used by the data acquisition system are equipped with memory� The
addressing space shown in table ���
 is partly con�gured by software� The MMUs on the
VICs have to be set up with the page descriptors given in the setup �les� The DPM board
located in the master crate has to be con�gured by software� as well� Since this module
contains all program and communication data� it cannot be con�gured by the Coordinator�
The con�guration has to be performed from the DAQ MacIntosh on behalf of MPW ��
� or
similar programs� The con�guration needs only to be repeated if either board or battery fail� In
the following� it will be assumed� that the memory space is set up correctly by the Coordinator�
The memory layout can be subdivided into two parts� Several addresses �xed by hardware

or software form the system anchor� The dynamic memory administration is used by higher
level data acquisition tasks� Its layout can be found in section ������

C����� Fixed Memory Addresses

The UA� monitor program on the Coordinator supports an automatic start of program execu�
tion� upon the arrival of a VME SYSRESET signal� This signal can be generated by a reset
button on a central panel in the main experiments� control room� A restart of the system there�
fore is possible without actions taken by the Muon DAQ MacIntosh� To enable this feature�
the Coordinators �rst two CMOS memory location have to be con�gured with 
FA� and �F���
respectively�

The DPM

The DPM keeps all data acquisition programs� setup �les and a loader program �

� �struct ProgramData +��xD�������� This structure contains the programs and global
data for the Coordinator� the Slaves and the Server� This structure is �lled by the Muon
DAQ MacIntosh�

� �xD��EFFFC� The auto load mode� used by the loader to determine whether the data
acquisition should be initialized upon the arrival of an VME SYSRESET signal�

� �xD��F����� The loader driver� This program checks the ProgramData structure for
validity� copies the Coordinator program to the address �x
��
���� in the local FIC
memory and jumps to this location after setting the processor to supervisor mode�

� �MemArea +��xD��	����� The DPM memory area used by the dynamic memory admin�
istration�

�Currently the program start address is set to �xD��F����

��
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The VIC Bu�er Memories

The data acquisition system communicates with the FIC�
� processor in the monitoring crate�
The Coordinator transfers data acquisition parameters and status to this processor through the
internal bu�er memory of the VIC�
�� in the monitoring crate�

� �struct MiuInfo +��x�������� Because the bu�er memory had to be mapped into the
extended addressing space of the Coordinator� the Muon DAQ MacIntosh cannot access
this information�

The VIC�
�� bu�er memories in the readout crates are administrated by the nmalloc system�
In order to avoid clashes with the mailboxes used for interrupt transmissions� the corresponding
memory areas are not mapped to the physical start of the memory� The addresses shown below
are the ones as seen by the Slaves� The addresses in the Coordinators� space can be derived
from table ���
�

� �xFFB�������x
� The VIC�
�� mailboxes� The board can be con�gured to generate
interrupts on the local VMEbus upon the access to these mailboxes�

� �MemArea +��xFFB������ The memory area is called ClusterVicMem�

The Processor Memories

Other important �xed addresses reference to the processor memories� The addresses below are
given as seen by the processor of the respective boards� The Coordinator memory contains
several generic objects�

� �MemArea +��x�������� This memory area is called FicStackMem and is used for future
extensions and monitoring of the generic A� stack size�

� �x���D���� The A� stack used by the Coordinators� main task and the interrupt stack
frames are located in the fast DRAM memory of the FIC�
�� The stack position is
determined by the DmpPrg�c procedure of the Muon DAQ MacIntosh�

� �x
��
����� The Coordinators program code and intrinsic A� global data is copied here
by the loader program� The MacIntosh operating system speci�c segment structure and
jump tables are resolved by DmpPrg�c� The loader procedure jumps to this location to
start the Coordinator program�

� �MemArea +�p� The memory area internalFicMemory is mapped directly beyond the end
of the global A� data�

The Slave processor boards are of di�erent type �MPVME����� and therefore have a di�erent
memory structure� In addition to the above memory structure� their memory is used for the
message passing system�

� �x
���� The location of the start directive� The EPROM is con�gured that on a mailbox
interrupt �� the Slave processor checks this memory for the value �x��� It then jumps to
the program start address after setting the processor to the supervisor mode�

� �x

��� The long word address for the program start� Its value is currently set to �x����
��



� �x���� The Coordinator copies the Slave program and global A� data to this address�
� �x�D���� The A� and A� stack for the program� The stack grows downwards� Depending
of the program and global data sizes� the stack has a size of approximately ��� Kbytes�
The stack position is determined by the Coordinator in the startRo�c procedure� This
overrides the default value ��x�D���� set by the DmpPrg�c routine�

� �MemArea +��x������ The internalProcessorMemory memory area� This area is initial�
ized by the Slave processor and is not accessed by the Coordinator�

� �MemArea +��x	����� The ClusterProcMem memory area is used for the slow commu�
nication between the Slaves� the Coordinator and the Muon DAQ MacIntosh� Because
MacVEE does not support extended VME addressing� this memory area must be mapped
to the master crates� standard addressing range�

The Server processor is a MPVME����� as well� Since it is used only to test of the formal
readout process in stand alone mode� its program is kept relatively simple� No part of the
processors memory is used for the Coordinators� or Slaves� data acquisition tasks�

� �x
���� The location of the start directive�
� �x

��� The long word address for the program start� currently set to �x����
� �x���� The Coordinator copies the program and the global A� data to the memory
starting at this address�

� �x�D���� The A� and A� stacks for the Server program start at this address�
� �struct VMESrv +��x	����� This memory region is used for the communication with both�
Coordinator and MacIntosh�

� �struct SetupSrv +��xB����� The Coordinator copies the Servers binary setup to the
memory starting at this address�

C����� Dynamic Memory Administration

The memory areas listed above are mainly initialized by the Coordinator processor� An in�
ternal structure �of type MemAreasV isibleFromCrd� references all memory areas visible and
initialized by the Coordinator�
The memory blocks in these areas are listed in the following� Because the layout of the

memory is identical for all Slave processors� only the one for cluster E is shown�

Memory Visible by the Coordinator

�������������� Cluster E Processor Mem

bind Table �� bindName VMER at �C

bind Table �� bindName SETR at �	A	�

Area E�E����� Memory Block at Index �� End �C begin Dummy Block �ok

Area E�E����� Memory Block at Index �C� End �	�F� VME Comm Clus � �ok

Area E�E����� Memory Block at Index �	�F�� End ���BE Setup Cluster � �ok

Area E�E����� Memory Block at Index �EFB�� End �F��� end Dummy Block �ok

��
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�������������� Coordinator VME Mem

bind Table �� bindName VMEC at �C

bind Table �� bindName SETC at BD��

Area E�
����� Memory Block at Index �� End �C begin Dummy Block �ok

Area E�
����� Memory Block at Index �C� End BD�� VME Coordinator area �ok

Area E�
����� Memory Block at Index BD��� End ��
�E Coordinator Setup �ok

Area E�
����� Memory Block at Index �FFB�� End 
���� end Dummy Block �ok

�������������� Coordinator internal Fic Mem E�����A�

Area E�����A� Memory Block at Index �� End �C begin Dummy Block �ok

Area E�����A� Memory Block at Index �C� End 	�� dynamic Global Data �ok

Area E�����A� Memory Block at Index 	��� End AF� Fic LEB � � �ok

Area E�����A� Memory Block at Index AF�� End ��
� Fic LEB � � �ok

Area E�����A� Memory Block at Index ��
�� End �BB� Fic LEB � 	 �ok

Area E�����A� Memory Block at Index �BB�� End 	��� Fic LEB � � �ok

Area E�����A� Memory Block at Index 	���� End 	C�� Fic LEB � � �ok

Area E�����A� Memory Block at Index 	C��� End ��D� Fic LEB � 
 �ok

Area E�����A� Memory Block at Index ��D�� End �D�� Fic LEB � � �ok

Area E�����A� Memory Block at Index �D��� End �
�� Fic LEB � � �ok

Area E�����A� Memory Block at Index �
��� End �DF� Fic LEB � � �ok

Area E�����A� Memory Block at Index �DF�� End 
�
� Fic LEB � � �ok

Area E�����A� Memory Block at Index 
�
�� End 
EB� Fic LEB � A �ok

Area E�����A� Memory Block at Index 
EB�� End ���� Fic LEB � B �ok

Area E�����A� Memory Block at Index ����� End �F�� Fic LEB � C �ok

Area E�����A� Memory Block at Index �F��� End ��D� Fic LEB � D �ok

Area E�����A� Memory Block at Index ��D�� End ���� Fic LEB � E �ok

Area E�����A� Memory Block at Index ����� End ���� Fic LEB � F �ok

Area E�����A� Memory Block at Index ����� End ��F� Fic LEB � �� �ok

Area E�����A� Memory Block at Index ��F�� End ��
� Fic LEB � �� �ok

Area E�����A� Memory Block at Index ��
�� End A�B� Fic LEB � �	 �ok

Area E�����A� Memory Block at Index A�B�� End AA�� Fic LEB � �� �ok

Area E�����A� Memory Block at Index AA��� End E�	� Monitoring Buffer �ok

Area E�����A� Memory Block at Index E�	�� End ���	� Histogramming Buffer �ok

Area E�����A� Memory Block at Index ���	�� End �	��� Run Start Record �ok

Area E�����A� Memory Block at Index �	���� End �	�E� Run End Record �ok

Area E�����A� Memory Block at Index �	�E�� End �	��� Tmp MPVME Cnv LEB � �ok

Area E�����A� Memory Block at Index �	���� End ���A� Tmp MPVME Cnv LEB � �ok

Area E�����A� Memory Block at Index ���A�� End ��A�� Tmp MPVME Cnv LEB 	 �ok

Area E�����A� Memory Block at Index ��A��� End ��	�� Tmp MPVME Cnv LEB � �ok

Area E�����A� Memory Block at Index ��	��� End ��AC� Tmp MPVME Cnv LEB � �ok

Area E�����A� Memory Block at Index ��AC�� End ��EF� TxtSetupBuff � �ok

Area E�����A� Memory Block at Index ��EF�� End �
�	� TxtSetupBuff 	 �ok

Area E�����A� Memory Block at Index �
�	�� End �D��� Stack of Task � �ok

Area E�����A� Memory Block at Index �D���� End 	
�C� Stack of Task 	 �ok

Area E�����A� Memory Block at Index 	
�C�� End 	���C Stack of Task � �ok

Area E�����A� Memory Block at Index 
���	� End 
��AE end Dummy Block �ok

Internal Slave Processor Memory Area

Several blocks of global data exclusively used by the Slaves are mapped into this memory
area� The Coordinator is not aware of this memory area� but it is completely administrated by

��



the Slave� Since the MC���XX processors do not support indirect address register addressing
modes with o�sets bigger than 
 Kbytes� big tables and local bu�ers are stored in this area�

� The mapping lookup table that was computed out of the setup �MappSetup� structures
for all ROCs is stored in this memory area�

� The RawLEBs that contain the raw data read out of the ROCs are stored here� Each
RawLEB is stored in an own block ensuring data consistency�

�	
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D� File Structure

The muon data acquisition is controlled by a MacIntosh IIci� equipped with a ��� MBytes
harddisk� It is the memberAcMuDev of the H� Muon group of the Appletalk network structure�
The data acquisition related �les are stored on the harddisk in the following directories �folders��

� development� This folder contains the Think C Version � program development system�
No data acquisition speci�c �les are stored here�

� ThinkCProjects 	�� This is the root directory that contains the online software of the
data acquisition system� The graphical user interface always assumes the active version
here� The directory contains several important subdirectories�

� Setup� All setup �les are stored in this directory� The �les can be selected with the
user interface� The �le name for nominal luminosity data taking is Setup�t�CDAQ ��

and the one for stand alone operation is Setup�t�Stdalone� These �les are maintained
by a revision control system and therefore normally are not modi�able�

� testProjects� This directory contains temporary code and software infrastructure like
the memory administration code nmalloc�

� SSrv� This directory contains the databases for the revision control system used by
MPW ��
� and Think C� The folders Setup and DAQ contain the revision control
data bases for the setup �les and all data acquisition online code� This includes all
�les of the Coordinator� MPVME� and Server projects�

� Work � This folder contains the data acquisition Think C project manager documents
Coordinator� MPVME �the Slaves�� Server and loader� All executables are stored
in the Binaries subdirectory and all special purpose libraries can be found in the
Libraries folder� The header and source �les are located in the Headers and Source
directories respectively�

� CINs� This directory contains Code Interface Nodes to be used with the LabView
programming environment and related �les� The project manager �le LbHistos is
used for the implementation of the LabView user interface for histogram display�
The Sources and Headers directories contain the source and header �les needed by
this project�

� NewShellProject 	�� This directory contains� in a similar hierarchical structure� the data
acquisition control program� The relevant executable however is stored in the Work

folder itself� The corresponding resource �le MacMuDaq�rsrc is stored here� as well� The
name of the project manager �le is MacMuDaq��� The program needs a preferences �le
MuShSetup�t that can be found in the main folder�

���



D� File Structure

� log� All messages from the online processors are logged by the data acquisition control
program� These �les are stored in the log directory and should be compressed and moved
to bigger disks regularly�

� tmp� Low level hardware failures are logged into the KernLog�t �le in this directory�

��
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